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Executive Summary
This report investigates Nova Scotia’s position in three value chains: inshore and extreme climate vessels,
remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) and autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), and underwater
sensors and instrumentation. Inshore vessels are ships that remain close to shore, while extreme
climate vessels are ships designed for operation in polar regions. ROVs are tethered underwater vehicles
used for ocean exploration and marine construction. AUVs are untethered, torpedo-shaped underwater
vehicles programmed to collect oceanographic data for extended periods without immediate human
supervision. As part of unmanned underwater and manned surface marine platforms, underwater
sensors and instrumentation collect information about underwater objects and ocean properties. The
three value chains have in common their application in three major end-markets: oil and gas exploration,
scientific research, and military and port security.
The purpose of investigating the value chains of these industries was to:




discover the market position and strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) for
Nova Scotia’s companies;
identify market and technology trends; and
make recommendations for increasing the competitiveness of the sector in Nova Scotia.

Nova Scotia’s position and SWOT in ocean technology value chains: We discovered that Nova Scotia’s
companies are well positioned across the value chains for the three industries we evaluated. While the
details differ for each value chain, overall we found Nova Scotia’s strengths to include its skilled
workforce, strong universities and research centers, excellent geographic location and transportation
infrastructure, and the long-term federal shipbuilding contract. Nova Scotia’s weaknesses in the value
chains include limited final product manufacturing, heavy reliance on federal budgets, and limited
coordinated marketing and promotion activities by government.
The report identifies a number of opportunities in ocean technologies for Nova Scotia. Nova Scotia can
benefit from the growing importance of ocean technology in oil and gas exploration, scientific research,
and security end-markets. These end-markets are increasingly comfortable with remote operation and
automation for gathering oceanographic data and conducting routine security monitoring. Nova Scotia
will benefit from increased demand for ocean technology in developing countries, especially Brazil,
China, and countries in Southeast Asia.
Budget reductions in Canada, the U.S. and the U.K. threaten the future development of ocean
technology in Nova Scotia. The ocean technology sector in Nova Scotia relies heavily on government
funds, directly or indirectly, for R&D and as a source of demand for these products in scientific research
and security end-markets. The global ocean technology sector faces increased consolidation,
threatening the viability of small and medium sized enterprises traditionally characterizing the sector.
Creating value chain linkages with multinational corporations will become increasingly important for
maintaining the competitiveness of Nova Scotia’s ocean technology firms. These firms face strong
7
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foreign competition, particularly from the U.S. and Norway in aquatic instrumentation and unmanned
underwater vehicles, and East Asia in shipbuilding. Our study reveals potential labor challenges
stemming from the successful federal shipbuilding bid. Increased competition for available and
appropriately skilled labor will likely increase the labor costs in the ocean technology sector.
Market and technology trends: The report identifies four market and technology trends across the
value chains we studied.





Demand for less expensive, more versatile products;
Demand for products suitable for use in rugged environments;
Importance of integrating multiple systems into a simple user-interface; and,
Customization for the end-user.

Demand for less expensive, more versatile products – End-users, particularly governments and public
institutions facing budget cuts, drive the demand for cost reduction. This demand can result in the
substitution of newer, more versatile equipment for old products and operation platforms. Thus,
governments and public institutions can upgrade capabilities while reducing operational costs. For most
end-users, taking advantage of this trend requires equipment capable of multiple functions and mission
configurations. New technologies, such as nanotechnology and micro electric-mechanical systems, lead
to both increased capabilities and lower costs in ocean technology products.
Demand for rugged products – Ocean technology is increasingly used in tough, hazardous environments,
such as deep, cold, and rough water, and small spaces. For work in these environments, end-users will
increasingly demand reliable equipment, capable of automated or remote control, with greater energy
efficiency and longer mission life.
Systems integration – Integration of multiple systems into a simple user-friendly interface is increasingly
important for the efficient operation of ocean technology platforms. Linking complex subsystems,
typically with software advancements, is becoming as important to the market as developing individual
ocean technology systems.
Mass customization – Customization for the intended use of the product, and the preferences of the
end-user, is a theme observed in ocean technology. To take advantage of the “mass customization”
trend observed across manufacturing sectors, firms need information about the specific problems and
needs of end-users. Value chain actors, such as systems integrators, who translate customer demand
into products suited to the needs of the customer will become increasingly important.
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Recommendations: To increase the competitiveness of the ocean technology sector in Nova Scotia, we
recommend:
1. Coordinate economic development programs to take advantage of identified market and
technology trends;
2. Identify export opportunities in, and prioritize export promotion activities for, the most
promising international markets;
3. Actively support small and medium-size enterprises on ITAR compliance and identify methods to
reduce financial barriers to commercialization;
4. Develop and deepen connections with national and international Centers of Excellence (CoEs)
that match Nova Scotia’s product, technology and end-market profiles;
5. Actively promote Nova Scotia’s ocean technology assets in education, scientific, engineering and
technical human capital, commercial enterprises, and physical infrastructure to relevant
audiences.
Coordinate economic development programs to take advantage of identified market and technology
trends – Economic development programs in the province should coordinate with one another to focus
on actors who participate, or lead, in the market and technology trends identified as the future of the
ocean technology industry. Market and technology trends should guide the selection criteria for
participants in all economic development programs the province offers, or should offer, to develop a
high-technology sector like ocean technologies. Relevant programs to coordinate include business
recruitment, retention, and entrepreneurship programs, technology commercialization assistance, and
eminent scholars programs.
Identify and prioritize promising international markets – The traditional export destinations for ocean
technology produced in Nova Scotia, the U.S. and Western Europe, are not growing as quickly as
developing countries in South America (Brazil), Africa (Nigeria), and Asia (China, Singapore and South
Korea). These countries offer good to excellent opportunities for companies in Nova Scotia’s ocean
technology sector to expand exports. Since opportunities in these markets vary by technology and
product segment, we recommend a careful evaluation and prioritization of export market niches by
economic development actors in Nova Scotia charged with export promotion.
Support SMEs on ITAR compliance and commercialization – We recommend that Nova Scotia increases
its support of SMEs on International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) compliance and financing for
commercialization. Our interviews with ocean technology SMEs in Nova Scotia identified two
competitive issues: ITAR compliance and financing for commercialization. ITAR compliance is required
for companies serving the U.S. military market, and it places a significant burden on companies. External
specialists in ITAR compliance charge up to $10,000 per month, representing a significant cost for most
SMEs. We recommend that Nova Scotia actively support SMEs on ITAR compliance. One option for
achieving this objective is to create a government-sponsored resource, such as a government employee
charged with training company employees on ITAR training, or sponsoring ITAR training sessions.
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Our interviews of SMEs also revealed limitations on available financial capital needed to commercialize
products. During the critical phase between research and development and commercialization known as
the “valley of death”, self-financing, customer-financing, and private capital are often not available for
SMEs, or they impose excessively harsh conditions. As a result, the product line or company suffers a
premature death while looking for funds to sponsor a promising line of business. We recommend
identifying the extent to which Nova Scotia’s ocean technology business community needs
commercialization assistance, and modifying existing programs, or developing new programs, to meet
the identified need.
Develop and deepen connections with national and international organizations leading the research and
development in relevant ocean technologies – We recommend that Nova Scotia develop and deepen
connections with knowledge networks leading the research and development in relevant ocean
technologies. Participation in knowledge networks is vitally important for maintaining the
competitiveness of a region in a high technology sector like ocean technology. Knowledge networks
contain the subject expertise, technology innovations, and the interpersonal connections needed to
support product development and entrepreneurial activity in ocean technology. Leading oceanographic
institutes, private-public partnerships (Centers of Excellence), and cluster organizations are central
actors in knowledge networks for ocean technology. For companies and researchers, establishing and
deepening connections with knowledge networks will lead to the development and diffusion of
innovative ideas and products. For government actors, establishing and deepening connections with
knowledge networks will lead to a better understanding of the policy environment needed to support a
high-technology sector, and needed modifications to technology-based economic development
programs in the province.
Actively promote ocean technology – We recommend that Nova Scotia increase promotion of the ocean
technology sector at industry-relevant outlets. Our recommendation stems from two research findings.
First, companies in ocean technology find supply chain partners through word-of-mouth reputation,
presence at industry events, and visibility in industry publications. Increasing promotional activity in
these outlets increases the likelihood that leading companies in ocean technology products will look to
Nova Scotia for supply chain partners. Second, ocean technology companies consider quality of life,
presence of skilled labor, and access to necessary transportation infrastructure when making location
decisions. Promoting Nova Scotia’s assets in these areas improves the chances that ocean technology
companies expanding or relocating their operations will consider Nova Scotia. We support cooperating
with other provinces to promote Atlantic Canada as the preferred global destination for ocean
technology companies.
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1. Introduction
1.1.

Report overview

Ocean-related economic activity is a significant component of the economy of Nova Scotia. Naval
installations, fishing, shipbuilding, seafood processing, ports and marine activities have long been
mainstay activities in the province. In more recent times, other elements of the Nova Scotia economy
that are based directly upon or benefit from the ocean have emerged in importance, including oil and
gas, tourism, boat-building, aquaculture, biotechnology and environmental industries. Governments at
all levels contribute to the ocean sector through their own spending on oceans-related public service
programs and functions.
Nova Scotia’s ocean technology sector is comprised mainly of small to medium-sized enterprises, with a
number of multinational companies operating in the province. Goods and services produced by these
companies have a variety of applications in three key end-markets: defense and security, offshore oil
and gas, and scientific research.
1.1.1

Project purpose and scope

The purpose of this report is to identify Nova Scotia’s position in three ocean technology value chains,
and make recommendations to companies and government about opportunities to move into higher
value activities. We analyze the global value chains of inshore and extreme climate vessels, Remotely
Operated Vehicles (ROVs) & Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs), and underwater sensors and
instrumentation to find that companies in Nova Scotia are well positioned to take advantage of market
and technology trends affecting the ocean technology sector.
Our research goal was to connect local and global levels of analysis to identify market opportunities for
ocean technology companies in Nova Scotia. To develop our perspective we interviewed global lead
firms, local companies, technology experts, and representatives of leading research institutions
developing these technologies. Particularly useful were interviews with Nova Scotia companies in each
value chain. The interviews allowed us to explore questions raised from reading the broader literature
and inquire about the dynamics in the local market. We supplemented our interviews with industry
publications, academic journals, and multiple databases. The multiple methods allowed us to develop a
perspective broad enough to incorporate the global dynamics of a high technology sector like ocean
technology, with a grounded understanding of the local realities.
1.1.2

Research methods

The research for this report was carried out in several phases. During the first phase, the research team
conducted an initial round of company and project sponsor interviews in Nova Scotia. The visit to Nova
Scotia allowed time for Professor Gereffi to hold a seminar on global value chain analysis for interested
members of the government. The second phase consolidated the initial research findings and identified
secondary source materials useful for better understanding the technology and market dynamics in the
value chains. The third phase used the knowledge gathered from our research and phone interviews to
11
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conduct a second round of interviews in Nova Scotia. This visit in October allowed us to update the
business community and project sponsors on our initial findings and recommendations. The fourth
phase comprised of report production and review by experts.
1.1.3

Report organization

The report consists of five chapters and an appendix. After the introduction, each of the next three
chapters investigates a value chain. We organized each value chain chapter to discuss Nova Scotia’s
position in the value chain, our assessment of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats
(SWOT) for Nova Scotia in the value chain, an introduction to the technology, a discussion of the global
market and technology trends, followed by an analysis of the global value chain and its lead firms.
Chapter 2 analyses inshore and extreme climate vessels. Chapter 3 investigates ROVs and AUVs. Chapter
4 investigates underwater sensors and instrumentation. The last chapter, Chapter 5, makes
recommendations for the further development of the ocean technology sector in Nova Scotia based on
the findings and crosscutting themes in the value chain chapters. The appendix includes supplementary
information for which sufficient space did not exist in the report.
The remaining portion of the introduction reviews the crosscutting market and technology trends
identified in the value chains, and the common strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats for
Nova Scotia.

1.2.

Crosscutting Market and Technology Trends

The value chains analyzed for this report illustrate common market and technology dynamics. Four
crosscutting market and technology trends emerge from the value chain analysis.





Demand for less expensive, more versatile products capable of remote or autonomous
operation;
Demand for products suitable for use in tough, physical environments;
Importance of integrating multiple systems into a simple user-interface; and,
Customization for the end-user.

Demand for less expensive, more versatile products capable of remote or autonomous operation-- The
demand for marine equipment, from ships to sensors, is growing for versatile products capable of
reduced human supervision. For example, in ROVs and AUVs, the push is for increased capability, longer
deployments of underwater vessels, and increased independence from human operation and
monitoring. In underwater sensors and instrumentation, multi-functionality and flexible configurations
are preferred, as is the development of sensor networks reporting autonomously. In shipbuilding,
inshore vessels suited to multiple missions are preferred to vessels suited only to one mission category.
End-users of ocean technology are driving this trend because it simultaneously increases capability while
reducing mission costs. For example, the oil and gas industry is becoming more “untethered” and
12
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moving towards remote, “smart well” operations. The military and security markets are increasingly
comfortable with unmanned underwater vehicles for gathering oceanographic data and routine
monitoring tasks. Key technology challenges to realize the trend are making instruments lighter, more
reliable, and more energy efficient. Remote and autonomous operation of ocean technology is currently
limited by the need for stored energy. As a result, low energy consumption technologies, more efficient
battery technology, and methods for onboard power generation are being developed for ocean
technologies.

Expansion into tougher physical environments – Human activities are expanding into tougher, more
hazardous regions, such as the Arctic, deep and rough water, or smaller spaces. For example, ships
designed for extreme climate conditions are sold to a variety of end-markets for activities made possible
by reduced ice coverage of polar regions during the year. ROVs and AUVs are increasingly used in very
deep ocean depths for marine construction, gathering oceanographic data, and ocean surveys. Demand
has increased for rugged sensors and instrumentation used on these platforms. The key technology
challenges are increasing the reliability and toughness of sensitive instruments and platforms, longer
mission life to allow for operations without immediate access to energy sources.

Integrating multiple systems into a user-friendly interface – The development of multiple sub-systems is
creating information overload for operators. Linking complex sub-systems, usually through software, to
reduce the complexity of operating ocean technology platforms like ROVs and ships, are becoming as
important as developing individual components. For example, ROV manufacturer are developing onescreen systems for checking the health and operation of the underwater vehicle. In ship building,
integration of multiple sensors into integrated vessel systems is vital. The market and technology trend
requires improved coordination between the end-product manufacturer and its supply chain partners.
The result is closer supplier-buyer relationships or standardization and modularization of components so
that “plug and play” becomes a viable option in ocean technology platforms.

Customization for the end-user – Products in ocean technology are increasingly customized for the
intended use of the product, reflecting the “mass customization” trend common in many manufactured
products. In ocean technologies, the increasing complication and availability of diverse sub-systems
makes the intended use of the technology critical to design and manufacturing the final product. For
example, in shipbuilding, close coordination between ship owners, ship designers and ship builders
occurs during the ship design process to develop systems that meet the needs of the end-user. In
addition, system integrators are increasing important across multiple ocean technology value chains for
gathering information about existing products and developing final products that meet the needs of
end-users.
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1.3.

Crosscutting Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats for
Nova Scotia

Nova Scotia possesses clear strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats in the markets for the
three ocean technology value chains examined for this report. A summary is provided in Table 1 below.
Table 1: SWOT analysis: crosscutting themes from value chains
Strengths

Weaknesses











Skilled workforce in ocean technology
Strong universities and public research centers
Excellent geographic location & transportation
infrastructure
Long-term federal shipbuilding project

Limited capabilities in final product manufacturing
Heavy reliance on federal budgets
Limited coordinated marketing & promotion
activities by government

Opportunities

Threats










Growing importance of high-tech OT systems
Growth of offshore oil and gas sector and Arctic
research
Increasing demand from developing countries
Increasing comfort with remote operation
(deepwater; harsh climate areas)
Need for energy-efficient and alternative energy
technology





Potential cuts in government budget and military
spending
Consolidation by non-Canadian MNCs in global
value chains
Strong foreign competition, particularly from the
U.S. and Norway
Possible labor shortage as a result of large-scale
federal shipbuilding projects

Strengths
Skilled workforce – Nova Scotia possesses a workforce with skills suitable for the ocean technology
sector. Skills needed in the sector range from welders and electricians to software engineers.
Strong universities and public research centers --Higher education institutions, including the Nova Scotia
Community Colleges and Dalhousie University, offer a range of educational opportunities for persons
interested in working in the ocean technology sector, from a welding certificate to a Ph.D. in
Oceanography. The knowledge assets in the region also include the Bedford Institute of Oceanography,
which conducts ocean related scientific research, and the Halifax Marine Research Institute, a new
public-private research institute. The benefit of this combination of education, research and innovation
assets is not limited to the development of a highly trained workforce. Dalhousie and the Bedford
Institute provide access to professional and research networks essential to product innovation,
development, and commercialization in the ocean technology sector.
Excellent geographic location and transportation infrastructure -- Nova Scotia’s geographic location and
transportation infrastructure also are strengths for this sector. The ocean around Halifax allows
companies to test products in 80 meters of water almost immediately, speeding up the product
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development cycle for new products. The Bay of Fundy provides excellent opportunities to test
prototypes. Nova Scotia’s time zone allows for easy communication with Europe, North and South
America, Africa and Asia. The air transportation infrastructure in Nova Scotia is excellent. We heard from
several companies in Nova Scotia that one of the most important reasons for locating and staying in
Nova Scotia is the quality of the Halifax Stanfield International Airport.
Long-term federal shipbuilding project – The presence of this large-scale, long-term federal project in
Nova Scotia will provide several benefits to Nova Scotia, including stimulating employment, nurturing
accumulated local infrastructure in ocean technology, and attracting large and small firms to the region.
Weaknesses
Limited capabilities in final product manufacturing – the lack of final product manufacturing, particularly
in ROVs, AUVs and some categories of large ocean-going ships, limits the upgrading capabilities of local
firms to being component suppliers. Final product manufacturing provides employment opportunities
for a greater number of people at different skill ranges.
Heavy reliance on federal budgets – the ocean technology sector in Nova Scotia is largely dependent on
foreign and domestic government spending, particularly in the security and scientific research markets.
Limited coordinated marketing & promotion activities by government – companies across the three
value chains noted the lack of coordinated promotion efforts by regional and national government.
Promotion efforts most useful to companies in the value chain include efforts to increase the visibility of
the ocean technology sector in Nova Scotia to final product manufacturers. Methods suggested by
company representatives for improved visibility of Nova Scotia’s ocean technology sector are increased
representation at major ocean technology trade shows, locating a major trade show in Nova Scotia, and
increased presence in trade journals.
Opportunities
Growing importance of high-tech OT systems – Ocean technology systems are increasingly adopted in a
broad spectrum of markets, including offshore oil and gas, and Arctic research, and are receiving
increased demand from developing countries.
Increasing comfort with remote operation – End-users of ocean technology are increasingly comfortable
with remote operation and automation for gathering oceanographic data, forward observation, and the
conduct of routine security monitoring tasks.
Need for energy-efficient and alternative energy technology – The demand for ocean technology in a
number of sectors is increasingly for small, energy efficient systems which may include the use of
alternative energy technology, such as solar photovoltaics, to provide energy to systems.
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Threats
Potential cuts in government budget and military spending -- Strong reliance on government funding for
R&D as well as public spending as a source of demand will face a challenge if budget cuts in Canada and
many advanced economies reduce public sector expenditures in ocean-related research activities.
Consolidation by non-Canadian MNCs in global value chains -- Over the last decade, many MNCs have
grown through acquisitions of smaller firms to expand their offering across different end markets while
simultaneously consolidating their R&D efforts. This has led to the increasing presence of a few large
multinationals in a wide range of instrument markets, which was once largely populated by specialized
smaller firms. This highlights, on the one hand, the growing role of global lead firms in providing smaller
firms an access to global value chains, and, on the other hand, the importance of creating value chain
linkages with MNCs for maintaining the competitiveness of Nova Scotia firms.
Strong foreign competition, particularly from the U.S. and Norway -- strong foreign competition,
particularly from companies in Norway and the U.S. exists in many of the ocean technology value chains
in which Nova Scotia companies are active. Although the precise nature of the competition depends on
the product, the U.S. and Norway repeatedly are among the top competitors in ocean technology
products. East Asian shipbuilders are particularly active in many of the shipbuilding value chains
explored.
Possible labor shortage because of large-scale federal shipbuilding projects -- our interviews show there
is a good deal of uncertainty regarding the labor force in Nova Scotia in light of the successful federal
shipbuilding bid. The ocean technology sector consists of subsectors that have a great deal of overlap in
technology and end-markets, which could result in strong competition for available skills and services,
thereby increasing the costs of acquiring them.
These and other issues are discussed in depth in the value chain chapters. Based on the analysis in these
chapters, the final section provides recommendations for Nova Scotia to enhance its competitive
position in ocean technology value chains.
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2. Extreme Climate and Inshore Vessel Value Chain
Prepared by Joonkoo Lee
This chapter examines the value chain of two types of ships, extreme climate and inshore vessels.
Extreme climate vessels (ECVs) are ice-classed, or ice-strengthened, ships capable of surviving the
dangerous, ice-filled arctic waters. Inshore vessels (ISVs) are ships used in near-shore operation. Both
types of vessels can be used for a range of purposes, including fishing, carrying products or passengers,
naval and coast guard operations, scientific research, recreation and tourism, and natural resource
extraction.
The first section of the chapter investigates Nova Scotia’s position in the shipbuilding value chain for
ECVs and ISVs, identifies the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for the sector, and
discusses strategic considerations for Nova Scotia as it develops the sector. The second section provides
an overview of the two types of ships, including definitions and commons uses for the vessels. The third
section examines the shipbuilding value chain for ECVs and ISVs. Sections four through six investigate
the market dynamics and leading value chain actors for shipbuilding (section four), extreme climate
(section five), and inshore vessels (section six).

2.1.

Nova Scotia’s Position and Opportunities in the Global Extreme Climate
and Inshore Vessel Market

Nova Scotia has long played a key role in Canadian shipbuilding value chains. The province has
accumulated a strong tradition of shipbuilding and related physical infrastructure and human resources.
Combined with Canada’s geographical advantage as an Arctic state, the recent growth of the ocean
technology (OT) sector provides the area with new opportunities in the emerging shipbuilding segments.
The latest successful bid to the national shipbuilding project will not only give the Nova Scotia
shipbuilding sector a steady stream of work for an extended period but also a stepping stone for its
global expansion in both commercial and naval shipbuilding value chains.
This section outlines the major characteristics of Nova Scotia’s shipbuilding sector, identifies the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for the sector, and proposes Nova Scotia’s strategic
approaches to two specialized shipbuilding value chains: extreme climate vessel (ECV) and inshore
vessel (ISV) value chains (see 2.2. for the definition of ECV and ISV).
2.1.1. Shipbuilding value chains in Nova Scotia
Globally, Canada’s shipbuilding sector in general is not a strong sector. As shown in Table 7 (p.39), in
2009 Canada accounted for only 0.3% of global ship exports in value and was not ranked among the
leading five exporters in any of the four most-traded ship categories. Canada exported C$50 million
worth of ships in 2010. Nearly half (45%) of its ship exports in 2010 were destined for the United States
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and another 11% went to Panama and 8% to UK, indicating a strong reliance on the neighboring
market.1
In 2010, 83% of Canada’s shipbuilding exports came from three provinces: British Columbia (32.5%),
Quebec (25.7%) and Ontario (24.7%). Nova Scotia exported C$3.2 million worth in 2010, ranking as the
fourth largest exporting province in Canada (6.6%). Canadian provinces and territories exported a total
of C$23 million to the U.S. market. Florida was the largest importer of Canada’s ships, followed by
Nebraska (16%) and Washington (13%). Canada’s boat exports are much smaller than ship exports. In
2010, Canada exported a C$0.3 million worth of boats, and 61% of its 2010 exports went to the United
States. Canadian exports in 2010 amounted to less than 50% of its 2006 exports in boats.2
While Nova Scotia and Canada in general are not strong competitors globally in shipbuilding, there is still
a great deal of potential for Nova Scotia to build a dynamic marine transportation sector as a major
source of employment and innovation, based on (1) its strong shipbuilding tradition and infrastructure,
(2) its emerging ocean technology sector, and (3) a large-scale federal shipbuilding project that is now in
place. Before identifying the major opportunities for Nova Scotia in extreme climate vessels (ECVs) and
inshore vessels (ISVs) value chains, we offer a detailed discussion of these key characteristics of Nova
Scotia’s shipbuilding sector in the following section.3
Strong shipbuilding tradition and infrastructure: Nova Scotia and Halifax in particular have a long
history in shipbuilding, dating back to the 1880s. Irving Shipbuilding, Inc. (ISI), the centerpiece of the
region’s shipbuilding industry, has built 80% of Canada’s current surface combat fleet, including
icebreakers (Greater Halifax Partnership 2011: 7). The company, owned by J.D. Irving, has two shipyards
(Halifax and Woodside), one repair facility (Shelburne), and one support service affiliate (Fleetway) in
Nova Scotia. With 470 FTE (full-time equivalent) employees in 2009, ISI’s Halifax Shipyard is a full-service
shipyard, offering a range of services from fabrication to machine shops. The shipyard also provides
access to a large and extensive local subcontractor community (Jupia Consultants Inc. 2011: 7). Currently,
ISI has contracts under way to build nine mid-shore patrol vessels for the Canadian Coast Guard (valued
at C$219 million) and to refit seven Halifax-class navy frigates (valued at C$549 million) (The Conference
Board of Canada 2011: 6). In addition to ISI, several smaller shipbuilders are in operation in Nova Scotia,
including A.F. Theriault and Rosborough Boats. These large and small shipbuilders make up valuable
infrastructure for shipbuilding and repair.
Nova Scotia’s assets in the shipbuilding sector include educational institutions developing a skilled
workforce. Higher education institutions, including the Nova Scotia Community College and Dalhousie
University, are continuing to develop a workforce with the skills required in the marine construction and
transportation industry. Demand for a range of shipbuilding skills, from welders, painters and
1

This and the following 2010 export figures are based on NAICS 336611 (Shipbuilding and repair). For more
international trade data for Canadian shipbuilding, see Industry Canada’s website (http://www.ic.gc.ca/cis-sic/cissic.nsf/IDE/cis-sic336611inte.html).
2
These figures are based on NAICS 336612 (boat building).
3
This part is not intended for a comprehensive description and assessment of shipbuilding in Nova Scotia. For
these, see (Greater Halifax Partnership 2011; The Conference Board of Canada 2011; Jupia Consultants Inc. 2011).
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electricians to construction and software engineers, is provided by the presence of large-scale shipyards
like the Halifax Shipyard. Nova Scotia has maintained a nice balance in both the supply and demand of a
skilled workforce in the shipbuilding industry.
Emerging ocean technology sector: The ocean technology (OT) sector refers to firms that provide goods
and related services for ocean-related industries. The goods range from marine robotics and subsea
vehicles to communications and electronic navigation equipment, while services include enhanced
engineering, as well as environmental and computer knowledge for marine industries.4 Nova Scotia and
Newfoundland represented over 80% of the OT firms in Atlantic Canada (ACZISC Secretariat and Canmac
Economics Ltd 2006). A 2006 report estimated that the annual sales of the OT sector in Atlantic Canada
were C$329.2 million based on sales figures in 2003-05. When indirect economic activities are included,
the sector was responsible for close to 5,298 person years of employment, C$201.8 million of household
(labor) income and C$280.9 million of gross domestic product (GDP) on an annual basis. These economic
impacts are largely the result of small- and medium-sized firms with high rates of research and
development (R&D) investment.
Nova Scotia has a great number of small and medium-sized companies specializing in various ocean
technologies, from unmanned underwater vehicles and sensors to naval architecture and software
engineering. These firms are mainly supported by the presence of a robust aerospace and defense
cluster. Forty-five percent of Canada’s military assets and a significant part of its defense R&D activities
are present in Nova Scotia (Jupia Consultants Inc. 2011: 20-21). The defense cluster represents more
than 200 companies, 6,000 employees, and generates about C$600 million annually in Nova Scotia.
Major defense multinational corporations (MNCs) in the province include Lockheed Martin Canada, L-3
Communications, General Dynamics, MacDonald Dettwiler & Associates, Raytheon Canada and Ultra
Electronics Maritime Systems. The government is the biggest customer of the OT sector in Atlantic
Canada, accounting for 31.4% of sales in 2005 (ACZISC Secretariat and Canmac Economics Ltd 2006: 2123).
The OT sector in Nova Scotia has the potential to play a key role in global shipbuilding value chains.
Figure 1 presents the shipbuilding and enabled service providers in Nova Scotia in the shipbuilding value
chains. Nova Scotia’s firms are particularly strong in the supply of advanced sub-systems, specifically
navigation, electronic and communications equipment, and shipbuilding engineering and support
services. Nova Scotia’s firms are well positioned in the high value-added portions of the shipbuilding
value chain, since advanced sub-system suppliers capture more value than hull fabricators and ship
assemblers in the shipbuilding value chain.

4

http://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/icot-icto.nsf/eng/to00028.html
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Figure 1: Shipbuilding and enabled service providers in Nova Scotia

Source: CGGC
Federal shipbuilding projects: ISI’s successful bid for $25 billion of business from the National
Shipbuilding Procurement Strategy (NSPS) illustrates the strength of Nova Scotia’s shipbuilding capability.
Under the program, ISI will build six to eight Arctic/offshore patrol ships and 15 Canadian surface
combatants for the Department of National Defense (DND) over the next 20-30 years.
The presence of this large-scale, long-term federal project in Nova Scotia will provide several benefits to
the Nova Scotia shipbuilding sector. First, it will ensure a steady demand for shipbuilding for an
extended period. With the exception of East Asian countries where global commercial shipbuilding is
concentrated, the shipbuilding industry is greatly affected by the unstable nature of small-scale
commercial shipbuilding (The Conference Board of Canada 2011: 14). This instability often leads to the
loss of accumulated local infrastructure and skilled labor. The government project, therefore, will ensure
long-term stability in shipbuilding in Nova Scotia and counteract negative impacts caused by demand
instability. Second, the project will generate new investments in the region. ISI has already invested
C$90 million in the past few years to expand the company’s shipbuilding infrastructure and the company
is expected to invest tens of millions of dollars in the coming years as the largest portion of the NSPS
program develops (Jupia Consultants Inc. 2011: 24). This investment will help expand the shipbuilding
infrastructure of the region and stimulate employment. Finally, the federal project will help the region
attract large and small firms, skilled workers, and engineers from other Canadian provinces and foreign
countries. This growth will make the region’s shipbuilding and OT sectors more diverse and dynamic.
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2.1.2. SWOT analysis
The SWOT analysis of Nova Scotia in ECV and ISV value chains is presented in Table 2. Some aspects are
related to one of the two value chains, as marked in the table.
Table 2: SWOT analysis: Shipbuilding in Nova Scotia
Strengths






Weaknesses
 The very limited presence of the region and Canada
in global commercial shipbuilding (*)
 Heavy reliance on government sector and domestic
market for shipbuilding (*)
 Limited local markets for commercial shipbuilding
(*) and strong reliance on US & UK markets (^)

Strong shipbuilding tradition and infrastructure (*^)
Accumulated human resource (*^)
Emerging ocean technology sector (*^)
Long-term federal shipbuilding project (*^)
Geographical advantage as an Arctic country (*)

Opportunities

Threats

 Fragmentation and modularization of shipbuilding
value chains (*^)
 Growing importance of high-tech systems and
equipment in shipbuilding (*^)
 Rising needs of vessel refitting and conversion (*^)
 The growth of shipbuilding activities in developing
countries (^)
 Increasing demand for Arctic vessels (*)
 R&D demand from overseas (e.g., East Asia) (*)
 High growth of offshore oil & gas sector (*)
 Needs for energy-efficient and alternative energy
vessels (^*)
Note: * ECVs; ^ ISVs

 Potential cuts in government budget and military
spending (*^)
 Consolidation of shipbuilding and defense sector by
non-Canadian MNCs (*^)
 Many Arctic states have a strong capabilities in
both shipbuilding and ocean technology (e.g.,
Finland, Russia, Sweden, Norway) (*)
 East Asian shipbuilders upgrading into high valueadded vessels, both ECVs and naval inshore vessels
(*^)

Strengths and Weaknesses: Nova Scotia’s key strengths in shipbuilding value chains, as noted above, are
its strong tradition and infrastructure in shipbuilding, its ocean technology sector, and the presence of a
long-term federal shipbuilding project. With these market dynamics in place, the shipbuilding value
chains in Nova Scotia will continue to make progress in developing up-to-date technology and the skills
of its workforce. An additional strength, although not specific to Nova Scotia, is Canada’s geography. Its
position uniquely suits it to be competitive in developing business and research related to the Arctic.
However, Nova Scotia must contend with several significant weaknesses in competing globally in ECVs
and ISVs. First, the province, and Canada in general, has a very limited presence in global commercial
shipbuilding. Unlike most other European countries close to the Arctic, such as Finland and Russia, niche
market exporters, like Italy in recreational vessels, and the East Asian giants of shipbuilding, such as
Japan, Korea and China, Canada does not have a significant global presence in shipbuilding. In some
respects, the presence of a large vertically integrated shipbuilder is not as important as in the past as the
modern shipbuilding value chain is characterized by fragmentation and specialization, and more valueadded is derived from high-tech systems rather than from hull fabrication and assembly. However, the
virtual absence of Canadian players in major shipbuilding product segments will still significantly affect
the opportunity for Canadian shipbuilders to develop a stronger position in the global market.
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Second, the limited global presence of Canadian firms in shipbuilding compels Nova Scotia firms to rely
mostly on government and domestic customers. Although this reliance on government procurement
and domestic customers is not unusual in many shipbuilding countries outside East Asia, Nova Scotia
needs to diversify its end-markets to become globally competitive.
Third, market diversification also applies to geographical end-markets. The United States, which has its
own strong domestic- and regionally-oriented shipbuilding sector, accounted for almost half of Canada’s
ship exports in 2010. All of Nova Scotia’s 2010 ship exports, C$3.2 million, went to just five countries: UK
(88.6%), the United States (11%), Germany, St. Pierre-Miquelon and New Zealand (0.4% combined).
These data show that Nova Scotia firms are not capitalizing on the opportunities from other overseas
markets.
Opportunities and Threats: A number of opportunities exist for Nova Scotia’s companies in the global
markets for ECV/ISV and ocean technology value chains. First, the increasing importance of
modularization and high-tech systems in the shipbuilding supply chain offers companies in Nova Scotia
opportunities to enter into the supply chain of countries not yet capable of developing integrated hightech systems. Emerging economies are good candidates for expanding the sales of Nova Scotia’s
companies, particularly countries experiencing recent growth in trade, oil production, per capita income,
or requiring enhanced security of their ports and territorial waters. For example, Indonesia, Turkey,
Vietnam, Malaysia and United Arab Emirates (UAE) are all building warships, yet most of the hightechnology sub-systems in their ships are imported from the United States and European countries
(Magnuson 2011). No reason exists, to our knowledge, why companies in Nova Scotia cannot sell to
these markets, if they are not already doing so. Similarly, boat-builders in Nova Scotia should evaluate
the opportunity presented by enhanced port security, monitoring, pilot and tugboat needs in Latin
American countries recently expanding their port operations because of increased raw commodity
exports to the Chinese market.
Second, the increasing demand for Arctic vessels will present opportunities to Nova Scotia firms.
Refitting ships for Arctic conditions, in particular, appears a promising activity for firms in Nova Scotia,
and the province has several companies already active in refitting ships. In addition to refitting existing
vessels, companies in Nova Scotia could find opportunities in collaborating with East Asian shipbuilders.
East Asian countries, unlike shipbuilding countries in Northern Europe, are not particularly strong in
harsh climate technology and research. As East Asian shipbuilders are trying to move into high valueadded ships, such as icebreakers, they are requesting R&D and technology assistance from Canada.
Recent collaborations between Canadian institutions and Korean shipbuilders are the examples.
Hyundai Heavy Industries, the world’s largest shipbuilder, partnered with Canada’s Ocean Technology
Enterprise Centre to test a ship model for its future ice-breaking carrier (Marine Log 2011a). The Centre
also has research collaboration with a Korean university to optimize the bow shape of ice-class vessels.5
In 2010, Dalhousie University and South Korea-based Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering
(DSME), the world’s second largest shipbuilder, agreed to collaborate in design, production and

5

http://www.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/eng/programs/iot/arctic-operations.html
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manufacturing of wind turbine towers and blades for the DSME’s offshore energy business.6 This type of
partnership is important because it could provide opportunities for firms and researchers in Nova Scotia
to participate in large-scale, globally-oriented projects.
Finally, a rapidly changing environment in energy demand and use could provide new opportunities for
Nova Scotia firms. As one of Canada’s offshore oil and gas industry bases, Nova Scotia can benefit from
the growth of offshore oil and gas development and shipbuilding needs for dedicated marine equipment
for the sector and for specialized support ships, like platform service vessels (PSV), anchor handling tug
supply (AHTS) vessels, floating production storage and offloading (FPSO) vessels, and inspection,
maintenance and repair (IMR) ships. Rising demand for R&D and technology development in marine
renewable energy sources, such as wind and tide, can lead to additional opportunities from the energy
sector. Furthermore, as environmental standards tighten in the marine sector, there is a growing
demand for energy efficient ships or ships that use alternative sources of energy. This latter opportunity
will introduce a new area for technological innovation and development in ship design and building.
In capitalizing on these opportunities, Nova Scotia will face several threats and challenges. First, cuts in
government spending, particularly military spending, could negatively affect the region’s shipbuilding
business, given its heavy reliance on this source of funding.
Second, the consolidation of global shipbuilding and ocean technology value chains could challenge the
future success of Nova Scotia firms. Large defense MNCs with a wide range of in-house products (some
of which came from their acquisition of smaller specialized suppliers) and their extensive supplier
networks play a key role in naval shipbuilding value chains. This consolidation can threaten the entry to
global markets of highly specialized small and medium-sized firms in Nova Scotia that have fewer
resources for global expansion. However, this consolidation also highlights the importance of closer
collaboration with MNCs, or being acquired by MNCs, as potential strategies for Nova Scotia firms to
grow internationally.
Finally, competing in global ECV markets will not be easy for Nova Scotia firms because many Arctic
states are as strong and committed as Canada, if not more so, in both shipbuilding and ocean
technology. These include Finland, Russia, Sweden and Norway as Canada’s tough competitors in ECVs.
East Asian shipbuilders are quickly catching up in the global markets for extreme climate vessels and
naval inshore vessels. These challenges suggest that Nova Scotia must develop and execute a focused
strategy on ECV and ISV value chains to ensure its continued competitiveness in these markets. We
reflect on key aspects of this strategy in the section below.
2.1.3. Strategic considerations
Building on the analysis of Nova Scotia’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats in the ECV
and ISV shipbuilding value chain, this section proposes approaches that Nova Scotia might take to build
robust and sustainable shipbuilding and ocean technology sectors.

6

http://media.dal.ca/?q=node/72
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First, in terms of shipbuilding, Nova Scotia can succeed by focusing on mid- and small-size specialized
vessels. Compared to large-sized, ocean-going vessels for which East Asian shipbuilders are the most
competitive, these vessels require more customization by the buyer and thus closer coordination
between the shipbuilder, the system integrator and the buyer. These ships include research and survey
vessels, inshore/offshore/Arctic patrol and search and rescue (SAR) vessels, mid- and small-size ferries,
and cruise and expedition vessels for small-group tourism.
The most dynamic part of this market appears to be in the building and repair of various support vessels
for the offshore sector, such as platform supply vessels (PSV), anchor handling tug supply (AHTS) ships,
inspection, maintenance and repair (IMR) vessels, sub-sea operation vessels, and emergency rescue and
recovery vessels (ERRV). Some of these vessels can be ice-classed ones. Unlike in ice-class tanker or bulk
carrier value chains, Nova Scotia companies in the smaller and specialized ship categories avoid direct
competition with East Asian shipbuilders and leverage close relationships with the end customers:
governments, offshore service providers, oil and gas companies and alternative energy companies.
Another area of great interest for Nova Scotia is refitting and conversion. Much of the new large-scale
shipbuilding will continue to take place in countries with strong shipbuilding capabilities, mainly in East
Asia and Europe. However, countries and regions with considerable shipbuilding capabilities can still find
a niche market in refitting and converting existing ships for new functions. Many research vessels and
small tourist exploration ships for Polar regions are converted from commercial vessels. The conversion
tasks include ice-strengthening the hull structure and winterizing and upgrading the onboard equipment.
The growing demand for mission-flexible vessels can provide a market opportunity for refitting and
converting inshore vessels. The latest economic crisis has accelerated this trend: building new ships
become less appealing during this time of uncertain market demands and the global credit crunch.
Second, Nova Scotia firms can benefit from the fragmentation of the shipbuilding value chain by
focusing on knowledge-intensive marine technology, equipment, and engineering services. Shipbuilding
is increasingly commoditized, particularly in low-value portions of the value chain like hull construction
and assembly. Exceptions to this trend are in the design and production of new sensors and instruments,
onboard marine equipment, software, and systems integration. The highest value-added part of the
shipbuilding chain comes from electronic, navigational and communications equipment and sensors.
Marine engineering services are also promising for Nova Scotia firms as they are increasingly specialized
for different markets, including Arctic ship design, ice management, and simulation to develop energyefficient, performance-driven propulsion systems.
Third, Nova Scotia can expect synergies by combining capabilities in shipbuilding and ocean technology.
Some mid- and small-sized vessels are platforms for some of the ocean technologies that Nova Scotia is
currently interested in nurturing. Offshore support vessels, because they are equipped with ROVs or
AUVs, are one example. Focusing on this type of ECV or ISV, thus, could generate a win-win situation for
both shipbuilders and OT firms.
Fourth, Nova Scotia needs to diversify its export market by expanding into emerging economies.
Increasingly, many of them are engaged in shipbuilding for defense and commercial use as well as
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marine scientific activities. Nova Scotia OT firms could benefit from the growing demand for hightechnology subsystems and instrumentation by focusing on those countries. To capitalize on the
opportunities, Nova Scotia firms need to strengthen ties with companies that play a key role in
determining which sub-systems are installed on ships in emerging economies. They could be
multinational system integrators, or shipbuilders in the emerging country (often state-owned).
Finally, international cooperation can facilitate the participation of Nova Scotia’s firms in cutting-edge
projects in global shipbuilding and marine technology. Linking into global projects can help local firms
learn about the current global market needs in R&D, technology and equipment. By being linked to the
commercial and naval projects in which advanced ships are designed and the state-of-art equipment is
tested and used, firms in Nova Scotia can develop and upgrade their position in the global shipbuilding
value chains. This global connection is particularly important given the limited size and scope of projects
available within Nova Scotia and Canada.
Facilitating global connections are a particularly relevant role for policy makers. Three channels of global
partnerships for Nova Scotia’s shipbuilding sector can be conceived: 1) partnerships with other centers
of excellence in ocean technology, such as the Finnish maritime cluster, to advance collaborative R&D
and technology development; 2) linkages to large-scale global shipbuilding through collaboration with
East Asian shipbuilders (with a particular focus on China, which is increasing its production of icestrengthened and ice-class vessels), which would expose Canadian firms to the most advanced
commercial shipbuilding projects; and 3) linkages to defense and energy MNCs to facilitate the building
of close networks with multinational system integrators and to learn about market demand trends and
future R&D needs in one of the largest end-markets for shipbuilding.
The big and challenging questions that remain for Nova Scotia firms and policymakers are: 1) whether a
big domestic government project like NSPS might reduce incentives for Nova Scotia firms to develop
export markets; and 2) how government projects could lead to attracting more commercial shipbuilding
and repair work at home and from abroad.

2.2.

Definition and Research Scope for Extreme Climate Vessels and Inshore
Vessels

Increasing human activities in the marine environment are increasing the demand for shipbuilding. Polar
regions and inshore coastal areas represent two areas where demand for shipbuilding is rising quickly.
This section outlines the definitions of ECVs and ISVs and discusses where these types of vessels fit in a
broader category of marine vehicles (Figure 2). ECVs and ISVs are special forms of manned surface
marine vehicles. Both types of vessels can be used for a range of purposes, including fishing, carrying
products or passengers, naval and coast guard operations, scientific research, recreation and tourism,
and natural resource extraction.
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Figure 2: Marine Vehicles typology

Source: CGGC
2.2.1. Vessel types and their relevance to ECVs and ISVs
Marine vehicles vary by function and size. These include dry cargo, tankers, passenger ships, tug/barge,
fishing vessels, offshore oil and gas vessels, and warships and other government ships (see Appendix D
Table 1 for additional details).
While ECVs and ISVs can be found in any of these, in practice, due to their extensive use in cold climate
conditions or inshore environments, they are more likely to be associated with certain groups of vessels
than others (see Table 3). For example, fishing vessels are one of the most widely used vessels in inshore
coastal areas and in the Arctic Ocean. Dry cargo ships are another major vessel type used in Arctic
transport and for coastal transportation. According to the Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment (AMSA)
2009 report, among the ships that were reported to operate in the Arctic during the year of 2004, nearly
50 percent of them were fishing vessels – mainly trawlers – and another 20% of them were bulk carriers,
mostly for nickel, zinc, and other ores (Arctic Council 2009: 71-72).7

7

These figures exclude the vessels that traveled on the North Pacific’s Great Circle Route between Asia and North
America through the Aleutian Island chain, which is defined by the United States as within the Arctic.
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Table 3: Vessel types and relevance to extreme climate and inshore vessels
Vessel Category

Vessel Type

Dry Cargo
Tankers

Tug/barge
Passenger Ships
Recreational vessel
Fishing vessels
Offshore oil & gas vessels

Special-purpose vessels

Warships

ECV

ISV

Bulk carriers
Containers
Oil tankers
Chemical tankers
LNG carriers
Towing or pushing
Ferries
Cruise ships
Boats, yachts
Trawlers
Seiners
Drillships
Platform supply vessels (PSV)
Anchor handling tug supply vessels (AHTS)
Floating production storage and offloading (FPSO)
Inspection, maintenance and repair (IMR) vessels
Sub-sea operation vessels
Icebreakers
Research vessels
Search and rescue (SAR) vessels

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Destroyers
Frigates
Corvettes
Patrol vessels
Fast attack crafts

X
X
X
-

X
X
X
X
X

Source: CGGC
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Figure 3: Vessels reported in the Circumpolar North Region, 20048

Source: Arctic Council (2009: 71)

2.2.2. Extreme climate vessels
Receding polar ice has opened up new opportunities for offshore energy exploration, scientific research,
fisheries, and tourism. Combined with soaring oil prices, new exploration technologies, growing tourist
demand, and cost-cutting pressure for logistics, human activities in this harsh climate will continue to
expand and spur the demand for ECVs.
ECVs refer to marine vehicles designed for and operated in harsh climate conditions. Harsh climate in
the Canadian context is defined as cold climate, particularly icy conditions that can be found in Polar
regions, i.e., the Arctic and the Antarctic.9 Polar regions and neighboring areas are covered by ice
throughout the year or seasonally and are characterized by extremely low temperature (down to -50°C)
and low visibility.
8

Takes into account Great Circle Route vessels, which represents half of all vessels reported.
The Arctic area is defined as the region north of the Arctic Circle (currently 66° 33’) or the regional north of 60°
north latitude. The Antarctic is usually defined as south of 60° south latitude or the continent of Antarctica. The
2
Arctic Ocean is the smallest of the five major world oceans, with a size of 14 million km and covering 2.8% of
Earth’s total surface (Arctic Council 2009: 18).
9
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ECVs refer to vessels designed and equipped to ensure safe navigation in cold and ice conditions.
Because many vessels operate in the Arctic region in ice-free areas or during ice free seasons, not every
vessel operating in Polar regions is ice-strengthened or ice-classed (Arctic Council 2009: 84-86). ECVs are
ice-classed vessels, whether icebreakers or ice-strengthened vessels. Icebreakers are the most icecapable ships and are constructed with double hulls designed for ice-clearing and special propulsion
systems to navigate in ice-filled waters. Ice-strengthened vessels are designed for ice-filled waters, but
are not as ice-capable as icebreakers and tend to require the assistance of icebreakers for the passage of
ice-infested areas.10 National maritime regulators and private classification societies play a key role in
determining technical standards for icebreakers and ice-strengthened vessels.11
2.2.3. Inshore vessels
Inshore vessels refer to marine vehicles operating on inshore or coastal water, as opposed to offshore,
deep water or distant water. Given the geographical scope of where they are mainly operated, these
vessels are relatively smaller and able to remain at sea for a limited period, about two weeks, compared
to bigger offshore vessels. While each country and region has a different definition of what type of
vessel is qualified to this category (see Table 4), ISVs are generally expected to operate within the
exclusive economic zone (EEZ) of a coastal country, i.e., up to 200 nautical miles (370km) from its coast,
and their major activities are expected to be carried out within 80-90 nautical miles (approx. 148-167km)
from its coast.
Table 4: Definitions of inshore vessels12

a

Canada
b
New Zealand
c
Argentina
South Africa

d

Length

Major activity area
(nautical miles)

Maximum activity Other
range
requirements

10-19.8m
n.a.
17-25m

n.a.
90 nautical miles
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

45m

50-80 nautical miles

200 nautical miles
(EEZ)

n.a.
n.a.
Up 12 days at-sea
operation
At-sea up to 14
days

Source: CGGC

2.3.

Global Value Chains: Shipbuilding, ECVs and ISVs

Since ECV and ISV are types of marine vehicles designed for special operational conditions, the ECV and
ISV value chains are subsets of the general shipbuilding value chain. Thus, we need to first know about
how the value chains of shipbuilding operate in general to understand the specific characteristics of the

10

For a brief overview of the difference between icebreakers and ice-strengthened vessels, see
http://www.coolantarctica.com/Antarctica%20fact%20file/ships/icebreaker.htm
11
Ice-classed rules, and the various classification societies governing them, are discussed in Section 2.5.2 (p.41).
12
(a) Canada: Fisheries and Oceans Canada; (b) New Zealand: Ministry of Fisheries; (c) Argentina: FAO; (d) South
Africa: Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism.
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ECV and ISV chains. This section outlines the global shipbuilding value chain and discusses the ECV and
ISV value chains within the context of the shipbuilding value chain.
2.3.1. Shipbuilding GVC: Key segments and actors
Ships and boats are some of man’s most complicated inventions. As such, they require a complex value
chain to describe their construction, distribution, and sales (see Figure 4). Building a ship generally
begins with an order placed by a customer.13 A shipbuilder, or a specialized naval architect firm, designs
the ship to meet the customer’s requirements. The design phase takes into account the safety and
environmental standards set by third-party institutions, such as international and national maritime
regulators and classification societies. The design then goes through a model test and simulation phase
to examine the feasibility of the design.
Figure 4: Shipbuilding value chain

Source: CGGC
In traditional shipbuilding, the ship is assembled from all the necessary parts and components
manufactured at the same, vertically integrated, shipyard. In modern shipbuilding, the ship is
constructed in a modular fashion, called “block construction.” In block construction, each structure,
including the hull and superstructure, is built as a separate module and moved to the shipyard for final
13

For small ships or boats, builders may have a line of product models from which a potential buyer can choose.
Even in this case, the vessels are subject to customization or semi-customization by the builder to meet the
customer’s needs or specifications.
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assembly. All subcomponents, including pipes and electrical cables, are preinstalled within the modular
blocks before final assembly. Block construction minimizes the effort needed to assemble or install
components deep within the hull after they are welded together. As shipbuilding has become
standardized and modularized, specialized firms, often from different countries, are used to design and
manufacture specific sub-systems, including hulls. Block construction has allowed the shipbuilding value
chain to expand globally, increasingly crossing national borders to reach its final assembly point
(Magnuson 2011).
The main sub-systems for a ship include: (1) hulls and other key structures, which are prefabricated by
using raw materials, such as steel, aluminum or other composite materials (e.g., fiberglass for smaller
ships and boats); (2) mechanical components, including propulsion engines and parts, propellers and
blades, and other parts such as pipes, tubes, and fitting; and (3) navigational, electronic and
communication systems, including a dynamic positioning (DP) system, differential global positioning
system (DGPS), radar apparatus, radio navigational aid devices, radio remote control apparatus, as well
as surveying and hydrographic devices.
Additional sub-systems are installed depending on the intended use of the ship. These systems include
missile systems for warships or oceanographic sensors and instrumentation for scientific research
vessels. These subsystems may be installed during or after construction.
As sub-systems become increasingly complex, the role of a systems integrator has become increasingly
important. The systems integrator ensures the cross-functionality of sub-systems from different
suppliers and may develop single screen user-interfaces among the different sub-systems for
operational ease. For naval ships, despite standardization and modularization, the skill level required of
designers and builders is at the highest end of the spectrum given the extreme technological complexity
of those ships (Freedonia 2010b: 9). For this reason, major military contractors with advanced R&D
capabilities in a wide range of marine equipment play a key role in naval shipbuilding. For example, for
the U.S. Navy’s littoral combat ship (LCS) program, General Dynamics, as the system integrator, is
responsible for a range of the ship’s sub-systems, specifically the design, integration and testing of the
ship’s electronic systems, including the combat system, networks, and sea frame control (Marine Log
2010). This does not mean these companies manufacturer all these systems and equipment; rather, the
increasing use of open architecture allows them to become flexible to “plug-and-play” equipment from
various suppliers. Yet, it highlights the key role played by a system integrator in making the selection of
the systems to be installed, particularly in the naval vessel market. Systems integrators in the
shipbuilding value chain are connected to the two other chains discussed in this study, underwater
sensors and instrumentation and ROV/AUV chains, because these can be part of a vessel’s sub-system.
The geography of shipbuilding: As with many other industries, shipbuilding activities have become
more fragmented, specialized and geographically dispersed over time. The geography of shipbuilding in
terms of final assembly varies by the type of ship. East Asia – mainly, Japan, South Korea and China – has
emerged as the global center for the construction of large commercial vessels, such as bulk carriers,
tankers and containerships. This has led to the overall decline of shipbuilding in North America and
European countries since the 1970s because many could not compete with East Asian production and
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labor costs. High value-added vessels (e.g., cruise ships, icebreakers and offshore platforms) still are
built in Western shipyards, although East Asian shipbuilders are trying to upgrade to these high valueadded chain segments to avoid price competition with lower-cost countries.
While East Asian countries are the largest ship exporters in the world, they still largely rely on suppliers
from Europe and North America for high-skill, technology-intensive components. The same goes for
high-skilled services, such as ship design, model test and simulation. Labor-intensive, low-skill tasks, such
as hull construction, migrate to lower-wage countries, for instance, Poland and Romania in Europe and
Turkey and the Philippines in Asia. In this regard, shipbuilding increasingly is operated via global value
chains.
Generally speaking, specific categories of vessels are built and operated regionally. Ships used by
national governments, including national navies, and smaller commercial ships, such as barge/tugs,
fishing vessels and ferries, are built regionally. It is generally considered economically feasible to build
small vessels, less than 5,000 deadweight tonnes (dwt), at the place close to where the ship is to be used,
because the costs of contract management and supervision outweigh cost savings achieved by building
at a distance. For that reason, the building of relatively small ships – in this case, inshore vessels – is
domestic or regional in scope (European Commission 2003: 9).
Once built, the ship is delivered to the ship owner. Three types of buyers or end-users exist at the end of
the shipbuilding value chain: ship owners, ship operators, and end consumers of shipping services. Often
a ship owner is not the same as a ship operator. Leasing and chartering is common in commercial
shipping. A vessel operator may provide a service to other firms by operating a ship. For example,
specialized operators may provide a supply service to offshore oil platforms. Government organizations,
in addition to building and operating their own ships, also often lease ships from private owners for an
extended period. For example, the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF) is currently operating a polar
research icebreaker. This ship, the Nathaniel B. Palmer, is owned by Edison Chouest Offshore, a firm that
owns and operates research ships and offshore deep-water service ships, and is leased through
Raytheon Polar Services Company, a contractor to the U.S. Antarctic Program (O'Rourke 2011a).
Ship conversion and repair: Ships require constant maintenance, repair, and often are converted for a
use other than their original purpose. Many shipyards do repair and conversion work at the same time
they build new ships, which helps them weather business cycles and fluctuation in new-build demand.
As shown in Table 5, ship repair is not a small portion of U.S. shipyard outputs, accounting for 23% of the
2009 total shipyard revenue. Non-military ship repair is, indeed, one of the fastest growing segments. In
the face of economic downturn, more ship owners choose to refurbish, repair, upgrade or convert
existing vessels instead of ordering or purchasing new ships (Freedonia 2010b: 12-13).
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Table 5: U.S. shipyard revenue, 2004-2014 (US$ in millions)

Military self-propelled construction
Military ship repair
Non-military self-propelled construction
Non-military ship repair
Non-propelled ship construction
Total

2004

2009

2014*

7,085
(53%)
3,115
(23%)
1,710
(13%)
700
(5%)
765
(6%)
13,375

8,940
(51%)
3,010
(17%)
2,660
(15%)
1,120
(6%)
1,870
(11%)
17,600

12,500
(53%)
3,700
(16%)
3,100
(13%)
2,200
(9%)
2,300
(10%)
23,800

Annual Growth
2004-2009

Annual Growth*
2009-2014

4.8%

6.9%

-0.7%

4.2%

9.2%

3.1%

9.9%

14.5%

19.6%

4.2%

5.6%

6.2%

* Forecast
Source: Freedonia (2010b: 13)
2.3.2. Extreme climate vessels GVCs
The ECV value chain essentially follows the same steps as the shipbuilding value chain. However, there
are several unique aspects to how the chain operates, which are discussed below.
Ice classes, classification societies, and ship design: Ice navigation or ship operation in cold climates
present a unique set of hazardous challenges that ships and seafarers have to deal with, including:







Overstressing of the hull
Propulsion failure
Equipment malfunction caused by freezing and icing
Risk of collision caused by noise, low visibility and crowded ice channels
Crew fatigue and lack of experienced personnel
Lack of sufficient, or slower, icebreaker assistance and emergency response.

To ensure the safe operation of an ECV in cold climate conditions, classification societies set out an “ice
class” rule to ensure the ship is properly equipped for various levels of ice condition. There are national
regulations that are enforced in nations’ EEZs: for example, Russian Maritime Register’s Shipping
(RMRS)’s ice class rules for the Russian Arctic Ocean and Sea of Okhotsk14; and Finnish-Swedish Ice Class
Rules (FSICS) for the Northern Baltic. Classification societies, such as Lloyd's Register of Shipping and Det
Norske Veritas (DNV), establish and maintain their own technical standards for the construction and
operation of ships and offshore structures. There is also an internationally harmonized rule, i.e., the
International Association of Classification Society (IACS)’s Polar Ship Rules.15

14

95% of RMRS-classed vessels are ice-strengthened to varying degrees; 600 vessels are suitable for Arctic
navigation. See http://content.yudu.com/A1thqx/OMT3Q11/resources/38.htm
15
Additional information on the role of classification standards is provided in Section 2.5.2 (p.43).
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An ECV that intends to operate in the waters on which any of these ice class rules are enforced must be
designed and built according to these rules.16 Therefore, before the ship is designed, the ship owner and
the ship builder consider the proper ice class for the ship to be assigned, given its intended operational
condition. The naval architect integrates the relevant ice class requirements, such as double hull
structure or enhanced propulsion power, to the ship design. This process often requires the
participation of a specialized naval architecture firm that is familiar with ECV-related research and
development (R&D) and maintains capabilities in ship design, ice modeling and simulation.
Winterization and ship conversion: Ice classes mainly deal with a minimum level of ice strengthening of
the hull structures and propulsion engine output. In addition to the mandatory structural requirements
that address ice-strengthening measures “below the water line”, there are additional, voluntary,
requirements usually applicable to “above-the-water-line” equipment, called “winterization.” It involves
expertise in designing and manufacturing deck equipment and systems properly for cold climate
conditions. Major sub-systems must be adequately designed and manufactured to avoid stoppage or
malfunction in potential freezing and icing. Winterization also requires additional gear to protect ondeck equipment, equipment for de-icing, and protection of personnel (see Appendix D Table 3). Since
2006, classification societies have developed a guideline for winterization to inform ship owners and
shipbuilders of how to determine the proper level of winterization given the expected operational
condition of their ship (Arctic Council 2009: 64). Lloyd Register’s Winterization Rules is one of the
examples (Lloyd Register 2008).
Therefore, firms that specialize in winterization are part of the ECV value chain, as are ship repair and
conversion yards that handle ice-strengthening and winterization. These additional measures can be
applied to ships already built and ships are often converted and refitted to ice-strengthened ones.
Ice management services and training: Safe ice navigation requires going beyond structural and
equipment preparations to include reliable information and experienced personnel. The Arctic Ocean is
the least sampled of the world’s oceans and many areas remained poorly surveyed (Arctic Council 2009:
16). This increases the risk of accidents in the Arctic, but also highlights the importance of basic, up-todate information on ice conditions. Experts in polar navigation point out that Arctic ice conditions
drastically vary by season and by year (CMMC 2007). It is also critical to know through research,
modeling and simulation how these variable conditions affect a vessel, its onboard personnel and
equipment. Therefore, related R&D and software development and consulting firms are increasingly
important actors in the ECV value chain.
Finally, human factors are critical to ensure safe navigation under harsh weather conditions. Safe
navigation is particularly important in arctic environments because vessels usually operate where shore
support infrastructure is generally lacking (Duggal 2006). This highlights the importance of training that
helps officers and crew get familiar with cold weather conditions and emergency preparation. Therefore,
firms can participate in the ECV value chain by offering training facilities, devices, and programs
necessary for safe cold climate operations.
16

Note that not all the vessels operating in the Arctic are ice-classed because many only operate during ice-free
seasons or in ice-free areas.
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2.3.3. Inshore vessel GVCs
Building and operating ISVs generally follows the shipbuilding value chain. The ISV value chain includes a
few exceptions and unique aspects discussed below.
Domestic ship designers and shipbuilders: Unlike large cargo ships and tankers, prospective ISV owners
and builders are less likely to be interested in building their ships in lower-cost shipyards half a world
away. Cost-savings derived from lower-cost labor has historically been the driving force of moving
shipbuilding from Western countries to Japan and Korea and now to China. The smaller scale of ISV
projects significantly reduces the incentive for globally manufacturing this category of marine vessels.
This leads to the potentially bigger role of national and regional actors throughout the ISV value chain.
Local ship buyers, designers, component suppliers, and builders are likely to play a greater role in ISV
chains than in any other shipbuilding chain. Competition is likely to be national or regional rather than
global. This creates a relatively fragmented market suitable for small, local firms and niche market
producers than in ECVs. Since ISVs are intended to operate within a country’s EEZ, national regulations
play a greater role in this category of manned surface marine vessels.
Distributors and sales network: Distributors and sales networks are particularly important in the ISV
value chain. The market is fragmented on both the producer and buyer ends of the value chain.
Manufacturers in ISVs often deal with a number of small firms and individual buyers, particularly in the
recreational market. This is in contrast to other shipbuilding value chains. For example, in ECVs,
shipbuilders generally deal with a relatively small number of large shippers and oil and gas companies,
which tend to choose a builder through a bidding process. In ISVs, buyers tend to have lower purchasing
power but are more numerous.17 Typical customers for ISVs include large-scale fisheries, individual
fishermen, ferry operators, and individual recreational boaters. The role played by distributors and sales
network is most important for the retail ship/boat buyer market. According to data on the United states,
boat dealers are relatively small in size and fragmented (Freedonia 2010a).

17

Except for government buyers, which are increasingly interested in deploying inshore vessels to their operations.
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2.4.

Global shipbuilding market
2.4.1. New shipbuilding orders and completions

The expansion of global new ship orders since the early 2000s was hit hard by the 2008-2009 economic
crisis, as shown in Figure 5. New orders dropped from 167 million gross tons (GT) in 2007 to 34 million
GT in 2009.18 The recent economic recovery since 2010 has rekindled the demand for new ships, raising
the size of new orders to 78 million GT.19
Figure 5: World new shipbuilding orders, 1992-2010

Source: The Shipbuilders’ Association of Japan (2011)
In terms of the type of vessels completed in 2009, product carriers dominated the market (Figure 6).
Bulk carriers (29%), oil tankers (28%) and containerships (15%) are the top three vessel types in terms of
world ship completions by gross tonnage. While the share of other types of ships, such as passenger
ships, has been relatively stable, the share of chemical tankers and LPG/LNG carriers has been rising in
recent years, indicating the growing markets for these vessel types.

18

Gross tonnage (GT), a widely used measure of ship size, is calculated based on "the molded volume of all
enclosed spaces of the ship" and is used to determine things such as a ship's manning regulations, safety rules,
registration fees and port dues.
19
based on IHS (formerly Lloyd’s Register) World Shipbuilding Statistics, which only includes ships over 100 gross
tonnages.
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Figure 6: World ship completion by ship type, 2001-2009

Source: The Shipbuilders’ Association of Japan (2011)
In terms of ship prices, LNG/LPG carriers, tankers and containerships are typically more expensive than a
similar size of bulk carriers and general cargo ships (see Table 6) and generally considered as higher
value-added ships.
Table 6: Representative new building prices, 2005
Type and size of vessels

Price (US$)

3

125-138,000 m LNG tanker
3
75,000 m LPG tanker

205 mil
89 mil

250-280,000 dwt tanker
170,000 dwt bulk carrier

120 mil
59 mil

80-105,000 dwt tanker
70-74,000 dwt bulk carrier

58 mil
35 mil

2,500 TEU full containership
15,000 dwt general cargo

42 mil
18 mil

* dwt: dead weight tonnage
* TEU: Twenty-foot Equivalent Unit

Source: UNCTAD (2006: 41)
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2.4.2. Global ship exporters and importers
The global exports of ships increased from $66 billion in 2005 to $138 billion in 2008.20 The effect of the
economic recession was noticed but was less disruptive to trade than in new-building orders (see Figure
5), resulting in a $139 billion of 2009 exports. This difference in trend is largely due to the fact that ships
delivered in 2008-2010 had been ordered before the recession kicked off.21 Figure 7 shows a large drop
in 2010 but it is because one of the largest exporters, Korea, has not reported its 2010 export figures. If
Korea maintained the same level of exports in 2010 as it had in 2009 ($42 billion), the world’s exports of
ships reached $158 billion in 2010.

Billions

Figure 7: The world’s ship exports, 2005-2010 (US$ billions)
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Source: Compiled from UN Comtrade
Figure 8 shows the world’s ship exports by vessel type. As with production, product carriers (including
bulk carriers and containerships) and tankers are the two leading categories in exports.22 Recreational
vessels (including various sizes of boats and yachts) are the third, although their exports have been
struggling since 2008, indicating the effect of the recession. Warships represented the smallest portion
of the world’s ship exports (0.29% in 2009), which is in part attributed to the fact that the defense
market is generally less open to foreign shipbuilders than the commercial market.

20

These and following export figures were compiled from UN Comtrade database, unless otherwise stated.
Harmonized System (HS) Code 89 (ships, boats and other floating structures) and its sub-group of codes are used.
For those subgroup codes, see Appendix D Table 2.
21
The typical production time varies by the type of ship; a bulk cargo ship takes 6-9 months to build while a cruise
or LNG ship takes up to 2 years or more for construction (European Commission 2003: 11).
22
The huge export decline of tankers appears to be attributable to the fact that Korea, by far the largest exporter
of this vessel type, has not reported its export figures. It exported a $23.9 billion worth of tankers in 2009.
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Billions

Figure 8: The world’s ship exports by vessel type, 2005-2010
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Source: Compiled from UN Comtrade

Table 7 lists the leading exporting countries in each of four major traded ship categories: product
carriers, tankers, recreational vessels, and passenger ships. China, Korea and Japan are clearly leading
the global exports in product carriers and tankers, while Italy and other European countries are leading
in the world markets of recreational vessels and passenger ships. The United States is also strong in
recreational vessel exports.
Table 7: World leading ship exporters by vessel type in comparison to Canada, 2009

Total Exports
Top 5
(market share,
by vessel type)

Canada

Overall

Product
carriers

Tankers

Recreational
vessels

Passenger
ships

$138.9 billion
Korea (31%)
China (20%)
Japan (16%)
Italy (4%)
India (3%)
Canada (0.3%)

$51.1 billion
China (30%)
Korea (26%)
Japan (25%)
Poland (3%)
Norway (2%)
Canada (<0.1%)

$44.6 billion
Korea (54%)
Japan (19%)
China (19%)
Poland (2%)
Turkey (2%)
Canada (<0.1%)

$10.3 billion
Italy (23%)
US (15%)
UK (11%)
France (10%)
Netherlands (9%)
Canada (3%)

$8.8 billion
Italy (29%)
Finland (21%)
Germany (15%)
India (11%)
France (10%)
Canada (1%)

Source: Compiled from UN Comtrade
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Canada is not a strong competitor in global ship exports, representing only 0.3% of world exports with
$418 million in 2009. Canada is virtually a non-actor in the major vessel categories, except for
recreational vessels, in which it was the seventh largest exporter in 2009, with $338 million exports (81%
of its total ship exports).
Table 8 shows the major importers of ships for the same highly traded vessel types. Overall, Germany,
Greece and two Nordic countries, Norway and Denmark, are the leading importers in global ship trade,
accounting for 40% of world’s imports. Germany and Greece are the top importers, respectively, for the
product cargo vessels and tankers.23 The United States, France and Italy are at the top of the
recreational vessel importer list along with Canada, representing 7% of world’s imports in that category.
In passenger ships, Italy is by far the world’s largest importer (and exporter) while Canada is the third
largest one in the fifth most traded vessel market.

Table 8: World leading ship importers by vessel type in comparison to Canada, 2009

Top 5
(market share
in vessel type)

Canada

Overall

Product
carriers

Tankers

Recreational
vessels

Passenger ships

Germany (12%)
Greece (10%)
Norway (6%)
Denmark (6%)
India (6%)
Canada (1.5%)

Germany (29%)
Korea (9%)
Greece (9%)
Indonesia (7%)
India (7%)
Canada (0.4%)

Greece (32%)
Poland (9%)
Belgium (8%)
Korea (8%)
Norway (7%)
Canada (0.5%)

USA (11%)
France (10%)
Italy (7%)
Turkey (7%)
Canada (7%)
See above

Italy (38%)
India (9%)
Canada (8%)
Norway (6%)
France (4%)
See above

Source: Compiled from UN Comtrade

2.5.

Extreme Climate Vessel Market
2.5.1. Market drivers

ECVs have drawn a great deal of attention as commercial and scientific activities are increasing around
Polar regions. Receding polar ice has opened up new opportunities for various human activities, from
offshore natural resource exploration and scientific research to new fisheries and tourism. There is also
speculation that there could be commercial shipping via the Northern Sea Route (NSR, above Russia)
and the Northwest Passage (NWP, above Canada) if further ice shrinkage makes more Arctic areas icefree for an extended period of time (see Figure 9 for the routes).24 Rising oil prices and new exploration
technologies have made oil and gas in the Arctic region economically attractive. In addition, the growth

23

Greece and Germany are the second and the third largest county in the world in terms of the nationality of ship
owners, representing 13% and 9% of all the registered ships over 100GT, followed by Japan (14%). Only 1.5% of the
ships belong to Canadian owners at the end of 2009 (Shipbuilders' Association of Japan 2011: 10).
24
A passage from Murmansk, Russia via the NSR, compared to a passage via the Suez Canal, would shorten the
distance to Yokohama, Japan and Vancouver, Canada respectively by 55% and 27%. However, commercial throughtransits of the NSR still bear high risks with the unpredictable environment and the total absence of fuel or
resupply stations along the route (National Research Council 2007: 35).
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of Polar tourism and a search for lower-cost shipping routes facilitated by environmental change will
continue to increase human activities in this harsh climate condition.
The rise of commercial activities is also spurring the growth of public sector actions to ensure safety and
security in the polar area. This has increased scientific research demand by governments in the region to
collect basic data on various aspects of the Arctic’s natural environment. Public safety and security
concerns over ships and people traveling the area increase government needs for effective emergency
response. Environmental damage from oil spills is another major consideration for public policy. Finally,
holding one fifth of global oil and gas resources, the Arctic is a potential conflict-of-interest area
between Arctic states25 but also among other stakeholders like China. This raises a possible national
security issue for many countries surrounding energy supply (Landler 2011; Johnston 2010).
Figure 9: Arctic Ocean marine routes: NSR and NWP

NWP

NSR

Source: National Research Council (2007: 36)
In shipbuilding, rising human activities in the circumpolar regions is driving new investment in building
ships suitable for cold climates. Commercial sectors are leading the demand for ice-strengthened vessels,
particularly in the oil and gas sector where demand has been driven by the quickly-expanding Russian oil
sector. In 2004, $4.5 billion worth of orders were made for the construction of ice-class tankers
(National Research Council 2007: 31). In 2006, $8 billion was invested in ordering 203 ice-class tankers of

25

The Arctic Council, a high level intergovernmental forum for the Arctic-related issues, consists of Canada,
Denmark (including Greenland and the Faroe Islands), Finland, Iceland, Norway, the Russian Federation, Sweden
and the United States (Arctic Council 2009: 9).
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12.3 million dwt. Among the more than 200 tankers still on order, over 140 of them were ice-class 1A
(Marine Log 2007).26
The attention to double-hull structures and enhanced engine power as a way to ensure safe navigation
in ice-infested conditions has expanded into improving the efficiency of shipping operations, while
reducing its environmental impact. New ship designs and technologies, such as double acting hull design
and azimuth thrusters, allow ice-classed vessels to maximize operational and energy efficiency in both
ice-covered and open waters.27 There is also a growing interest in ice-strengthened ships and enabling
technology that reduce the environmental impact of shipping operations in the Arctic area, such as
advanced technologies for processing ship ballast water and sewage discharge.
Figure 10: MT Tempera, one of the first double acting tankers, breaking ice astern

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:MT_Tempera.jpg
In response to this growing importance of Polar regions, governments are also expanding their
investment in polar vessels. Canada’s National Shipbuilding Procurement Strategy (NSPS) plans to build
six to eight Arctic/offshore patrol vessels and one polar icebreaker over the next 25 years. Denmark and
Norway have recently launched their own version of offshore patrol icebreakers (Humpert 2011). The
United States has been considering the modernization of its aging icebreaker fleet in response to
growing commercial and scientific activities in Polar regions (National Research Council 2007; O'Rourke
2011b). Investment in ECV is not limited to Arctic states. South Korea launched its first-ever icebreaker,
Araon, in 2009 to supply the country’s two Antarctic bases. China recently announced a plan to
construct its first icebreaker by 2013 to respond to the country’s expanding polar monitoring and
research (Indo Asian News Service 2011).
26

Despite the fast growth of vessels for the Arctic use, this ECV market is still relatively small in terms of the
number of vessels. In 2004, the total number of Arctic-operating vessels (excluding fishing vessels and the Great
Circle Route traffic) is less than 2% of the world total oceangoing ships over 100 GT (Arctic Council 2009: 89)
27
Ships with icebreaking capabilities tend to be heavier than ordinary vessels, and its traditional bow structure
designed to break ice best makes the ship less efficient in open water. Double acting hull design, developed and
patented by Aker Arctic (AARC), allows a ship to run ahead in open water as ordinary but astern, i.e., backwards, in
ice. This increases the ship’s ability to break ice without sacrificing its performance in ice-free water. To facilitate
the dual movement, azimuth thrusters, i.e., ship propellers placed in pods that can be rotated in any horizontal
direction, have been installed on double-acting ships (National Research Council 2007; Niini et al. 2007).
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2.5.2. GVC actors
Table 9 shows a list of major firms in the key segments of the ECV value chain. This is not intended to be
exhaustive but rather provides the examples of major global firms in each of the following categories:
ship designers, shipbuilders, component suppliers and major buyers.
Table 9: Major firms in ECV value chain
Type

Major firms

Ship designer

Aker Arctic Technology; Ulstein Group; STX Canada/US Marine; BMT Fleet Technology

Shipbuilder

STX Europe; Arctech Helsinki Shipyard; Admiralty Shipyards; Sumitomo Heavy
Industries; Hyundai Heavy Industries; Samsung Heavy Industries; Daewoo Shipbuilding
and Marine Engineering; Astilleros Zamakona S.A.; S+P Shipyards; Irving Shipyards;
Seaspan Marine Corp.; Northrop Grumman; General Electronics; Edison Chouest
Offshore; Jinling Shipyards; Fincantieri

Component Supplier

ABB Group; Wärtsilä

Buyer

Sovcomflot; Stena Bulk; Neste Oil; Mediterranean Shipping Company (MSC)

Ship designers: One of the major ship-design firms specializing in extreme climate vessels is Aker Arctic
Technology (AARC, formerly MARC). The company’s website claims that the company’s past projects
include 60% of all the world's icebreakers, polar research vessels and cargo vessels operating in Polar
regions.28 Being part of the Finnish maritime cluster (see below), its history has been long tied to major
Finnish shipbuilders that had strong capabilities in icebreakers and icebreaking technology, from
Wärtsilä, Kvaerner Masa-Yards to Aker Yards. Even after the 2009 acquisition of Aker Yards by STX, a
South Korean shipbuilder, the company has remained operationally independent. This Helsinki-based
company provides a wide range of ECV-related services, from R&D, ship design and model testing,
engineering services, field expeditions, training and other technology services. Double acting hulls, one
of the latest design innovations in icebreakers, were made and patented by its predecessor, MARC, in
the 1990s.
Ulstein Group is a Swedish marine company, mainly known for its shipbuilding and ship design activities.
Its X-bow hull design, where a ship’s bow has an inverted form (see Figure 11), is originally designed for
ships traveling in rough seas like the Bering Sea, but the company has applied the hull design to iceclassed offshore seismic vessels (Ulstein 2008).
In North America, STX Canada/US Marine (STXM) and Ontario-based BMT Fleet Technology conducted a
joint project in 2008 to assist the Canadian Department of National Defense (DND) in the development
of system and design requirements for the Canadian Arctic/offshore patrol vessels.

28

http://www.akerarctic.fi/company.htm
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Figure 11: Well intervention vessel Sarah with Ulstein X-bow

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Well_intervention_vessel_Sarah.JPG
Shipbuilders: Historically, Nordic countries and Russia were strong in building icebreakers and ice-going
vessels required by the countries’ the natural environment.29 Some of the shipbuilders from these
countries are:






STX Finnish Cruise Oy (formerly Aker Finnyards): The principal yard for the Finnish Navy and the
world's leading builder of icebreakers. STX Europe, its direct parent, also has 15 shipyards in
Brazil, Finland, France, Norway, Romania and Vietnam, some of which involves construction of
ice-class and ice-strengthened ships.
Arctech Helsinki Shipyard: A joint venture of STX Finnish Cruise Oy and United Shipbuilding
Corporation (USC), a Russian government-owned shipbuilder. Icebreakers and other ice-going
vessels for arctic conditions are this joint venture’s main focus.
Admiralty shipyard: One of the oldest and largest shipyards in Russia. It recently constructed
several ice-class tankers for Russian oil and shipping companies, including Lukoil and Sovkomflot.

Since today’s shipbuilding value chains are geographically dispersed, ECVs can be built in any shipyard in
the world – even in Dubai30 – as long as proper ship designs and components are supplied. Many largesized, ice-class ships are now built in East Asia. Sumitomo Heavy Industries (Japan) has built the world’s
first double acting tankers, MT (Motor Tanker) Maestra and MT Tempera, operated by the Finnish oil
company Neste Oil since 2002 and 2003 (Niini et al. 2007). Samsung Heavy Industries (South Korea)
delivered three 70,000-dwt double-acting Arctic shuttle tankers in 2007-2009 to Sovkomflot, a Russian
shipping company. And since the mid-2000s, Chinese shipyards, such as Nanjing-based Jinling Shipyards
and Shanghai-based Jiangnan Shipyards, have engaged in building ice-classed carriers to European
buyers (Choi 2008). In Europe, Astilleros Zamakona S.A (Spain) and S+P shipyards (Germany) also
construct ice-class or ice-strengthened vessels.

29

For example, 80% of Finland’s foreign trade takes place by sea and Finland is the only coastal country in the
world where all the ports are completely frozen during normal winters (http://www.meriliitto.fi/?page_id=177).
30
Sovkomflot’s ice-class seismographic research vessel, Vyacheslav Tikhonov, was built in Drydocks World’s Dubai
shipyard. http://www.scf-group.com/npage.aspx?cs=4&cs2=1&cid=3&parm=@id=318&templ=vessel.
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In North America, two Canadian shipyards have contracts to build Arctic vessels under NSPS – Irving
Shipyards of Nova Scotia and Seaspan Marine Corp’s Vancouver Shipyards. In the United States,
Northrop Grumman and General Electronics, two leading U.S. Navy contractors, own three of the “big
six” shipyards (Freedonia 2010b: 14). Northrop Grumman has owned U.S. shipyards that have built
icebreakers (Freedonia 2010b). Louisiana-based Edison Chouest Offshore (ECO) constructed NSF’s
research icebreaker, the Nathaniel B. Palmer, and its ice-strengthened Research Vessel (RV) Laurence M.
Gould. Wisconsin-based Marinette Marine (acquired in 2009 by Fincantieri, an Italian commercial and
naval shipbuilder) has built USCGC Mackinaw, the U.S. Coast Guard’s icebreaker for the Great Lakes.
Key component suppliers: Many suppliers of the key components in ice-strengthened ships come from
Nordic countries. For example, azimuth thrusters, electrically driven propellers mounted on a 360degree rotatable pod, were jointly developed in Finland by Kvaerner Masa-Yards, a Finnish dockyard
(currently STX Finnish Cruise Oy), and ABB Group, a Swedish-Swiss power and automation company.
ABB Group sells its own azimuth thrusters under the Azipod brand.
Wärtsilä is the major engine supplier for ice-class tankers. Having been a shipbuilder of cruise ships and
icebreakers until 1989, this Finnish company provides large combustion engines for marine and energy
markets. It supplied LNG-fueled marine propulsion systems for offshore platform supply vessels built for
Harvey Gulf International Marine (the ship is designed by STX Marine; most of the Harvey’s ships were
built in Florida-based Eastern Shipbuilding) (Marine Log 2011b).
Ship owners and operators: Major shipping companies that operate in circumpolar regions are potential
buyers of extreme climate vessels. These companies include product shippers, tanker operators, and
cruise ship owners. Oil and gas companies and service providers to offshore platforms are also major
commercial buyers of various forms of ECVs. For example, Russia’s largest maritime shipper, Sovkomflot,
is the world’s large operator of Arctic shuttle tankers and ice-class LNG carriers.31 Another group of the
major buyers are governments. These include navies and coast guards as well as scientific research
institutes in Arctic states and other countries that are interested in Polar regions.
R&D clusters: The Finnish maritime cluster is the center of Finland’s icebreaking technology, with STX
Finnish Cruise Oy, ABB and Wärtsilä being part of it. Canada’s Ocean Technology Enterprise Centre is a
strong research center in Arctic technology. The Newfoundland-based center has the world’s longest ice
tank (90m), and it conducts various R&D activities related to Arctic operations.32 In August 2011,
Hyundai Heavy Industries, the world’s largest shipbuilder, announced that it had completed at the
Centre the final performance test for a ship model of a 190,000 dwt ice-breaking iron ore carrier. The
carrier, when built, will be the world's largest ice-breaking commercial vessel (Marine Log 2011a).
There are several R&D challenges for ECVs (National Research Council 2007: 61). First, as ships traveling
through ice-infested areas are getting larger, bigger icebreaking ships are demanded that can work on
multi-year ice and open wider channels. This would allow larger-volume cargo ships to travel and make
31

See Sovkomflot website for their fleet (http://www.sovcomflot.ru/pages.aspx?ln=EN&cid=373&cs=4)
For more about Arctic research at the Institute of Ocean Technology, see http://www.nrccnrc.gc.ca/eng/programs/iot/arctic-operations.html
32
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Arctic transportation more cost-efficient. The efforts include the development of azimuth drives that
can generate higher power than the current technology (up to 20 megawatts) to handle multiyear ice.
New hull designs are under study, such as the oblique ice breaker (conceived by Aker Arctic Technology,
see Figure 12), whose unique triangular hull shape makes a wider channel for passage, up to 40 meters
in a single channel, by operating sideways (Tinsley 2011).
Figure 12: Oblique icebreaker: breaking wide channel by going sideways

Source: Aker Arctic Technology website (http://www.akerarctic.fi/picturesetvideos.htm)
In addition to developing a more efficient hull design, another challenge is to reduce ice-hull friction. Ice
friction reduces the efficiency of breaking ice and causes corrosion to the hull. Auxiliary icebreaking
capabilities, such as water-washing systems and air-bubbling systems, are being developed to reduce
hull friction over the ice.33 In addition, improved, low-friction paint technology is being developed.
Technologies to reduce the emissions and environmental impact of Arctic navigation are critical R&D
challenges, as is technology to better respond to environmental damage when it occurs. Finally,
research on the impact of ice on the vessel and shipping operation is needed, as is real-time ice
monitoring for safe ship operation.
Institutions: Various institutional actors are involved in ECV value chains. International shipping is
generally regulated by the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) for its safety
aspect and the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL) for its
environmental aspect, such as oil and exhaust pollution. There are also international regulations for
specific types of vessels, such as the International Gas Carrier Code and the Code of Safe Practice for
Solid Bulk Cargoes. These overarching guidelines, however, lack specific, mandatory regulations for
shipping in Polar regions (AMSA 2009: 67).
Regulations for ice navigation in territorial waters are country-dependent. Currently, only Russia and
Canada have their own national safety and environmental standards for navigation in their Arctic waters,
independent from international rules. Canada has enacted the Arctic Water Pollution Prevention Act to
33

In water-washing systems, large volumes of water are pumped over the bow to reduce ice-hull friction. In airbubbler systems, compressed air is blown under the hull to lift the vessel over the ice and break it with less ice-hull
friction.
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regulate construction and other standards before navigating in Arctic waters. Russia has put in place a
ship inspection system for vessels passing through the Northern Sea Route (Arctic Council 2009: 62-63).
Private classification societies also play an important role in setting ice-class, ice-strengthening and
winterization rules (Duggal 2006). Their basic responsibilities are to establish technical standards for the
construction and operation of ships and offshore structures, and to validate that construction meets
these standards. With regard to ECVs, they provide ice-class rules to set out their own requirements for
ice-strengthened vessels and icebreakers. For vessels navigating Polar waters, there are international
Polar Class rules set in 2006 by the International Association for Classification Societies (IACS 2011). Each
classification society’s rules are not easily comparable because requirements vary across society. Table
10 provides an approximate comparison between different ice classes.
Table 10: Approximate equivalencies between ice classes

Source: National Research Council (2007: 57)
2.5.3. End-markets
The major shipping activities in the Arctic include: bulk cargo for natural resources, Arctic tourism,
fishing and community re-supply. In the Canadian Arctic, activities center on year-round nickel transport
from Deception Bay, community re-supply using tug and barges34, and a very limited fishing industry,
mostly comprising small-scale food fisheries (Arctic Council 2009: 73-81).
Thus far, shipbuilding for Arctic operations has focused on building ice-strengthened commercial ships,
particularly bulk transport for ore, oil and gas. This has spurred the construction of oil tankers, platform
34

Due to a lack of deepwater ports in the Canadian Arctic, most of community resupply is conducted through
“lightening,” which refers to shuttling goods from the anchored main ship to shore using tug and barges (Arctic
Council 2009: 75).
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supply vessels (PSVs), bulk carriers, container ships, and LNG gas tankers (National Research Council
2007: 62). Given the demand for Arctic shipping, this section focuses on three current and potential endmarkets for ECVs: the oil and gas industry, government (both defense and scientific use) and tourism.35
Nonrenewable natural resources industry: According to the U.S. Geological Survey assessment, the
Arctic has an estimated 90 billion barrels of undiscovered, technically recoverable oil, 1,670 trillion cubic
feet of technically recoverable natural gas, and 44 billion barrels of technically recoverable natural gas
liquids. This represents about 22% of the undiscovered, technically recoverable resources in the world
(U.S. Geological Survey 2008). Rising oil prices and demand for raw materials have driven the growth of
Arctic shipping for the oil and gas industry. Russia is the biggest spender in Arctic oil and gas exploration.
The major destinations of Arctic traffic are large mines of nickel, zinc and other ores, and offshore oil
and gas fields off the coast of Norway, Russia and the United States. Most of bulk transport occurs,
however, during ice-free seasons or in ice-free areas except for highly degradable minerals, such as the
nickel from Deception Bay in Northern Canada. For that reason, many of the bulk carriers operating in
the Arctic are not ice-strengthened (Arctic Council 2009: 76).
While much of the future demand for ECVs in the oil and gas sector depends on the economics of Arctic
natural resources, it is clear that the largest share of growth in ECV demand will continue to come from
the energy sector. In addition to the winterization of oil platforms operating in the Arctic, much of the
growth in ECVs will come from specialized vessels supporting offshore platforms, as follows:








Platform supply vessels (PSV), for transportation of goods and personnel to and from offshore
oil platforms and other offshore structures
Anchor handling tug supply (AHTS) vessels, for the handling of anchors for oil rigs
Floating production storage and offloading (FPSO) vessels to process hydrocarbons and store oil
until it can be offloaded onto a tanker or transported through a pipeline
Floating storage and offloading (FSO) vessels to only store oil without processing it
Inspection, maintenance and repair (IMR) vessels, for ultra-deepwater Inspection, Maintenance
and Repair operations in oil fields
Sub-sea operation vessels, for pipelay and heavy lift for deep-see construction projects
Emergency Rescue and Recovery Vessels (ERRV)

In particular, IMR and sub-sea operation vessels can be of particular interest to Nova Scotia firms
specialized in unmanned underwater vehicles because these vessels tend to be equipped with, or ready
for, ROVs or AUVs.
For example, Havila Subsea is an IMR vessel for offshore operation in the North Sea and other parts of
world. It was designed by Havyard Group in Norway for Havila Chartering, the ship’s owner. The hull was
built at the Group’s Cemre Shipyard in Turkey and the vessel was outfitted by Havyard shipyard in
35

Fishing vessels are not considered because, despite the forecast for growing Arctic fishing activity (Zeller et al.
2011), fishing operations in the Arctic take place in completely or seasonally ice-free or low ice concentration areas
(Arctic Council 2009: 77)
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Leirvik, Norway. While much of the shipbuilding work was carried out in Europe, most of the deck
equipment related to handling a ROV was supplied by Rolls-Royce’s ODIM Brooke Ocean, based in Nova
Scotia.36
Figure 13: ROV-equipped, ice-class IMR vessel, Acergy Viking

Source: Ship Technology website (http://www.ship-technology.com/projects/acergyviking/)
Some of the latest innovations in shipbuilding are particularly relevant to the oil and gas sector. Dynamic
positioning (DP), for example, is a computer-controlled system to maintain a vessel's position and
heading using data collected from the ship’s sensors. It is used when mooring or anchoring is not
feasible (e.g., deep waters) or less desirable (e.g., undersea pipelines), which is often the case in
offshore deepwater drilling. Vessels serving the renewable energy sector, such as wind farm and tidal
energy, also use DP systems.
Government regulations, particularly on environment and safety, are important in this end-market. The
U.S.’s Oil Pollution Act of 1990 requires single-hulled tankers operating in U.S. waters to be phased out
of oil transport or converted to double-hulled vessels (Freedonia 2010b: 12). Countries increasingly are
requiring oil tankers passing through their EEZs and coastal waters to be double-hulled (Van Dyke 2005).
UK legislation requires offshore oil and gas companies operating within the UK continental shelf to
arrange for safe rescue and recovery of their offshore installation workers, leading to the introduction of
emergency rescue and recovery vessels (ERRVs) and related service providers for offshore operations.37
Stricter environment regulations have also prompted the need for vessels to use renewable energy and
maintain strict control over ship waste, bilge, and fuel discharge.
Government sector: As human activities in the Arctic increase, governments are taking more
responsibility for the safety and security of the area. The region’s great potential as a source of current
and future energy supply increases the incentive to boost scientific research and defense spending by
governments to monitor the region. While government and research vessels still represent a relatively
small proportion of the total Arctic traffic and much of surveying activities are done by private survey
firms contracted by oil and gas firms, there is a growth potential for ice-strengthened vessels used for
surveying, oceanographic research, vessel escort in ice, search and rescue, and pollution response
(Arctic Council 2009: 81).
36
37

http://www.ship-technology.com/projects/havila-subsea/
See UK Emergency Rescue and Recovery Vessel Association (ERRVA) website: http://www.errva.org.uk/.
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The growth potential of government sector ECVs, however, will be moderated at the global level by the
fact that in some countries there are regulations to restrict the use of foreign-built vessels in domestic
maritime transport (e.g., the U.S.’s Jones Act of 192038). In addition, government and defense budget
cuts in the face of government deficits in many developed countries may make governments prefer
repairing, upgrading, or converting ice-class vessels rather than constructing new ones.
Arctic tourism: Over the past several years, Arctic tourism has continued to grow. Cruise ships arriving in
Greenland increased from 164 to 222 in 2003-2007 and 375 in 2008. During the same period, the
average passenger capacity per ship increased from 490 to 671, indicating that ships have gotten larger
while their trips are more frequent. Most of the Arctic passenger traffic goes to Artic regions in Norway,
Greenland and Iceland, and to a lesser extent, to the Canadian Arctic and Alaska (Arctic Council 2009:
78-79).
Figure 14: Ice class 1B polar tourist ship, Ocean Nova

Source: http://www.quarkexpeditions.com/our-ships/ocean-nova
The continuing growth of Arctic tourism can push the demand for ice-class passenger vessels,
particularly large cruise ships. It can also spur the demand of ice-strengthened passenger ships because
the vast majority of tourist vessels operating in the Arctic are not ice-strengthened. STX Europe owned
by STX Group in Korea, and Italian state-owned shipbuilder Fincantieri are the major builders of cruise
ships. 39 However, the growth of Arctic tourism will not automatically increase the demand for tourist

38

The law requires that all goods transported by water between U.S. ports (“cabotage”) be carried in U.S.-flag
ships, constructed in the United States, owned by U.S. citizens, and crewed by U.S. citizens and U.S. permanent
residents.
39
STX Europe has shipyards in Finland and France for cruise ships and ferries. The passenger vessel business was
the largest among its business lines with 63% of its 2008 revenue, 31 billion Norwegian krone (approx. $5.6 billion).
Another 33% was accounted for by offshore and specialized vessels (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/STX_Europe).
Fincantieri’s commercial shipbuilding is conducted in six shipyards, all in Italy. And by acquiring several U.S.
shipyards recently, including Marinette Marine in Wisconsin, the company is increasing the presence of its naval
business in North America. It also owns two manufacturing sites to produce marine systems and components,
according to its website (http://www.fincantieri.it/). Affected by global economic crises, Fincantieri’s cruise ships
orders was pushed down from 4.24 billion Euros ($6 billion) in 2007 to 2.88 billion Euros in 2010 (Kingdon 2011).
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ECVs because most of Arctic tourist operations, like fishing, are done during ice-free seasons, or in areas
that are either ice-free or have low concentrations of ice (Arctic Council 2009: 79).

2.6.

Inshore Vessel Market
2.6.1. Market drivers

Nations are increasingly interested in their littoral waters for commercial, scientific, and security reasons.
Inshore vessels are used to gather data to better understand the nation’s natural and marine resources.
Inshore vessels also are used in security and compliance monitoring activities by governments. For
example, after 9/11 the U.S. Navy and Coast Guard increased its security measures in the U.S. EEZ to
prevent potential terrorist attacks on commercial and military ships, as well as attacks on land from
ships.
At the same time, ship owners and operators, whether they are the military, research institutes or
private firms, want the inshore vessels they operate to be flexible enough for a variety of purposes. For
example, the U.S.’s recent littoral combat ships (LCSs) have a large-hull design to accommodate various
configurations necessary for anti-mine, anti-submarine, surface warfare, maritime interdiction, or other
missions, replacing traditional ships specializing in one of these missions (Magnuson 2011).40 Research
vessels are increasingly designed to accommodate multiple research needs in a single voyage. This
flexibility saves operational costs, while allowing vessel owners and operators to continually update
onboard systems and equipment.
In the smaller, commercial side of the inshore vessel market, recreational boats had posted a solid
growth until the 2009 economic crises. Declining disposable incomes and asset values, as well as high
fuel prices and a freeze in credit markets, have contributed to the dramatic decline in the demand for
recreational boats. Figure 15 shows the recreational boating demand trend in the United States,
showing annual growth rates plunge below zero in 2007. The demand dropped to $6.5 billion in 2009,
less than half of 2006, $14.4 billion (Freedonia 2010a). The impact of global economic crises was also felt
in Canada’s boat building, whose annual revenue dropped from over C$600 million in 2007 to C$344
billion in 2009 (Figure 16). While market demand for recreational ISVs will bounce back as the global
economy recovers, demand growth will rise faster in developing countries with rising disposable
incomes, like Brazil and China (Pearson 2011).

40

Two LCSs have been delivered and another two are expected by 2012, and the U.S. Navy plans to build
eventually 55 ships of the type. The two delivered ships are built respectively by two major U.S. military
contractors and their shipbuilding partners: Lockheed Martin and Marinette Marin for USS Freedom and General
Dynamics and Austal USA for USS Independence (O'Rourke 2011b).
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Figure 15: U.S. recreational boating demand, 1999-2009

Source: The Freedonia Group (2010a: 2)

Figure 16: Manufacturing revenues and value-added of boat building in Canada

Note: NAICS 336612 (boat building)

Source: Industry Canada (http://www.ic.gc.ca/cis-sic/cis-sic.nsf/IDE/cis-sic336612prde.html)
Finally, in both military and civilian markets, inshore vessels are equipped with increasingly sophisticated
electronic, navigational and communication systems. 60% of the cost of a new naval ship is now
accounted for by high-tech subsystems, from sensors and subsea vehicles to radar and missile systems.
Although developing countries, such as Indonesia, Turkey, Vietnam, Malaysia and United Arab Emirates
(UAE) are entering the warship-building market as part of the effort to promote their domestic
shipbuilding sector, much of the high-tech sub-systems are imported from the United States and
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European countries (Magnuson 2011). The importance of electronic systems is also relevant to the
recreational boat market. Enhanced navigational and communications equipment, as well as advanced
entertainment systems, are now installed in recreational boats (Freedonia 2010a).
Compliance with increased environmental regulations will require additional investments in technology
for inshore vessels. For example, in the small boat building sector, new emission control systems to
reduce the amounts of hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides (NOx), and propulsion systems to improve
performance and fuel efficiency, are needed to meet increasingly stringent environmental regulations
set by national, state, or provincial governments (Freedonia 2010a).
2.6.2. GVC actors
Table 11 lists the major defense and leisure shipbuilders and component manufacturers for the ISV
value chain. As previously noted, local and regional firms, most of which are not listed here, play a
greater role in the inshore vessels value chain than in ECVs and other ocean-going vessels.
Table 11: Major firms in ISV value chain
Type

Major firms

Shipbuilder (Defense)

Lockheed Martin; BAE Systems; Northrop Grumman; General Dynamics; Raytheon;
Marinette Marine; Austal USA; Fincantieri

Shipbuilder (Leisure)

Brunswick Group; Genmar Group; Ferretti Group; Lürssen Werft; Blohm + Voss;
OceAnco;

Component Supplier

Converteam; Kongsberg Maritime; Furono; Sperry Marine; L-3 Communications;
General Electronics; Teledyne RD Instruments; Raytheon Systems; General Dynamics
Canada; Lockheed Martin; Ultra Electronic Maritime Systems

Source: CGGC
Ship designers and shipbuilders: major global military contractors dominate military shipbuilding. Table
12 lists the world’s leading military contractors, with Lockheed Martin, BAE Systems, Northrop
Grumman, Boeing, General Dynamics and Raytheon at the top of the list. U.S. firms are the
overwhelming majority in this group, joined by several firms from European countries. Many of these
firms are not only the major suppliers of high-tech sub-systems, from missiles to sensors, but also have
their own shipyards for military and commercial projects. For example, Northrop Grumman and General
Electronics are two leading U.S. Navy contractors, and each owns three of the “big six” shipyards in the
United States (Freedonia 2010b: 14).
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Table 12: Top 20 global defense contractors, 2010
Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Company

Country

Lockheed Martin
BAE Systems
Northrop Grumman
Boeing
General Dynamics
Raytheon
EADS
Finmeccanica
L-3 Communications
United Technologies
Thales
SAIC
Oshkosh
ITT
Honeywell
Booz Allen Hamilton
CSC
Rolls-Royce
GE
Textron

U.S.
U.K.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
Netherlands
Italy
U.S.
U.S.
France
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.K.
U.S.
U.S.

2010 Defense
Revenue
(US$ Millions)
42,800
33,110
31,181
30,858
26,622
23,420
16,287
14,443
13,074
11,600
9,956
8,677
7,162
5,484
5,400
4,662
4,498
4,483
4,100
4,000

% of Revenue
from Defense
93.4%
95.7%
89.7%
48.0%
82.0%
93.0%
26.8%
58.2%
83.4%
21.4%
57.3%
78.1%
72.8%
49.9%
16.2%
83.3%
28.1%
26.7%
2.7%
38.0%

Source: Defense News (2011)
For many emerging countries with coastlines, ship manufacturing remains an economic priority, and
tends to follow one of two models. In the first model, countries build naval ships domestically and
import key sub-systems. Multinational defense firms provide systems integration services. In a second
model, a Western shipyard builds the lead ship in a ship class, and the buyer country builds the
remaining ships in the class. The UAE's new corvette-class provides one example of the latter model of
globalized naval shipbuilding. The first ship was built in France and the rest are being built in the UAE,
but many of the key systems in those ships are imported, as reported below:
“The design of the planned fleet of six Baynunah-class ships41 originated at Constructions
Mecaniques de Normandie of Cherbourg, France. The fire control and command and control for
the weapon systems came from Italy. The Exocet and SeaSparrow missiles were built in France
and the United States, respectively. South Africa’s SAAB Avitronics (a South African subsidiary of
the Swedish aerospace and defense company, Saab) supplied the laser warning system. German
companies provided the decoy system, the sonar, the underwater communications and the
engines. And the list of international suppliers went on” (Magnuson 2011).
Local shipyards are often involved in large defense shipbuilding contracts through a partnership with a
military contractor. For example, Wisconsin-based Marinette Marine partners with Lockheed Martin for
41

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baynunah_class
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U.S. Navy’s Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) project. Its new Italian owner, Fincantieri, had been in partnership
with Boeing before joining force with Lockheed Martin. In early 2011, Fincantieri attempted to acquire
Davie Yards in Canada during its preparation to bid for the NSPS program but failed (Kingdon 2011).
In the recreational boat market, different countries lead world exports in the various categories making
up the product market (see Table 13). Motorboats are the largest category, accounting for $6.6 billion in
2009. Italy leads the segment with 33% of the market, followed by United Kingdom and the United
States. Canada is a relatively minor exporter, except for rowboats, canoes and pleasure boats other than
sailboats, motorboats and inflatable crafts.
Table 13: Major world exporters of recreational ships, 2009
Rank

Motorboats

Sailboats

Rowboats, canoes
& others

Inflatable crafts

Total
1
2
3
Canada

$6,632 mil
Italy (33%)
UK (15%)
US (12%)
2%

$1,784 mil
France (32%)
Germany (8%)
Turkey (6%)
0.3%

$1,621 mil
US (41%)
Canada (12%)
Japan (6%)
See above

$293 mil
China (21%)
France (16%)
Italy (12%)
3%

Source: UN Comtrade (HS code 890310, 890391, 890392, 890399)
In the high-end, luxury motorboat market, major boat producers are primarily from Italy, the UK and the
U.S. Table 14 shows the world leading luxury motorboat (5-40m in length) producers by sales. There are
also shipbuilders for the market of larger size luxury yachts, or “superyachts” (longer than 40-50m),
which include Lürssen Werft (Germany), Blohm + Voss (Germany), and OceAnco (Netherlands).
Table 14: World’s leading luxury motorboat manufacturers, 2004
Manufacturer/brand

Manufacturing Location

Brunswick Group Boat Segment
-- Sea Ray
USA
-- Sealine Ltd.
UK
Genmar Group*
-- Carver Yachts
USA
Ferretti Group
-- Ferretti Yachts
Italy
-- Pershing S.p.A.
Italy
Azimut Benetti Group
-- Azimut
Italy
Sunseeker International Ltd.
UK
Princess Yachts Int’l Ltd
UK
Rodriguez Group
Spain and Italy (HQ in France)
Fairline Boats Ltd.
UK
Cantiere Nautico Cranchi
Italy
Couach
France
* Acquired by Platinum Equity in 2010 after bankruptcy

Source: KPMG-UK DTI (2006: 19)
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Sales (US$ million)
2,271
448
111
1,000
200
692
226
106
565
312
255
195
192
142
100
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Key suppliers: Shipbuilding involves many different raw materials, parts and components.
Given the complexity of a modern ship, it is not easy to enumerate all the parts and components for the
ship and their suppliers.42 Table 15 provides a glimpse of marine vessel sub-systems, including
machinery, electronics and control, and communications. It is based on the two platform supply vessels
(PSVs) that were built in a U.S. shipyard, Florida-based Eastern Shipbuilding, for a domestic offshore
service provider, Louisiana-based Harvey Gulf. Although these ships are not inshore vessels, the
examples in the table are relevant to Nova Scotia because the ships are domestically built by a local
shipbuilder for a local buyer (albeit they were designed by STX Marine, owned by the Korean STX Group)
and PSVs are the one of the fast growing vessel types. The example shows the numerous suppliers
required for providing the various sub-systems on a ship. Some of the suppliers are involved in the other
value chains studied in this project (e.g., Kongsberg, Sperry Marine). Many of them come from outside
the United States (based on the company’s headquarters) but all are from developed countries.
In boat building, a study on luxury motor boats shows that engines are the biggest cost factor,
accounting for about 35% of material costs, followed by timber and furniture (15%) and upholstery and
furnishing (12%) (KPMG-UK DTI 2006: 42). Major boat makers in the U.S. market have their own engine
manufacturing units (Freedonia 2010b), and Italian boat builders also tend to work closely with Italian
suppliers (KPMG-UK DTI 2006). This indicates a limited opportunity for third-party suppliers in these
product markets.
Table 15: Marine vessel sub-systems: Examples of platform supply vessels
Harvey Supporter
Length
Deadweight
Max speed
Item
Machinery
Main Generator
Engines
Main Generators
Emergency
Generators
Azimuthing
Thrusters
Bow Thrusters

91.44m
5,740.7 MT
14.0 Knots
Specifications
(4) Cummins
QSK60DM 16 Tier II
Hyundai heavy
Industries
John Deere 6081
AFM75 Tier II
2X Schottel SRP2020FP Z-Drive
2X Schottel SST 4
FP

Electronics and Control
Dynamic
Converteam Duplex
Positioning
C Series
DGPS
Furono GPS

Harvey Explorer

Supplier HQ
United States
South Korea
United States
Germany
Germany

France
Japan

Length
Deadweight
Max Speed
Item
Machinery
Main Generator
Engines
Main
Generators
Emergency
Generators
Propellers

73.15m
3,048 MT
13.0 Knots
Specifications
CAT (2) 3516B
Long Stroke
CAT 3406 DITA

United States

CAT 3304 DIT

United States

104” dia. (5)
Blade
Rudders
Schilling Fishtail;
Independent
Steering
Electronics and Control
Dynamic
Kongsberg Simrad
Positioning
SPD-21
DGPS
Furuno GPS

42

Supplier HQ

United States

n.a.
n.a.

Norway
Japan

Marine Log Buyer’s Guide, for example, provides an extensive list of marine equipment suppliers, shipbuilders,
boat builders, and related institutions. See http://www.nxtbook.com/nxtbooks/sb/ml_bg2011/ for the 2011
version.
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Harvey Supporter

Harvey Explorer

Gyro

Navigator 150
3X RS232/RS485

n.a.

Gyro

Joystick

Converteam

France

Joystick

Compass

Lilly & Gillie
MK2000
(2) Furono

United
Kingdom
Japan

Compass

Furono FE700

Japan

Radars
Depth Sounder
Communications
GMDSS
SSB
INMASAT-C

Radars

Navigator 150
2X C-Plath
Naviagat X Mk1
2X Kongsberg
Simrad C-JOY OT
10” “Baker
Lyman”
2X Furuno FP211/RDP 124
Furono FE700

United States
(Sperry Marine)
Norway
United States
Japan

Depth Sounder
Japan
Communications
Furono RC1800T
Japan
GMDSS
Furuno RC1515
Japan
Furono FS-2571-C
Japan
SSB
Furono FS-1503
Japan
Furono FELCOM
Japan
INMASAT-C
Furono FELCOM
Japan
15STD-C
12
Navtex
Furono FNX-700P
Japan
Navtex
Furono NX-500
Japan
SSAS
Furono IC-307
Japan
SSAS
Furuno IC-307
Japan
Satellite Phone
Wave Call 3000
United States Satellite Phone
Wave Call 3000
United States
* DGPS: Differential Global Positioning System; GMDSS: Global Maritime Distress and Safety System; SSB: SingleSideband Modulation; Navtex: Navigational Telex; SSAS: Ship Security Alert System

Source: Based on information on the Harvey Gulf website (http://harveygulf.com/)
Distributors and marketing: Given that some inshore vessels, particularly smaller fishing vessels and
recreational vessels, are sold to retail customers, distributors and dealer networks can play a role in this
segment of the value chain. However, boat dealers are largely fragmented. In the United States, one of
the largest markets, the majority of boat dealer revenues come from a large number of single-unit firms.
This type of firm accounted for 94% of the 4,749 boat dealers in the United States, representing 63% of
all sales ($15 billion) in 2007. 90% of the sales by U.S. boat dealers are for household customers and
individual users.43 As with large ships, many used boats are on the market. A study shows 55% of the
total U.S. boat sales are used boat sales, for which marine brokerages, such as TriNav in Nova Scotia44,
play a role of matching boat buyers and sellers.
Related institutions are industry associations, such as the Atlantic Marine Trades Association (AMTA) in
Canada and the Marine Retailer Association of America.45
2.6.3. End-markets
The key end-markets of inshore vessels include government and defense, coastal cargo transportation,
and recreational ships. While ISVs tend to be much smaller than ECVs and domestically and regionally

43

These data were compiled from U.S. Census Bureau’s 2007 Economic Census. The category of boat dealers
corresponds to NAICS 441222. The Canadian Industry Statistics (http://www.ic.gc.ca/cis-sic) does not provide data
on boat dealers that are disaggregated from data on other motor vehicle dealers.
44
TriNav Marine Brokerage (http://www.trinav.com/)
45
The Atlantic Marine Trades Association (http://www.boatinginatlanticcanada.com/); The Marine Retailer
Association of America (http://www.mraa.com/)
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built and operated, some end-markets are still more concentrated than others in terms of value chain
structure.
Government and defense: Government sales are one of the major end-markets for inshore vessels. The
increasing attention paid by governments to keeping sea borders secure spurs the demand for ISVs. The
worldwide market for naval ships is expected to grow by 5.2 percent annually, from $75.5 billion to
$124.6 billion in 2011-2021 (Magnuson 2011). Demand in developing and transitional economies is
growing quickly, but most of the military spending still comes from a handful of countries, as shown in
Table 16. Among the top 10 military spending countries in 2009, the United States spent more than the
combined total of the remaining nine countries. Canada is a relatively modest spender in defense, with
military expenditures representing 1.5% of its gross domestic product (GDP).
Demand for smaller, more flexible, multi-purpose vessels is increasing in the naval shipbuilding sector.
One example of this trend is the $1.8 billion (2011) U.S. Navy’s littoral combat ship (LCS) program, which
in other countries corresponds to corvettes (500-2,000 tons). The U.S. Navy is also building joint high
speed vessels (JHSV) for the rapid transit and deployment of troops, equipment and supplies between
theaters. Its shallow draft (under 15 feet) enables it to operate in waterways and ports in shallow waters
(U.S. Navy 2011). Austal USA has been contracted for building the first 10 batch of this 23-ship project.
Coastal patrol ships and fast attack craft, which are less than 500 tons, are also likely to increase as
countries respond to marine security threats in inshore and lake and river areas, from fisheries
enforcement to search and rescue to fast response to attack using small boats.46 The U.S. Navy is in the
testing phase of building a fast inshore attack craft defense system, where on-board and off-board
sensors spot potential threats among vessel traffic in a busy port (Jean 2007).
Table 16: Top 10 countries in military expenditures, 2009
Country

Expenditure
(US$ mil)

% of GDP

USA
668,604
4.7
China, P. R.
110,100
2.2
France
66,869
2.5
UK
57,907
2.7
Russia
53,330
4.3
Japan
51,008
1.0
Germany
47,453
1.4
Saudi Arabia
41,273
11.2
Italy
38,303
1.8
India
35,819
2.8
Canada
19,518
1.5
Source: SIPRI Military Expenditure Database 2011 (http://milexdata.sipri.org)

Globally, the naval shipbuilding value chain is getting crowded as more countries build ships at home
with slightly modified designs and sub-systems from abroad. Furthermore, government military
46

Currently, Canadian Coast Guard and the Ministry of Fisheries and Oceans have ordered 9 mid-shore patrol
vessels to Halifax Shipyards for a cost of $194 million.
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shipbuilding is not as profitable as commercial vessel shipbuilding (Magnuson 2011). Therefore, lucrative
opportunities are more likely to lie in high-tech sub-systems, such as electronic, navigational and
communication systems. However, regulations to control the export and import of defense-related
goods and service (e.g., the U.S.’s International Traffic in Arms Regulation) may limit the opportunity.
Also, there can be some path dependency involved in procuring sub-systems. Existing military ties
between countries, such as India-Russia or Japan-United States, may play a role in the decision.
Research vessels are another source of government demand for ISVs. The increasing use of marine
resources in inshore coastal areas leads to more investment in hydrographic, meteorological and
oceanographic research and survey, fishery research and other studies of the marine environment.
Although government spending cuts may limit the demand for new research vessels, investments in
underwater vehicles and sensors on the vessels may provide market opportunities for companies in
Nova Scotia. Table 17 shows the international distribution of research vessels by country. The United
States, Russia and Japan account for 54% of the world’s existing research vessel fleet.
Table 17: World research vessel fleet by country
Country

# of Research Vessels % World Total

USA
243
28%
Russia
116
13%
Japan
108
13%
Canada
57
7%
UK
39
5%
Germany
27
3%
China
19
2%
France
17
2%
Norway
17
2%
Ukraine
14
2%
ROW
207
24%
World Total
864
100%
Source: based on OCEANIC’s International Research Vessels database (http://www.researchvessels.org/), accessed
on Nov. 19, 2011

Coastal and inland cargo transportation: Several growth factors exist in this ISV market segment
consisting primarily of barges and tugboats. First, the recession has prompted shippers to reduce the
cost of logistics. Marine freight is less expensive on a per-unit-volume basis than other modes of
transportation, such as trucks and rail.47 Second, there is some regional demand for new barges. In the
United States, fleets of dry cargo and tanker barges for inland and costal waterways transportation are
aging, spurring replacement demand in recent years (Freedonia 2010b: 13).
There are, however, at least two downsides to this market segment. First, inshore cargo vessels are less
sophisticated than naval or ocean-going ships, just as bulk carriers are the lowest value-added ship type
among ocean-going cargo ships (European Commission 2003: 31). Thus, the sector offers a limited
47

For example, the typical barge can move 750,000 bushels (approximately 19,000 tones) of corn whilst the same
amount would require 870 trucks (Datamonitor 2010b: 12-13).
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opportunity for high-tech component suppliers in comparison to the government and military sector.
Second, without exports, the market opportunity for Canadian companies in this sector is limited by the
size of the Canadian market for inland waterway freight. Canada’s inland waterway marine freight
segment is very small, about 6.4% of total marine freight value (Datamonitor 2010b: 10), compared to
29% in the United States and 31% globally (Datamonitor 2010a; c).
Recreational vessels: Recreational boat demand is expected to rise 10.2% annually through 2014, to
$6.5 billion, because of economic and credit market recoveries, dealer restocking and pent-up demand
from consumers who delayed purchases during the downturn. In the United states, demographic
changes like the growth in the 55-64 age bracket also favor market growth in recreational vessels
(Freedonia 2010a). In the long run, however, more growth potential will come from overseas markets,
particularly outside North American and European markets. The expansion of wealth to customers in
emerging economies is exemplified by the recent growth of the luxury yacht market in Brazil (Pearson
2011). Another potential area of growth is developing more energy-efficient and environment-friendly
boats as customers become concerned about the cost of fuel and governments enact more stringent
environmental regulations.
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3. ROV/AUV Value Chain
Prepared by Lukas Brun
This chapter examines the value chain of two types of unmanned underwater marine vehicles, ROVs and
AUVs. Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) are tethered underwater vehicles used to perform a variety
of tasks in scientific research, oil and gas exploration, and military and port security. The vehicles,
typically in a box-like configuration, can include robotic arms and onboard instruments used to gather
information and conduct underwater intervention tasks, including marine construction. Autonomous
Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) are untethered underwater vehicles that can remain underwater for up to
a year gathering data about the ocean and ocean floor without immediate human supervision. Their
torpedo-like shape can include a variety of instruments used to collect oceanographic data for scientific
research, oil and gas companies, and the military.
The first section of the chapter investigates Nova Scotia’s position in the value chain for ROVs and AUVs,
and describes the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for Nova Scotia in this market. The
second section provides an overview of ROVs and AUVs, including vehicle types and uses. The third
section examines the value chain for these vehicles, and a description of ROV/AUV sub-systems and
product components. The fourth section discusses global market and technology trends in the ROV/AUV
value chain. The final section identifies global lead firms in the ROV/AUV value chain and Canada’s share
of producing unmanned underwater vehicles.
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3.1.

Nova Scotia’s Position and Opportunities in the ROV/AUV Value Chain

3.1.1. Nova Scotia’s Position in the ROV/AUV Value Chain
Nova Scotia contains a significant presence in the ROV/AUV value chain (Figure 17). A particular strength
of Nova Scotia’s companies in the value chain is in the production of specialized electronic equipment
used on ROVs and AUVs.
Figure 17: Nova Scotia’s position in the ROV/AUV value chain

Source: CGGC
Notable companies in ROV/AUV electronics and communication are Ultra Electronics Marine Systems,
producing a wireless non-Radio Frequency communication device for underwater vehicles. Advances in
underwater communication devices are critical components for advancing the range and data gathering
capabilities of AUVs. MOOG Components Group (d.b.a. Focal Technologies), part of a major
multinational defense and ocean technology corporation, produces harsh environment fiber optics for
ROVs. Specialization in harsh environment technology is particularly important in the ROV value chain
because of the increased demand by governments, natural resource companies, and scientists for Arctic
mapping, mining, and exploration.
In addition to producing ROV electronic components, Nova Scotia’s firms design and manufacture
shipboard systems used for ROVs and AUVs. For example, Hawboldt Industries manufactures large
winches used to house the ROV tether. Their product and service offerings to the industry have
expanded from winch manufacturing to loading the tether cable on the winch spool, which requires
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specialized knowledge and equipment to do properly. Hawboldt also designs and builds sophisticated
launching and recovery systems (LARS) for AUVs produced by Canada’s International Submarine
Engineering, a leading manufacturer of ROVs and AUVs.
Firms in Nova Scotia also provide post-production services. Kongsberg, a leading manufacturer of ROVs
and AUVs, has its Canadian sales and service facility in Halifax. The company is a global lead firm in the
ROV/AUV market and ocean technologies.
ROV operators providing services to a number of end-markets are also well represented in Nova Scotia.
Dominion Diving is a leading provider of diving and mapping services using ROVs for a range of national
and international customers. Table 18 below lists the companies in Nova Scotia participating in the
ROV/AUV value chain and their associated product or service.
Table 18: Nova Scotia ROV/AUV value chain companies
Company

Product or Service

Value Chain Position

Nortek Scientific

acoustic instruments

ROV component manufacturer

XEOS

beacons

ROV component manufacturer

Vemco Ltd. (Amirix Systems Inc.)

continuous transmitters

ROV component manufacturer

MOOG Components Group (Focal Technologies)

rotary joints/slip rings, harsh
environment fiber optics

ROV component manufacturer

ODIM Brooke Ocean

harsh environment LARS

ROV component manufacturer

Instrument Concepts - Sensor Software Inc.

hydrophones

ROV component manufacturer

Omnitech Inc.

hydrophones

ROV component manufacturer

Satlantic Inc.

optical & data acquisition
instruments

ROV component manufacturer

General Dynamics Canada

process & control systems

ROV component manufacturer

Akoostix Inc.

software

ROV component manufacturer

MetOcean Data Systems Ltd.

tracking and locating technology

ROV component manufacturer

Welaptega

underwater cameras

ROV component manufacturer

Hawboldt Industries

winches & LARS

ROV component manufacturer

Ultra Electronics Maritime Systems

wireless non-RF

ROV component manufacturer

Divetech Ltd

end-user/diving services

ROV end-user/operator

Dominion Diving Ltd

end-user/diving services

ROV end-user/operator

Guptill Consulting Services

end-user/scientific consulting svc

ROV end-user/operator

OEA Technologies Inc.

manufacturer rep/locator svc

ROV post-production support services

Romor Atlantic Ltd

manufacturer rep/locator svc

ROV post-production support services

Kongsberg Maritime Canada

sales

ROV post-production support services

Source: CGGC
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3.1.2. Strengths, weakness, opportunities and threats
The SWOT analysis of Nova Scotia in the ROV/AUV value chain is presented in Table 19.
Table 19: SWOT analysis: ROV/AUV value chain
Strengths






Concentration of human capital
Universities and public research
Transportation infrastructure
Geographic location
Quality of life

Opportunities
 Growth of offshore oil & gas sector
 Increasing comfort with remote operation and
automation in military
 Growing need for climate research
 Increasing demand from South American, Asian,
and African markets

Weaknesses





No final product manufacturing
Promotion activities
Commercialization funding
Local demand

Threats
 Potential cuts in government and military spending
 Consolidation of production by non-Canadian
MNCs
 Strong foreign competition, particularly from the
U.S. and Norway.

Strengths
Nova Scotia has many of the necessary assets in place for a high technology sector in ROVs and AUVs to
succeed, including a highly skilled workforce, geographic and transportation infrastructure, and a good
quality of life.
A sizeable number of technicians, scientists, and engineers needed to work in this sector already live in
the province. To a large degree, this educated workforce is the result of programs at local community
colleges and universities. The programs offer a range of educational opportunities for persons interested
in working in the ocean technology sector, from a welding certificate to a Ph.D. in Oceanography. The
knowledge assets in the region also include the Bedford Institute of Oceanography, which conducts
ocean related scientific research, and the Halifax Marine Research Institute, a new public-private
research institute. The benefit of this combination of education, research and innovation assets in the
region is not limited to the development of a highly trained workforce. Dalhousie and the Bedford
Institute provide access to worldwide professional and research networks essential to product
innovation, development, and commercialization in the ocean technology sector. Our interviews with
Nova Scotia companies producing products for ROVs and AUVs underscored the key role of universities
and public research institutions in the development and competitiveness of the sector.
Nova Scotia’s geographic location and air transportation infrastructure also are strengths for this sector.
The ocean around Halifax allows companies to test products in 80 meters of water almost immediately,
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speeding up the product development cycle for new products. The Bay of Fundy provides excellent
opportunities to test prototypes. Nova Scotia’s time zone allows for easy communication with Europe,
North and South America, Africa and Asia. The transportation infrastructure in Nova Scotia is excellent.
We heard from several companies in Nova Scotia that one of the most important reasons for locating
and staying in Nova Scotia is the quality of the Halifax Stanfield International Airport. “The world is at my
doorstep with that airport,” one manager of a multinational firm located in Halifax stated.
The quality of life in Nova Scotia is a clear strength. Nova Scotia, and the Halifax/Dartmouth region in
particular, offers a variety of cultural, educational, and recreational opportunities attractive to highly
educated, socially active people working in ocean technology companies. One company representative
told us that recruiting employees to Halifax was relatively easy because of the attractiveness of Nova
Scotia.
Weaknesses
Our research identified several potential weaknesses for Nova Scotia. The first weakness identified in
our value chain research is the lack of final product manufacturing of ROVs or AUVs in Nova Scotia.
Manufacturing facilities in Canada for these unmanned underwater vehicles are located in Ontario and
British Columbia. The lack of final product manufacturing in ROVs and AUVs may be an area for concern
because, due to consolidation in ocean technology companies, ROV/AUV platform manufacturers
increasingly are in the position of dictating specifications to instrument manufacturers. This places
instrument manufacturers at a competitive disadvantage.48 Final product manufacturing also provides
employment opportunities for a greater number of people at different skill ranges. In part, one of the
reasons for the lack of final product manufacturing is due to the limited local demand for ROVs and
AUVs. Our interviews did not identify a large local demand for ROVs and AUVs in the three end-markets
evaluated for this report.
The second weakness we identified through our interviews with companies in the ROV/AUV value chain
was the perceived lack of coordinated promotion efforts by regional and national government.
Promotion efforts most useful to companies in the value chain include efforts to increase the visibility of
the ocean technology sector in Nova Scotia to final product manufacturers. Methods suggested by
company representatives for improved visibility of Nova Scotia’s ocean technology sector are increased
representation at major ocean technology trade shows, locating a major trade show in Nova Scotia, and
increased presence in trade journals.
A final weakness identified in our research of this sector was the lack of product commercialization
support. One SME we interviewed was frustrated at the financial options available for commercializing
products. Internally, the company did not have enough money to develop the product because it
48

Our company interviews with ROV/AUV platform and instrument manufacturers underscore the current close
cooperation between this set of actors to enhance the capability of unmanned underwater vehicles. In our
experience, however, initial cooperation across the value chain between companies may dissolve when one actor
is in the position of making specifications with which the other must comply. Instruments risk becoming
commoditized once platform specifications can be widely met by manufacturers. The dynamic places instrument
manufacturers at a competitive disadvantage, in comparison to platform manufacturers, in the longer run.
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needed to focus financial resources on its operational budget. The company was also dissatisfied with
the external options for product commercialization funding. Venture capital wanted too large a piece of
the company in exchange for money to develop the new product, while traditional banks and bond
rating agencies evaluated the company as having a too large debt-to-equity ratio for investing in new
products. The financial constraints resulted in not commercializing the product.
Opportunities
Market opportunities for Nova Scotia companies in the ROV/AUV value chain exist in three major endmarkets. Companies in the ROV/AUV value chain selling to the oil and gas market are experiencing
increased demand from developing countries as fossil fuel resources are discovered off the coasts of
Brazil, Nigeria, and Indonesia. The demand for oil is projected to remain high because of the growth of
the Chinese economy, and companies selling to this market are likely to maintain strong sales. ROV/AUV
sales to the military and port security markets also are expected to remain strong. In advanced
economies, like the U.S., the military is increasingly comfortable with remote operation and automation
for gathering oceanographic data, forward observation, and the conduct of routine security monitoring
tasks. ROVs and AUVs offer increased capability to gather data while reducing total mission costs. For
developing country markets, heightened security concerns support additional investment in ROVs to
offer port security solutions. The ROV/AUV sector selling to the scientific research market needing
oceanographic data appears strong. AUVs, in particular, are well-suited to gathering these data for
climate research and conducting mapping surveys of commercial ocean routes.
Threats
Threats to the ROV/AUV market include the continuing consolidation of production by non-Canadian
multinational corporations, strong foreign competition particularly from the U.S. and Norway, and
potential cuts in government and military spending. The consolidation of production by multinationals,
in particular, indicates a dramatic shift in the marine sector traditionally characterized by small,
innovative, locally-owned companies. Market concentration and the coinciding modularization of
production we have observed in the market do not bode well for these companies, although market
consolidation admittedly offers opportunities for entrepreneurs to sell their companies to larger firms.
Other threats include strong foreign competition in the ROV/AUV sector, particularly from companies in
Norway and the U.S. The rate of market consolidation is likely to increase as budget cuts in the military
and government-sponsored research occur.
3.1.3. Strategic considerations
Nova Scotia’s position in the ROV/AUV value chain is largely as a provider of instruments, electronics,
and specialized services to end-users. As pointed out in the value chain and SWOT analysis section, a
final product manufacturer of ROVs and AUVs is not located in Nova Scotia. A natural follow-on question
is whether Nova Scotia should target final product manufacturing in ROVs and AUVs as a priority for
developing the ocean technology sector. We offer some thoughts on this question and related issues
here.
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The leverage of ROV/AUV manufacturers on instrument manufacturers illustrates an interesting
dynamic in the value chain. It is likely that the parity in bargaining power between instrument
manufacturers and platform manufacturers increasingly will tilt toward the latter as technology
innovation slows in these platforms and instrumentation becomes commoditized. However, the
dynamic may take a decade or more to be fully revealed since these vessels are still undergoing rapid
development in both technology and instrumentation, especially in AUVs. Thus, Nova Scotia’s position
as a provider of instruments, electronics, and services in the ROV/AUV value chain is not endangered in
the foreseeable future by the absence of a final product manufacturer.
However, we do think that Nova Scotia should evaluate whether a final product manufacturer in ROVs
and AUVs meets its sector development goals. An ROV or AUV manufacturer is not a large employer; the
companies we talked to have only 30-50 people in their headquarters and manufacturing facility. If the
goal of the sector development strategy is employment, then recruitment of an ROV or AUV
manufacturer is unlikely to help in that goal. If the goal is to have companies with leverage over the
ROV/AUV value chain, or to have a complete value chain in the region, then perhaps it makes sense. But
at what direct and opportunity cost to Nova Scotia? We think the question about the conditions under
which Nova Scotia should recruit a final product manufacturer, whether Canadian-borne or foreign, is
worth further investigation.
An equally important consideration for the competitiveness of the ROV/AUV value chain in Nova Scotia
is how to lead the development and commercialization of next generation technology. For example,
power use and storage is a recurring theme in underwater vehicles. While battery technology continues
its path of incremental innovation, biomechanical propulsion for underwater vehicles is just now
showing promise for commercial applications in the value chain. Focusing economic development
programs on researchers and companies leading the development of this, or other technology trends
identified in this chapter may be as good a bet on the future of the ROV/AUV value chain in Nova Scotia
as the development or recruitment of a final product manufacturer. Again, it depends on what the
sector development goals are for the region. A sector development goal of technology leadership will
suggest a different course of action for economic development programs than having a complete value
chain in the region or maximizing employment in the short-term.
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3.2.

Definition and Research Scope

Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) and Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) are two categories of
unmanned underwater vehicles (see Figure 18).
Figure 18: Marine Vehicles Typology

Source: CGGC
3.2.1. Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs )
Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) are versatile underwater vehicles capable of performing a variety of
tasks in scientific research, oil and gas exploration, and security. ROVs are tethered underwater vehicles
controlled by an operator from a remote location, typically a surface vessel. The tether supplies power
to the ROV and transmits data from the ROV to the operator station. Typical underwater tasks for ROVs
include underwater surveying and mapping, grasping/manipulation, search and recovery, repairing, and
digging/trenching at a broad range of depths from 0-6,000 meters.
Two basic categories of ROVs exist: “eyeball class” and “workclass” ROVs (See Table 20). Eyeball class
ROVs are micro and mini ROVs used as “eyeballs in the sea,” that is, as mobile observation platforms
equipped with still or video cameras. These ROVs are light, weighing typically less than 15kg, and used at
depths between 0 and 1,500 meters. They perform tasks that, in the past, typically would have been
performed by human divers. Tasks include underwater inspections of infrastructure (dams, seawalls,
bulkheads), marine fisheries (salmon and tuna farms), ship hulls, search and recovery (police and fire),
and objects of scientific interest (underground cave systems). Eyeball class ROVs also expand
observation capability because they can enter areas, such as sewers and pipelines, too small, dangerous,
or polluted for human divers.
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Table 20: ROV Types and Uses
Category
Eyeball class
Workclass

ROV type

Max.
Depth (m)

Weight
(kg)

Power
(HP)

Uses

micro

< 300

<6

diver alternative; inspection

mini

< 1,500

~ 15

diver alternative; inspections, light survey

general

< 4,000

< 700

<5

light survey applications

light
workclass
heavy
workclass

< 3,000

< 800

< 50

survey and drill support

< 5,000

< 4,900

< 220

trenching &
burial

up to 6,000

up to 38,000

200 to 1,000

drill & construction support; inspection,
repair maintenance, survey & subsea
intervention
Trenching, laying, and burying deep sea
cables

Source: CGGC
Workclass ROVs are used in industry and scientific research to grab, measure, build, or bury items
underwater. Workclass ROVs range in weight from around 700kgs for light workclass ROVs, less than
5,000kgs for heavy workclass ROVs, and up to 38,000kgs for very powerful, trenching and burial ROVs.
Maximum depth ranges for light workclass ROVs are between 2,000-3,000 meters, heavy workclass
ROVs to 5,000 meters, and burial/trenching ROVs up to 6,000 meters below the surface. Workclass ROVs
are typically equipped with a suite of mechanical tools (“tool skids”) and specialized electronic
instruments necessary to perform the specific mission of the ROV. For example, one major
manufacturer of workclass ROVs, sub-Atlantic (UK), offers workclass ROVs with robotic arm
manipulators used to grasp objects, pumps and brushes for cleaning operations, and torque tool skids
used to apply twisting force in underwater pipeline or deepwater rig construction (Figure 19).
Commonly used ROV electronic instruments include underwater camera and lights, current, conductivity,
temperature and depth (CTD) recording instruments, acoustic positioning instruments, tracking systems,
and side-scan, bottom scan, multi-beam or chirp sonar.
Remotely Operated Towed Vehicles (ROTVs) are a special category of ROVs used for pipeline inspections
and ocean mapping. ROTVs vehicles require a surface vessel to provide forward propulsion, typically at
1-3.5 knots. The benefit of ROTVs is their capability in scanning the ocean floor using a highly stable
underwater platform optimized to conduct scans, rather than vehicle control and communication with
the surface. The vehicle also does not require onboard forward thrusters, simplifying the design and
operation of the vehicle and allowing for space on the ROTV to be used for specialized equipment
(typically sonar) needed to conduct the survey. The chief drawback of ROTVs is their limitation to
scanning paths over which they are towed, and their reliance on a surface vessel to provide propulsion.
ROTVs are also limited to gathering data from shallow depths, and are not capable, like conventional
ROVs to dive deep to gather and grasp objects or assist in marine construction projects.
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Figure 19: sub-Atlantic “Comanche” Workclass ROV

Source: sub-Atlantic, Inc.
3.2.2. Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs)
Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) are untethered underwater vehicles with on-board power and
control systems requiring little or no immediate human supervision. AUVs can be programmed to collect
data for a few hours, several months, or even a year. AUVs contain instruments used to collect
oceanographic and geologic information, which then is transmitted by an on-board communications link
to a supervisory platform located on land, sea, air, or space (land station, ship, airplane, or satellite). In
comparison to the box-like configuration of most ROVs, AUVs typically have a torpedo-like shape to
minimize drag and energy-use to propel the vehicle forward. AUVs currently are used for scientific
research, oil and gas exploration, and military applications. Typical tasks for AUVs are geologic surveys,
collecting oceanographic data, and military mine countermeasures at depths less than 600 meters,
although models rated up to 6000 meters exist.
AUVs are categorized by size (Table 21). Small AUVs weigh less than 100kg, medium AUVs between 100
and 1,000kg, and large AUVs greater than 1,000kg.49 In general, larger AUVs are capable of a wider
range of tasks for a longer period than are smaller AUVs. Larger AUVs have a greater capability to house
on-board energy used for powering a broad array of underwater instruments. AUVs designed for 200m
or less, regardless of size, typically are used for ocean observation, mapping, and shallow-water mine
hunting. AUVs designed for deeper waters (1,000-6,000m) typically are used for deep-water mapping
and surveying, specifically post-lay pipe surveys for the oil and gas market (Bellingham, 2001). Military
uses for mapping and water profiling at these depths include anti-mine and submarine warfare.
Scientific uses for deep water profiling include water sampling and creating deep ocean maps used in
underwater archeology (Westwood, 2010).

49

The U.S. Navy classifies AUVs in four classes: “man portable” (<100lbs); light weight (~500lbs); heavy weight
(~3,000lbs); and large (~20,000lbs) [Manly, 2006].
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Table 21: AUV Types
AUV type

Weight

Max. Endurance

Propulsion

Uses

Small

< 100 kg

~ 5 hrs.

Lithium-ion

Medium

100 –
1,000 kg

72 hrs.

Lithium-ion

Large
Gliders

> 1,000 kg
~ 50kg

6 months
1 year (rapidly
developing to limitless
endurance)

Lithium-ion
wave action, temperature & pressure
differences in water column, and biomechanical propulsion

Pipeline inspections from the
beach; CTD profiles and
environmental mapping
bathymetry for navigational
charts; CTD profiles; combat
hydrography
Geo-physical surveys
Ocean data collection,
monitoring, and survey.

Source: CGGC
Gliders are a special category of AUVs propelled by changes in the vehicle’s buoyancy rather than
motor-driven propellers found in conventional AUVs (Bellingham, 2001). The up-and-down, or “sawtoothed”, pattern of gliders collects data on the water column as it moves through the ocean (Figure 20).
The glider’s buoyancy is controlled at the end of each dive cycle with energy stored from on-board
batteries, and increasingly, from wave-action, thermal differences in the water column, and biomechanical propulsion.50 Instruments onboard the glider are powered either with small lithium-ion
batteries or with a solar photovoltaic array kept above the water surface. The result is a low-powered
underwater vehicle capable of extended ocean-sampling, monitoring and survey missions ranging
thousands of kilometers. Gliders currently on the market have endurance ranges from 20 days to 330
days, and distance ranges from 500km to 7,000km (Rudnick et al, 2004).
Figure 20: Glider technology

Source: Bluefin Robotics (Spray Glider)
50

Wave-action powered gliders remain close to the surface and have metallic extensions that take advantage of
the ripples in the water surface for propulsion. Gliders using buoyancy propulsion use differences in temperature
and pressure in the water column to propel the vessel forward. Biomechanical propulsion mimics biological
methods, such as undulating fins, for propelling underwater vessels. See discussion and references in section 3.4.4
(p.85) for additional details.
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The chief benefit of gliders is their reduced costs relative to ship-deployed systems like towed ROVs,
ROVs and even conventional AUVs. Since gliders can gather and transmit data independently, the total
mission cost is reduced, allowing scientists and others interested in oceanographic data to be more
efficient in gathering information. The chief drawback of gliders is their limited ability to carry payloads
(including instruments) exceeding 8-10% of their total weight. Consequentially, onboard instruments
must be light and have low power requirements. The result is limited capability outside their use as
ocean data collecting devices. Developments in technology, however, are quickly expanding the
capabilities and endurance of gliders.
Figure 21: Teledyne Gavia “Scientific” AUV

Source: Teledyne

AUVs have a number of benefits over ROVs. ROVs are limited by the weather because they cannot be
launched and recovered in rough seas, while AUVs can continue to operate in any weather. The length
of their tether operationally limits ROVs. The surface vessel must move with the ROV to a new
operational area, while the AUV is capable of moving throughout the ocean without this constraint.
Perhaps most importantly, ROVs are expensive to operate because they require a surface vessel for
deployment, a tether management system and a dynamic positioning system on the surface vessel to
keep the tether above the ROV. The daily operational cost of a workclass ROV can approach $100,000
per day (Morash, 2007).
AUVs also have a number of limitations that ROVs do not have. Since AUVs do not have a tether
supplying ROVs with power, control, and communication, their capability is limited by the amount of
onboard power that are able to carry. This limits propulsion and the amount of instruments and
manipulators placed onboard AUVs. Hybrid ROV/AUV systems now coming to the market are able to
achieve the benefits of both systems and reducing the limitations of each vehicle type.
ROVs and AUVs share technologies used to guide vehicles, control onboard systems, and gather and
transmit data to a collection site. ROVs and AUVs are essentially mobile technology platforms used to
achieve data, intervention, and manipulation objectives in the underwater environment for different
end-markets.
Technology crossover in underwater and other unmanned vehicles exists. Some companies producing
instruments used in unmanned underwater vehicles also produce versions for unmanned surface,
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ground, or aerial vehicles.51 The requirement for continued functionality in a hostile (salty, wet, and
pressurized) setting has proven valuable to other unmanned vehicle markets valuing durability in rugged
conditions.

3.3.

The ROV/AUV Value Chain

The ROV supply chain consists of raw materials, components, production, distribution and sales (Figure
22).
Figure 22: ROV/AUV Value Chain

Source: CGGC

3.3.1. Raw Materials
The raw materials for the ROV unit consist of aluminum, steel and composite materials for the frame
(the box-like structure for most ROVs), syntactic foam for flotation, and electrical and steel cables used
for tethers. The raw materials used in ROVs generally are commodity items with little high-technology
51

For example XSENS, a Netherlands-headquartered company with operations in Los Angeles, produces versions of
its stabilization and control instruments for marine and ground vehicles.
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required for production. Two exceptions to this generalization exist: composite materials used in the
ROV frame (or “chassis”), and ceramic flotation spheres used to replace the plastic and glass beads in
syntactic foam. Composites and ceramic flotation systems are used in vehicles rated for deep water to
sustain high pressure.
3.3.2. ROV Components
ROV components can be separated into three broad categories:




components for the ROV unit;
components for electronics, instruments and “tooling”;
components for the surface vessel.

Figure 23: ROV Components

Source: Liddle (1986)
3.3.2.1 ROV unit
 Chassis – the frame of the ROV. Provides a solid platform to mount motor and control systems,
and to attach necessary instruments and robotics for the vehicle to perform its intended mission.
ROV frames are made from hollow aluminum and steel tubes, or from plastic composites. The
frame and materials are designed to provide optimal strength and weight for the vehicle’s
intended purpose.
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Flotation system – the polyurethane, syntactic foam or ceramic flotation required for buoyancy.
ROV manufacturers cut and shape blocks of polyurethane foam, which are then coated with
fiberglass, for systems rated above 1000m. Inexpensive polyurethane is replaced with syntactic
foam for vehicles rated below 1000m. Syntactic foam consists of plastic and glass beads that
provide the necessary buoyancy for the vehicle. For vehicles designed for extreme depths,
ceramic beads are used in the place of plastic and glass beads to provide buoyancy. Ceramic
flotation is more expensive than either syntactic or polyurethane floatation systems.



Motors and propellers – used to provide propulsion and thrust to the ROV. Motors and
propellers provide forward, backward and lateral propulsion to the vehicle. Thrusters are
important for the design of ROVs because they require a significant amount of the vehicle’s
power. As power required for propulsion increases, the size of the ROV system will grow.
ROVs typically use DC electric motors because of their cost, availability, reliability, and variety.
DC motors require significant amounts of electric current, supplied by the tether connected to a
separate power system on the surface vessel. The greater the need for propulsion, the less
power is available for the vehicle to conduct other work. The propulsion requirements for the
vehicle are therefore an important design consideration for ROVs. Brushless DC motors recently
developed for ROVs allow for a longer thruster life and reduced noise, which can interfere with
video signals (Wernli and Christ, 2009).
Propellers are especially designed for the ROV so their efficiency in one direction is greater than
in the other; different propellers are used to optimize speed and power of the vessel. One
development in ROV propellers is that they no longer need to be physically connected to the
drive shaft for rotation. Magnetic coupling allows ROVs to avoid thruster damage in debris-filled
water.

3.3.2.2 ROV electronics, instruments and tooling
 Sensors and instrumentation – used to collect and transmit information about the underwater
environment to the user. Common sensors and instrumentation on ROVs include:
o Conductivity, temperature, and depth (CTD) – used to measure water density, sonic
velocity, temperature, and depth of the water. These data are important for calibrating
sonars and determining water purity.
o Acoustic positioning devices and sonars - used to locate the physical location of
underwater items.
o Environmental sensors (e.g., oxygen saturation, pH, chlorophyll, nutrient concentration)
– used to measure and test specific qualities in the water.
Detailed information about sensors and instrumentation used in ROVs are available in the
underwater instruments GVC section of the report.


Underwater lights and cameras – used to see and record underwater objects. Artificial lighting
on ROVs comes from incandescent, fluorescent, high-intensity discharge (HID), and light75
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emitting diode (LED). Each type of artificial lighting system has different strengths and
weaknesses. However, LEDs are rapidly becoming the dominant lighting system on ROVs
because of their low power consumption, low heat generation, extremely long life and low cost.
Cameras onboard ROVs have typically been small and inexpensive charge-coupled device (CCD)
cameras. These cameras transmit their signal and are controlled through the tether. Digital still
and video cameras are increasingly common on new ROVs because of their wide availability and
rapidly decreasing cost. An increasing number of ROV manufacturers are offering High Definition
(HD) cameras on their vehicles. HD requires the replacement of copper with fiber optic cables in
the tether, making the conversion to HD more costly than adopting digital technology to capture
high resolution images underwater.


Manipulators and “Tooling” – Most workclass ROVs contain a connector for tools and robotic
arms to be added to the vehicle. The configuration of this “tool sled” and “manipulator” is
customized for the ROV’s mission. Typical configurations include:
o Single and multi-function robotic arms capable of grasping twisting, or rotating
(“manipulators”).
o Saws, cutters and grinders (used in underwater construction and mine counter
measures)
o A tool connector suited for a variety of tools, including wrenches, pumps, and blowers
used on a worksite (“tool sled”).

3.3.2.3 Surface Vessel
 Tether – cable connecting the surface vessel to the ROV. The tether is composed of several
components. Most include:
o Protective outer jacket to protect the tether against tears and abrasions;
o A filler used to increase the buoyancy of the cable
o The steel outer cable
o Video/data transmission line (either copper or fiber optic)
o Sensor transmission and control line (either copper or fiber optic)
o Electric cables to transmit power from the surface vessel to the ROV.
Tethers can be several kilometers long and weigh thousands of pounds. For example, the
surface vessel configuration of Oceaneering’s ultra-deepwater ROV Ocean Monarch holds
12,000 feet of steel-armored cable, weighing 15,000 pounds. The tether is the single most
expensive component of the system, costing $20-$30 per foot.52 Technically, the cable from the
surface vessel to the tether management system (TMS) is considered the “umbilical”, while the
link from the TMS to the ROV is considered the “tether.” However, the terms are commonly
interchanged. (See Figure 24).

52

www.diamondoffshore.com/featureArticles
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Tether Management System – manages the tether cable to maintain tension and counteract the
motion of waves. This can be through a “clump weight” at the bottom of the umbilical, or
through the use of a “cage” or “garage” acting as a safe location to house the ROV underwater.
Observation class ROVs typically use “clump weights” to manage the tether, while larger
workclass ROVs use cages/garages to protect the vehicle.



ROV control station – the location where the ROV operator controls the ROV and receives
information back from the vehicle. The control station can be as small as a ship-side joystick or a
shipping container weighing 48,000 pounds modified for the purpose.



Landing and Recovery System (LARS) – the shipboard system needed to deploy and recover
ROVs from the water. A variety of systems are used for vessel deployment, including A-frames
and lifts. Deck mounted LARS for large workclass ROVs can weigh in the tens of thousands of
pounds.

Figure 24: The surface vessel ROV control system

Source: http://marinesolutions.co.za/seaeye/bale_arm.shtml
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AUV Components
AUV components mirror ROV components, with a few exceptions. The AUV exterior shell is composed
exclusively of advanced composite materials to reduce drag and gives the vehicle its distinctive torpedo
shape. Since AUVs are untethered underwater vehicles, navigation is conducted autonomously using
short baseline positioning (SBL) or ultra-short baseline positioning (USBL) to calculate where the vehicle
is positioned relative to a known object. Most AUVs have GPS technology for surface navigation and a
locator beacon for recovery. Onboard batteries supply the necessary power for forward propulsion.
Most batteries used in AUVs are replaceable or rechargeable lithium-ion batteries. AUVs must be
reconditioned after missions to replace batteries and test instruments. Instruments used on AUVs are
similar to those used in ROVs, with the exception that most instruments need to be smaller and have
lower power requirements than those on ROVs. AUV manufacturers work with instrument
manufacturers to develop instruments meeting the size and power requirements for AUVs. Typical
instruments onboard AUVs are listed in Table 22.
Table 22: AUV sensors
Sensor

Parameter Measured

Pressure

Water pressure

Altimeter

Bottom, obstacle detection, ice presence

PAR

Downwelling irradiance

CTD

Conductivity (salinity),Temperature, Density

Oxygen

O2 saturation

Fluorescence

Chlorophyll, bioluminescence

Optical

Backscatter, turbidity, transmissiometry

Acoustic Recorder

Acoustic recording, in situ analysis/classification

Echo sounder

Acoustic backscatter, fish & krill mass estimation

pH

pH and redox, acid/base balance

Spectrography

Mass /RAMAN spectrometry

Spectrophotometer

Algae bloom presence

Turbulence

Micro-turbulent mixing

ADCP

Current profiles, local velocity

CH4

Methane concentration

CO2

Carbon dioxide concentration

DVL

Doppler velocity from bottom, surface

Electric Field

Electric field background and dynamic distortions

Magnetic

Magnetometric/gradiometric anomaly detection

Nutrients

nitrates, nitrite, phosphate, ammonia, iron

Radiological

Gamma scintillation, radiometry, isotope detection

Source: Hudson (2011)
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3.3.3. Production
The manufacturing portion of the ROV/AUV value chain consists of ROV/AUV manufacturers, auxiliary
product suppliers, and production support services.
ROV/AUV manufacturers: The brand manufacturers of ROVs and AUVs. These are companies, like
VideoRay and iRobot, who design, manufacture, and sell their vehicles to end-users. New products often
are derived from customers and from the company’s participation in professional and scientific research
networks. ROV/AUV manufacturers typically develop new products in-house.
ROV/AUV subcomponent manufacturers: Manufacturers of hardware and software components used
in ROVs and AUVs.
ROV/AUV auxiliary product suppliers: The manufacturers of systems used to launch, control and
recover the ROV/AUV. These include manufacturers of tethers, tether management systems, LARS, and
control rooms needed to operate the underwater vehicles.
ROV/AUV production support service providers: Engineering services, machining services and
integrators used on a contract or spot-transaction basis by the product manufacturer to solve specific
product-line problems. According to interviews of product manufacturers conducted by CGGC, these
services are high-value added activities because of the highly specific knowledge needed to integrate
hardware and software into ROVs and AUVs.
3.3.4. Distribution
ROV Brokers: ROV brokers and sales representatives are generally small companies in the local market
with rights to distribute and sell ROVs and AUVs. The industry norm is for the manufacturer to maintain
sales in its home country or region, while exclusive distributors are used to sell into countries not
supported by the manufacturer.
Post-production support service providers – Post-production support services for ROVs/AUVs include:




Service after the sale – repair and service of the vehicle. The brand manufacturer at its
manufacturing facilities typically conducts service-after-the-sale. The component manufacturer
may conduct the repair of specific parts, such as servovalve (ROV hydraulics) and electronics. In
some markets, the vehicle brand manufacturer may develop authorized service representatives
that provide local support to the end-user. Three value-adding activities are related to service
after the sale: 1) providing the customer with needed product maintenance and support, which
includes performing necessary maintenance service and delivery or installation of replacement
parts); 2) maintaining close contact with the customer to identify additional needs; and 3)
receiving information about product performance. Companies interviewed by CGGC consider
post-production support services as a profit-center for the business.
ROV Training Companies – companies that offer training in operating ROVs and AUVs. Some
brand manufacturers offer operator training for vehicles produced by the company.
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3.3.5. Sales
The key end-markets for ROVs are oil and gas, military, and scientific research. The oil and gas industry
uses ROVs for pipeline inspection and burial, underwater construction and repair, and detailed ocean
mapping. The military uses ROVs for detecting and neutralizing underwater mines. ROVs also are used
for a variety of security applications, including port security (hull inspections) and water rank inspections
at nuclear facilities. Scientific applications of ROVs include ocean data gathering, mapping, and
exploration.
In the offshore drilling sector, ROVs are used to scan the ocean floor to develop precise maps before
drilling occurs. The construction of offshore platforms requires the use of ROVs to grasp and manipulate
pre-constructed portions of the platform to the correct place. Once platforms are constructed, ROVs are
used to monitor the well site for correct placement of the drill and to identify any leaks of oil that may
occur. Oil and gas companies also use ROVs to inspect and monitor underwater pipelines for leaks using
sonar technology. Towed ROVs (ROTVs) are often used to perform this function. As their name indicates,
this type of ROV is towed behind a surface vessel, and gathers data on the pipelines. A limitation of
towed ROVs is their inability to maneuver to gather information outside the immediate path of the
surface vessel.53 The largest ROVs manufactured, weighing tens of thousands of pounds with no
maximum depth rating, are used by oil and gas companies to trench and bury oil and gas pipelines.
The operating cost of ROVs, surface vessel, and operators can cost up to $100,000 per day. Some oil
companies own fleets of ROVs, the surface vessel, and employ full-time ROV operators as a way to
internalize costs.54 Most oil companies, however, use specialized oil service providers, like Oceaneering,
to conduct ROV operations. The service providers purchase ROVs from manufacturers; integrate tools
and instruments needed for the job, and hire ROV operators on a contract basis.55
The military/security market uses ROVs for forward observation, reconnaissance, and mine countermeasures. Coast Guards, and similar organizations charged with ocean rescue and port security, use
ROVs as scanning and observation tools. For example, ROVs are used in port security operations to
inspect whether hulls of incoming vessels are leaking, or whether contraband or explosive materials are
attached. This “inspection” function is a common use of ROVs. Water tanks used at industrial sites and
nuclear energy production sites can be inspected using ROVs rather than placing a diver at risk. In some
applications, ROVs perform better than do human divers, independent of the hazardous environment.
For example, mini and small ROVs are capable of entering spaces too small for humans. They are able to
enter the space and use their onboard cameras to relay video back to the operator station, or deploy
small cameras to relay the information.

53

ROVs with vertical and horizontal thrusters are used when mobility is required. Another drawback of towed
ROVs is their use of a surface vessel to create forward propulsion. Surface vessels are operationally expensive.
54
Eni (Italy) for example owns an ROV fleet used for servicing its offshore platforms and pipelines.
55
Large ROV service providers maintain in-house technical and operational expertise. Some, like Oceaneering,
even build their own ROVs.
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Gathering ocean data is a key function for ROVs in the scientific market. The data are used for mapping
the ocean floor, conducting surveys of fish, mammals, and other ocean life, and to measure the salinity,
temperature and depth of the ocean. ROVs also are used for underwater archeology and geology.
AUVs have been quickly adopted by end-markets needing ocean surveys and oceanographic data
because of their speed, long mission life, reduced operating costs, and their superior technical
capabilities.
AUVs in the military/security market are used for creating detailed maps of the ocean floor, measuring
the properties of ocean water, such as conductivity, temperature and depth (CTD) important for
calibrating sonars used in submarines, and mine detection. The key manufacturers for the military
market are Kongsberg [Norway] (Hugin and Hydroid Remus models), Teledyne [US] (Gavia), and iRobot
[US] (Ranger). The military has increasingly adopted AUVs as the level of comfort with automated
systems has increased. Increased system reliability and lower costs allow militaries to maintain, or even
increase, capabilities while reducing the amount of labor and capital required for accomplishing the
mission.
AUVs used in scientific research are deployed to measure specific qualities of water, for example, the
presence of pollutants, reflectivity of light in water, or the concentration of plankton. AUVs also are well
suited to collect oceanographic data (CO2 & methane concentration) used for climate change studies.
The key AUV manufacturers for the scientific market are Kongsberg [Norway] (Hydroid Remus),
OceanServer [US] (Iver2), and International Submarine Engineering’s (Canada) Explorer.
The oil and gas market uses AUVs for ocean mapping and surveys for pipeline and platform construction,
and to inspect pipelines. In shallow water applications, the ability of AUVs to be launched from the
beach to conduct pipeline surveys is an extremely cost effective alternative to ship-borne deployments
of ROVs. In deep water applications, specialized AUVs (e.g., Subsea’s SeeByte) have been used since
2004 to conduct pipeline inspections extending more than 20 km.
3.3.6. Supporting Institutions
Education and research: Education and research institutions are important to the development of ROV/
AUV platforms and instrumentation. Universities and research centers provide the conditions necessary
to support the development of unmanned underwater vehicles for two key reasons. First, ROVs and
AUVs often are developed to solve particular problems of researchers at these institutions. ROV and
AUV development has occurred over time as the result of researchers needing to solve particular
problems in the ocean. University researchers are in the unique position in being able to tap existing
technical expertise, either at the home institution or through research networks, to solve their problems.
Participation in these formal and informal research networks is vitally important to the development of
the technology and eventual commercialization.
Second, university and research centers develop researchers with scientific and engineering training.
This leads to two important benefits. First, researchers can become entrepreneurs. Researchers
discovering a novel approach to the building and development of underwater vehicles have begun ROV
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and AUV companies. Second, the development of talented researchers with necessary scientific and
engineering training are the talent pool for existing companies. The talent pool is important in
developing new technologies in companies, in part, because of their technical knowledge. Companies
need to be aware of the most up-to-date technology and research techniques. Just as important,
however, is their participation in research networks. The participation of researchers in these knowledge
networks permits access to the newest exchange of ideas, which can develop new products for
companies. In conducting interviews with ocean technology companies in Nova Scotia, we heard the
importance of appropriate skills in developing the technology and the role of participation in research
networks in the development and commercialization of new products.
Government and policies: Government actions relevant for the ROV/AUV value chain are as 1) customer
and 2) supporter of research. Collaboration between academic, military & private sector has resulted in
new developments in underwater vehicles. Often the lines between development for scientific and
military purpose are blurred, particularly at the beginning of the research and proof of concept phase.
Government also has an important role in funding basic research to develop new ideas and technology.

3.4.

Global Market and Product Dynamics

This section describes the market and technology developments in ROV and AUV products. The
discussion of market and technology trends will naturally lead to a discussion of global lead firms in each
segment. The position of Nova Scotia in the ROV/AUV markets is discussed in section 3.1.
3.4.1. ROV market trends
The global ROV market in 2010 was approximately $1.7 billion. This included ROV sales of approximately
$850 million and ROV services of $891 million. ROV sales and service markets are expected to grow to
$3.2 Billion by 2014. In 2010, oil and gas purchased approximately 50% of ROVs, while ROV sales for
defense & security and scientific research equaled 25% for each sector (Douglas-Westwood, 2010).
Market drivers for the demand of ROVs are the need for offshore drilling, the security environment, and
the need for ocean data. The prospect for offshore drilling varies by location, yet offshore exploration in
Brazil, Nigeria, Indonesia, and the Gulf of Mexico are expected to be strong. In Brazil, offshore
exploration is driven by the discovery of large reserves that can now be accessed due to better
exploration and extraction technology in deep water. In Nigeria, although political and security risks
remain, accessing reserves in near-shore sites appears a growing source of activity for large integrated
oil and gas companies like Chevron. Indonesia, positioned close to the final market for oil in China, has
undertaken exploration activity in deep water. The Gulf of Mexico, after an imposed hiatus after from
the BP Deepwater Horizon accident, appears posed for renewed drilling activity.
The three market dynamics in the ROV market we find particularly compelling are 1) the growing market
for mini and small ROVs driven, primarily, by their reduced cost and increased functionality; 2) the
increasing number of sensors and robotics capable of being placed on vehicles; and 3) the reduction in
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cost of the platform relative to the cost of the instruments. The relative cost of instruments and
platform is important to note because it indicates the maturation of the ROV technology. ROVs,
although they remain highly sophisticated technology packages, have become adopted widely enough
to expect continued cost reductions, or performance enhancements at the same cost.
3.4.2. AUV market trends
The AUV market is smaller than the ROV market. According to industry interviews conducted by CGGC,
the global annual expenditure on AUVs is roughly $200 million, dominated by U.S. manufacturers.
Currently, the military/security market makes up approximately 50% of AUV sales. The scientific
research market makes up approximately 30% of the AUV market. The oil and gas market makes up
approximately 20% of AUV sales.
The market is expected to grow to $2.3 billion by 2019 (Westwood, 2010). Interviews with leading AUV
manufacturers consider the 30% compounded annual growth rate implied by this forecast to be
optimistic. However, the growth potential of AUVs is clearly large. Military and scientific research
markets are expected to make up more than 75% of projected sales through 2019 (Westwood, 2010).
AUVs will be increasingly used in the oil and gas market, primarily because of the cost of using ROVs. The
increased functionality in AUVs and the demand for floating production systems and remote fields also
are drivers for adopting AUVs. (Westwood, 2010).
The majority (~70%) of AUVs sold are rated for water depths less than 200m, illustrating the importance
of small, light, shallow water AUVs for various end-markets. Of these shallow water AUVs, roughly 30%
are rated for depths less than 30m. Unit sales forecasts through 2019 estimate that the majority of sales
will occur in small AUV sales. Large AUVs will dominate the projected $2.3 billion sales because of their
high unit costs.
AUVs are still a relatively new ocean technology. The first recorded sale of an AUV occurred in 1985; 75%
of existing AUVs were produced between 2001 and 2005 (Westwood, 2010). As newer technologies, the
platform costs are greater than the instruments onboard. In contrast to ROVs, the AUV vehicle makes up
the majority of the total cost of the vehicle. AUV platforms make-up, on average, two-thirds to threequarters of the cost (in comparison to 40% for ROVs), while instruments make-up 25-33% of AUVs.56 The
platform’s share of the total AUV cost is expected to decrease as incremental innovations in the vehicle
are implemented.
3.4.3. ROV technology trends
Four technology trends in ROVs can be identified. The ROV industry is keenly aware of the need to
simplify the interface between the ROV operator and the vehicle. Most ROVs in use have multiple
screens for monitoring the ROV vehicle status (“health”), feeds from onboard cameras and video,
robotic arm manipulation, and receiving feedback from data collection instruments. The trend is to
56

This of course depends on what instruments are included in the AUV. Some instruments (e.g., spectrometers,
dissolved gas and nutrient sensors) are relatively expensive, while others (e.g., altimeters and pressure gauges) are
inexpensive (Hudson 2011).
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simplify the interface by having information provided on one screen. The integration of multiple systems
requires the development of software. ROV and instrument manufacturers are working to improve the
integration of systems developed independently. This after-market integration between the platform
and instrumentation is sub-optimal. In the future, functional integration will be incorporated into the
design of ROVs and onboard systems.
The availability of relatively inexpensive High Definition (HD) camera and video has increased the
demand for efficient data transmission from the ROV to the operator station. High definition allows
better inspection of the underwater site due to improved quality of the image, better control of the
vehicle, and allows for easy switching between video formats found in different parts of the world.57 The
consequence is that the copper video transmission system used in most tethers must be replaced with
fiber optic cable to accommodate the greater bandwidth required to transmit HD signals. Advances in
fiber optic technology allow ROVs to communicate with the surface using millimeter-thin cables,
allowing smaller diameters in the tether and reduced drag.
The size of the average ROV is decreasing due to technological developments in instrumentation.
Smaller ROVs are preferred to large ROVs, keeping everything else constant, because of better
maneuverability and lower deployment costs. Small ROVs deployed by one or two-man crews are less
expensive to operate than vehicles deployed with large landing and recovery systems (LARS) requiring
several operators. Maintenance costs are also significant drivers for reducing the size of ROVs,
particularly in the scientific research market (Ratmeyer & Rigaurd, 2009). In the past, large vehicles were
needed to house the instruments needed to accomplish the dive mission; however, as a result of the
reduced size of onboard instruments, cameras and robotic arms (often with improved performance) the
size of the required vehicle has been reduced. The exception to this trend is in missions requiring the
completion of heavy intervention tasks, as in offshore construction, or in missions where payload
capacity is critical. Another driver of reduced weight is the result of technology improvements allowing
greater propulsion power through a given diameter of wire. This has allowed for reduced weight in the
entire ROV deployment system, including lighter landing and recovery systems. Improvements in
compact buoyancy have also reduced the weight and size requirements for ROVs (Ratmeyer & Rigaurd,
2009).
Hybrid ROVs (HROVs) are an interesting trend in the ROV market. Hybrid ROVs have tether-optional
configurations in which the vehicle can conduct programmed missions free from the tether. The benefit
of hybrid systems is increased maneuverability in locations where tethers would entangle or limit the
ability to navigate around obstacles. Woods Hole’s Nerus and Saab’s Seaeye are examples of workclass
HROVs. A number of manufacturers, including Seabotix, are making mini and small production HROV
models. Canada’s ISE has experimented with HROVs as a way to reduce monitoring costs (McFarlane,
2009). According to interviews conducted by CGGC, HROV configurations are expected to be an option
increasingly offered by ROV manufacturers, particularly in the mini and small ROV markets.
57

In the US, NTSC (National Television Standards Committee) is the standard format, while Europe (except France)
uses PAL (Phased Array Lines). France uses the SECAM ("Sequential Color with Memory) format, but is declining in
use (Christ and Wernli, 2007).
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3.4.4. AUV technology trends
The technology trends in AUVs are increased functionality, longer mission life, reduced power
requirements, and miniaturization. The trend in AUV technology is to increase their versatility from what
essentially is an oceanographic data collection system to perform a greater variety of missions. AUVs are
capable of mission lives up to a year, although this varies on the type of vehicle and amount of
instrumentation onboard. Generally speaking, the greater the number of instruments onboard an AUV,
the shorter its mission-life. AUVs have also been used in place of towed ROVs because of higher
resolution capability made possible by reduced processing requirement when survey sensors are colocated on the vehicle (Westwood, 2010). In towed ROVs, the tether reduces speed and maneuverability
in water greater than 1000 meters. AUV surveys in deep water (>3000 meters) are conducted two to
three times faster than in towed systems because AUVs have higher cruising speeds, do not require
repeated turns and passes over the same locations, and provide higher data quality because of the
stability of the survey platform (Bellingham, 2001).
AUVs are currently being developed in the military market for locating and disabling mines. The
University of Hawaii and the U.S. Navy’s SAUVIM (Semi-Autonomous Underwater Vehicle for
Intervention Missions) performed the first autonomous manipulation (the use of a programmable
robotic arm) using feature based navigation in January, 2011 (MASE, 2011). Scripps Oceanographic
Institute, the University of Washington, and the U.S. Navy developed the XRay Flying Wing prototype to
track submarines and conduct remote sensing in shallow waters for up to 6 months. The Flying Wing
uses a wing body form to increase lift and reduce drag, allowing it to travel long distances at higher
speeds than existing gliders (see Figure 25). 58
Figure 25: Deployment of the XRay Flying Wing glider prototype

Source: University of Washington
A second trend is to increase the mission life of AUVs. Current AUVs can be deployed up to a year, after
which batteries must be replaced and the vehicle reconditioned. The limitation on mission life is largely
a power imposed constraint – the vehicle simply runs out of power to conduct its mission. Three
developments have sought to address this limitation of AUVs. The first is the development of compact
58

http://www.apl.washington.edu/projects/xray/summary.html
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battery technology capable of storing more electricity. The second development is instrumentation and
communication devices requiring less power. The third development is onboard power generation,
either through the use of solar arrays kept above the ocean surface, or for gliders, through wave and
bio-mimicking technology to power the vehicle. These developments could dramatically increase the
mission life of AUVs.
A third trend is to reduce the power requirements for AUVs. Two power requirements exist for an AUV:
forward propulsion and power for onboard instrumentation, guidance, computers, and communication
devices. Forward propulsion for most AUVs is generated from power stored in onboard batteries. This
limits the mission life of AUVs since physical limitations on the number and size of batteries carried
onboard exist. The weight of batteries is a key drawback since they reduce the payload available for
other instrumentation. Gliders have overcome some of these difficulties by using changes in the
vehicle’s buoyancy and onboard wings to propel the vehicle forward. Advances in mechanical design,
particularly bio-mechanical engineering, may reduce or eliminate the need for stored onboard power in
gliders in the near future.59 The US Navy and Teledyne Research announced in July, 2011 the full rate
production of the LBS-G (Littoral Battlespace Sensing-Glider) (Defense Industrial Daily, 2011). The LBS-G
controls its buoyancy with changes in the temperature and pressure of the ocean to propel the vehicle.
Most production glider models, however, still require stored power to bring the vehicle up at the end of
its dive cycles. Onboard electronics are currently powered with onboard batteries or solar arrays. The
use of solar arrays limits the depth the vehicle can dive; however, for extended ocean gathering and
monitoring this configuration is well suited to the mission goals.
The fourth major trend in AUVs is miniaturization of onboard instruments and vehicles. The application
of nanotechnology to robotics and electronic equipment holds tremendous potential to develop small,
highly sophisticated underwater vehicles. While the promise of nanotechnology continues to develop,
AUVs have continued along the same path as ROVs to become smaller while simultaneously adding
capabilities. The cooperation between platform builders and instrument manufacturers has been
important in developing small, light, and low-power consuming instruments for AUVs. A product
illustrating this trend is the XSENS MTI, a small, lightweight, and low-power 3D Attitude and Heading
Reference System (AHRS) and Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) used to control and stabilize ROVs and
AUVs. The product combines powerful navigation equipment previously available in much larger, less
energy efficient configurations. Customers of the Enschede, Netherlands headquartered company, with
North American operations in Los Angeles, include Saab Underwater Systems and Kongsberg Defense &
Aerospace.60 This technology trend extends to the AUV platforms produced by iRobot (US) and Battelle’s
Bluefin Robotics (US).

59

Researchers at the California Institute of Technology (US), Southampton (UK), Tokai University (Shizuoka, Japan),
and the Delft University of Technology (Netherlands) have recently presented papers on biomechanical
applications to AUVs. See Roper, D., S Sharma, R Sutton and P Culverhouse (2011). A review of developments
towards biologically inspired propulsion systems for autonomous underwater vehicles. Proceedings of the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part M: Journal of Engineering for the Maritime Environment May (vol. 225
no.2), 77-96.
60
http://www.xsens.com/images/stories/products/PDF_Brochures/mti%20leaflet.pdf
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3.5.

Lead firms in the ROV/AUV value chain

3.5.1. Global lead firms
The global production for ROV and AUVs is concentrated in a very few countries. Leading ROV
manufacturers are located in the U.S. and U.K. producing 70% of all units sold. Leading AUV
manufacturers are located in the U.S. and Norway, producing almost 90% of all units sold.
Figure 26: ROV/AUV Production, by country

Source: CGGC Ocean Technology Database

Details on the location, number of units sold, and the total sales of firms producing ROVs and AUVs are
listed in the tables below. The top 10 ROV and AUV manufacturers are listed in
Table 23 and Table 24.
Table 23: Top 10 ROV Manufacturers, 2000-2010
# units sold
(2000-2010)

2010 Sales ($M)*

SeaBotix Inc. (USA)

845

7.7

VideoRay LLC (USA)

820

4.0

ECA SA (France)

476

63.1

Deep Ocean Engineering (USA)

470

n.a.

Saab Seaeye Ltd (UK)

441

23.3

Mitsui Engineering & Shipbuilding (Japan)

301

7,110.0

SMD Ltd (UK)

297

n.a.

Oceaneering International Inc. (USA)

212

1,917.1

AC-CESS Co UK Ltd (UK)

207

n.a

Elettronica Enne (Italy)

180

1.4

Company

* sales figures represent total company sales, not sales of ROVs
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Source: CGGC Ocean Technology Database; Sales figures from Hoover’s company database.

Table 24: Top 10 AUV Manufacturers, 2000-2010
Company

# units sold
(2000-2010)

2010 Sales ($M)*

Teledyne Webb Research (USA)

192

7.7

Kongsberg Hydroid Inc. (USA)

150

4.0

OceanServer Technology Inc. (USA)

101

63.1

Kongsberg Defence Systems (Norway)

101

1,417.3

iRobot Corporation (USA)

61

23.3

Kongsberg Maritime AS (Norway)

25

7,110.0

ECA SA (France)

24

63.1

Teledyne Gavia ehf (Iceland)

20

1,917.1

International Submarine Engineering Ltd (Canada)

18

Bluefin Robotics (USA)

5

11.9
1.4

* sales figures represent total company sales, not sales of AUVs
Source: CGGC Ocean Technology Database; Sale figures from Hoover’s company database.

Lead component manufacturers are provided in Table 25. The location for many of these companies is in
the USA and UK. Companies in Norway, France, and Germany also are well represented in component
suppliers for ROVs and AUVs.
Table 25: Lead ROV/AUV Component Manufacturers
Category
Description
Buoyancy &
Flotation
Cables &
Connectors

Cameras &
Imaging

Handling Systems
& Related
Equipment
Lighting Systems

Company Name

Country

2010 Sales
($US M)

Cuming Corporation
Balmoral Offshore Engineering
Flotation Technologies
Leoni Kabel GmbH & Co KG
Nexans Norway AS
Norddeutsche Seekabelwerke
Divex Ltd
Tronic Ltd
Northrop Grumman Corp
ATLAS ELEKTRONIK
Divex Ltd
Amron International
Imenco AS
Liebherr-Werk Nenzing GmbH
Palfinger Europe GmbH
Huisman-Itrec
HATLAPA Maschinenfabrik
Aquanos Ltd
Divex Ltd
Amron International
Imenco AS

USA
UK
USA
Germany
Norway
Germany
UK
UK
USA
Germany
UK
USA
Norway
Austria
Austria
Netherlands
Germany
UK
UK
USA
Norway

n.a.
76.4
13.4
3,916.9
835.5
143.6
130.5
71.2
34,757.0
508.9
130.5
87.1
42.0
1,089.3
319.9
268.4
218.6
79.3
130.5
87.1
42.0

200
125
74
49,822
1,344
500
300
270
117,100
1,915
300
80
79
1,422
627
1,399
288
109
300
80
79

OceanOptics Inc.

USA

34.8

253
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Category
Description
Manipulators &
Tools

Motors &
Thrusters

Navigation,
Tracking, Sonars &
Acoustics

Company Name

Country

2010 Sales
($US M)

Carmanah Technologies
Divex Ltd
Sonsub A/S
Cybernétix SA
Imenco AS
Bennex AS
Voith Turbo Marine GmbH
SMD
MacTaggart Scott & Co Ltd
Imenco AS
Saab Seaeye Ltd
Sonatech Inc
Teledyne Benthos Inc
Northrop Grumman Corp
KVH Industries Inc
Amron International
Kongsberg Maritime
SubCom
Kongsberg Maritime
ATLAS ELEKTRONIK
SMD
Cybernétix SA

Canada
UK
Norway
France
Norway
Norway
Germany
UK
UK
Norway
UK
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
Norway
USA
Norway
Germany
UK
France

33.9
130.5
52.9
42.3
42.0
33.7
1,562.9
68.9
49.6
42.0
23.3
n.a.
n.a.
34,757.0
112.2
87.1
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
508.9
68.9
42.3

Software, Control
Systems &
Monitoring
Systems
Source: CGGC Ocean Technology Database; Sales and Employment figures from Hoover’s

2010
Employees
65
300
45
154
79
125
4,800
137
270
79
120
475
119
117,100
390
80
859
1,200
859
1,915
137
154

The five largest ROV service operators are listed in Table 26. Four of the five largest ROV service
operators are located in the U.S. and U.K. The companies specialize in service to the offshore oil and gas
exploration and production market.
Table 26: Lead ROV Service Operators
Company Name

Country Sales ($ US M) 2010 Employees

SUBSEA 7

UK

2,369

12,490

Oceaneering International

USA

1,868

8,200

CNOOC Engineering

China

1,079

9,435

HALLIBURTON, LTD

UK

748

2,277

McDermott International

USA

458

5,000

Source: CGGC Ocean Technology Database; Sales and Employment figures from Hoover’s

Table 27 lists the supporting organizations and institutions for the ROV/AUV global value chain.
Research and education institutions developing ROVs and AUVs are largely located in advanced
industrialized countries. Institutions particularly strong in developing ROV/AUV technology are located
in the U.S., notably MIT, Woods Hole, and Scripps. Scientific and Industry associations, trade
publications, and professional conferences are important in developing and disseminating the latest
advances in platform and instrumentation technologies. As in many high technology areas, the
dissemination of knowledge among members of professional and academic research networks leads to
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product innovation and design developments. As such, these supporting organizations and institutions
are key actors in the global value chain for ROVs and AUVs.
Table 27: ROV/AUV Global Value Chain Supporting Organizations & Institutions
Supporting Organization

Location
Research and Education

Australian National University
Memorial University of Newfoundland
University of Victoria
Chinese Underwater Technology Institute
Shenyang Institute of Automation (SIA)
University of Aarhus
Laboratoire D'informatique de Robotique et de Microelectronique de Montpellier (LIRMM)

Australia
Canada

Marine Technology Laboratory (Bremerhaven)
Hellenic Centre for Marine Research (HCMR)
U. of Limerick, Mobile & Marine Robotics Research Centre (MMRRC)
Institute of Industrial Science
Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology (JAMSTEC)
Institute of Marine Research
Heriot-Watt University
National Oceanography Centre, University of Southampton (NOCS)
U. of Hawaii, Autonomous Systems Laboratory (ASL)
UCSD, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Marine Physical Laboratory (MPL)
MATE (Marine Advanced Technology Education)
MIT Sea Grant College Program
Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBRI)
University of Washington, Applied Physics Laboratory
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI)

Germany
Greece
Ireland
Japan

China
Denmark
France

Norway
UK
USA

Scientific and Industry Associations
American Society of Naval Engineers
Canadian Institute of Marine Engineering
Japan Society of Naval Architects and Ocean Engineers
Schiffbautechnische Gesellschaft e.V
Norske Sivilingeniorers Forening
Royal Institution of Naval Architects
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Marine Technology Society

USA
Canada
Japan
Germany
Norway
UK
USA
USA

Professional Conferences
Oceans
Oceanology International
Ocean Business
OceanTechExpo
World Maritime Technology Conference

Trade Publications
Marine Technology Reporter
Ocean News & Technology
Maritime Reporter
International Ocean Systems

Source: CGGC
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3.5.2. Canadian production of ROVs and AUVs
Finally, we want to identify where Canadian production of ROVs and AUVs occurs. Figure 27 illustrates
the location of ROV and AUV manufacturing. Canadian production of ROVs and AUVs occurs primarily in
St. Catherines, Ontario (Shark Marine Technologies) and Port Coquitlan, British Columbia (International
Submarine Engineering).
Figure 27: Canadian Production of ROVs and AUVs

Source: CGGC
Table 28 provides additional detail about Canadian manufacturers of ROVs and AUVs. Six Canadian
manufacturers have produced 144 ROVs and AUVs according to the database. Not recorded in the
database are Kongsberg’s facilities in British Columbia producing the Remus 6000 AUV (CGGC, 2011).
Table 28: ROV & AUV production in Canada
Company Name

Location

ROV

AUV

International Submarine Engineering

B.C.

65

19

Shark Marine Technologies

Ontario

53

53

Seamor Marine

B.C.

2

2

Memorial University of Newfoundland

NL

IT International Telecom

Quebec

Marport Deep Sea Technologies

Ontario

3
1

Source: CGGC Ocean Technology Database
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3
1

1

Grand Total 121

Total

23

1
144
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4. Underwater Sensors and Instrumentation Value Chain
Prepared by Mary Turnipseed, Joonkoo Lee and Hoa Nguyen
Underwater sensors and instrumentation have been developed for a broad range of purposes, from
identifying oil and gas deposits in the ocean seabed to locating encroaching submarines. This chapter
investigates the variety of underwater instruments developed to achieve the interests of governments,
industry, and scientific research in measuring and observing the world’s oceans and the activities to
which they are host.
The first section of the chapter examines Nova Scotia’s position and opportunities in the underwater
sensors and instrumentation value chain. The second section of the chapter categorizes underwater
instruments into two fundamental categories, acoustic and non-acoustic. Acoustic sensors, such as
sonar, use sound to gather data about the ocean environment. Non-acoustic sensors and
instrumentation, for example, pH and oxygen sensors, measure the ocean’s physical properties. The
third section develops the global value chain for underwater sensors and instrumentation. The fourth
section discusses the market and technology trends in the global market for underwater sensors and
instrumentation. The fifth section lists the global lead firms for both acoustic and non-acoustic
underwater sensors and instrumentation.

4.1.

Nova Scotia’s Position and Opportunities in the underwater sensors and
instrumentation value chain

4.1.1. Nova Scotia’s position in the underwater sensors and instrumentation value chain
Nova Scotia’s firms are well distributed throughout the underwater sensors and instrumentation value
chain. The underwater sensors and instrumentation value chain in Nova Scotia includes both
multinational corporations and locally owned firms (Figure 28).
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Figure 28: Position of Nova Scotia firms in the underwater sensors and instrumentation value chain

Source: CGGC

Nova Scotia’s firms occupy many portions of the underwater sensors and instrumentation value chain,
with especially strong representation in the production and sales segments. Notable actors in the value
chain include large multinational corporations that have offices in Nova Scotia, such as General
Dynamics, Kongsberg Mesotech, Lockheed Martin Canada, Inc., MOOG Components Group (d.b.a. Focal
Technologies), and Ultra Electronic Maritime Systems. The Nova Scotia offices of General Dynamics and
Lockheed Martin focus on systems integration and customer service.
Nova Scotia’s firms produce both acoustic and non-acoustic instruments. On the acoustic side,
instrument manufacturers in Nova Scotia include GeoSpectrum Technologies, IKB Technologies/Seistec,
Instrument Concepts, Jasco Research, Kongsberg Mesotech, MetOcean Data Systems, Nortek Scientific,
Omnitech Electronics, Ultra Electronic Maritime Systems, and Vemco Ltd., many of which are competing
globally. There are a smaller number of manufacturers of non-acoustic instruments: Focal Technologies,
Satlantic, Welaptega, and Xeos. Some firms are focused on system integration, including Akoostix,
General Dynamics CA, and Lockheed Martin Canada (the latter two also have offices outside of Nova
Scotia that manufacture underwater instruments).
Nova Scotia has a presence as well in the distribution and customer support segments of the value chain.
ROMOR Atlantic plays a role in distributing and customizing acoustic and non-acoustic sensor packages
to domestic and overseas clients. Technical training and customer services are offered by instrument
manufacturers as part of their business.
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A number of firms in Nova Scotia own and operate underwater instruments to serve various end
customers. These are mostly surveying and consulting firms, including Canadian Seabed Research, Fugro
Jacques GeoSurvey, McGregor GeoScience, Seaforth Engineering Group, Seismap Consulting and
Tekmap Consulting. These firms provide services to firms in offshore oil and gas, military, scientific
research, and aquaculture sectors. Table 29 lists Nova Scotia’s companies in the underwater sensors and
instrumentation value chain, the relevant product or service, and their position in the value chain.
Table 29: Nova Scotia companies in the underwater instrument value chain
Company

Product or Service

Position in Value Chain

Akoostix Inc.

software, data acquisition and processing

Canadian Seabed Research
Ltd.
Fugro Jacques GeoSurvey Inc.
General Dynamics

data acquisition and processing

production – systems
integration
instrument operator

Geospectrum Technologies
IKB Technologies Ltd./Seistec
Instrument Concepts
JASCO Research
Kongsberg Mesotech
Lockheed Martin Canada

hydrophones, sources, arrays
seismic source and profilers, hydrophones, velocimeter
hydrophones
hydrophones
sonars and sonar processors
systems integration, customer support

McGregor GeoScience Ltd.
MetOcean

data acquisition and processing
conductivity, temperature and depth (CTD) sensors;
buoys and drifters
hardware components; optical plankton counters
(OPCs) & laser OPCs; motion control device
acoustic measurement instruments, transducers,
hardware platforms, signal processing
OPCs & laser OPCs
hydrophones
hardware components
manufacturer rep/locator svc
ocean color radiometer; nutrient sensor; data logger
data acquisition and processing

MOOG (Focal Technologies)
Nortek Scientific
ODIM Brooke Ocean
Omnitech Inc.
Open Seas Instrumentation
Romor Atlantic Ltd.
Satlantic
Seaforth Engineering Group
Inc./Seaforth Geosurveys Inc.
Seismap Consulting Inc.
Tekmap Consulting
Ultra Electronics Maritime
Systems
Vemco
Welaptega
Xeos

data acquisition and processing
systems integration

data acquisition and processing
data acquisition and processing
Sonobuoys, bathythermal buoys, towed acoustic arrays,
acoustic transducers
acoustic fish tags, transmitters, data loggers
3D video cameras and modeling software
beacons and transmitters

Source: CGGC
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instrument operator
production – systems
integration
production
production
production
production
sales
production – systems
integration
instrument operator
production
production
production
components
production
components
distribution
production
instrument operator
instrument operator
instrument operator
production
production
production, instrument
operator
production
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4.1.2. SWOT Analysis
Table 30 illustrates the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of Nova Scotia’s underwater
sensors and instrumentation industry.
Table 30: SWOT analysis of Nova Scotia’s underwater sensors and instrumentation industry
Strengths

Weaknesses

 NS firms well-represented in value chains (including
lead firms) (^)
 Strong shipbuilding and marine defense
infrastructure (*^)
 Synergies with underwater platforms, submarines,
and surface vessel construction (*^)
 Long-term federal shipbuilding project (*^)
 Strong relationship with the academic and defense
research centers in Nova Scotia (*^)
 Concentration of human resources (*^)
 Proximity to Arctic, other centers of ocean
technology, and offshore oil development (*^)
 Strong export capabilities (*^)
 SRED tax credit (*^)

Opportunities






Labor force uncertainty (^)
Heavy reliance on federal defense funding (^)
Limited local markets (*^)
ITAR restrictions (^)

Threats

 Growing importance of high-tech underwater
sensor systems in smaller-class shipbuilding and
scientific research (*^)
 Bundling new product capabilities (*^)
 Increasing demand for Arctic surveying and
scientific research (*^)
 High growth of offshore oil & gas sector (*^)
 Growing demand in non-Western, developing
countries (*^)

 Potential cuts in defense spending (*^)
 Consolidation of underwater instruments sector by
non-Canadian MNCs (*^)
 Many Arctic states also have strong capabilities in
ocean technology (e.g., Finland, Russia, Sweden,
Norway) (*^)
 Possible competition from Irving shipyard (and
related firms) for labor or services (e.g., machinists)
(*^)

* Non-acoustic underwater sensors; ^ acoustic underwater sensors
Strengths
Nova Scotia is well positioned within the underwater sensors and instrumentation value chain. It is
home to the head offices of some lead firms, as well as smaller firms that participate along the value
chain as systems integrators, software providers, distributors, and ocean surveyors (instrument
operators). The presence of strong shipbuilding and marine defense infrastructure benefits underwater
instrument firms in Nova Scotia by providing local markets for acoustic and non-acoustic sensors and
instrumentation.
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The strong relationship between Nova Scotia firms and academic and defense research centers, and the
accumulation of people with specialized knowledge in underwater sensors in Nova Scotia are key
strengths of the sector. The presence of Dalhousie University, the Bedford Institute, and DRDC Atlantic
provide the skills, research networks, and applications necessary for a competitive industry in
underwater sensors and instrumentation. The Halifax Marine Research Institute (HMRI) and the longterm federal shipbuilding contract are expected to strengthen the institutional and human capital
supporting the Nova Scotia ocean technology sector.
Nova Scotia’s proximity to the Arctic and other centers of ocean technology and offshore oil
development is also a key strength. As the Arctic warms, Nova Scotia underwater sensors and
instrumentation firms are well positioned to take advantage of the growing offshore oil industry and the
shipping industries in the Arctic. Nova Scotia’s underwater sensors and instrumentation firms generally
serve international markets, in addition to domestic, and the geographical proximity of the province to
other centers of ocean technology provides Nova Scotia firms with a competitive advantage.
The export capabilities of this sector are an important strength; Nova Scotia underwater sensors and
instrumentation firms have demonstrated clear success in export markets, often gaining a foothold
abroad before at home. Lastly, the Canadian government’s support for many Nova Scotia firms via
Scientific Research and Engineering Development (SRED) tax credits deserves mention, as they provide
critical capital to the firms for R&D, assisting their capacity to compete in the global marketplace.
Weaknesses
Nova Scotia’s underwater sensors and instrumentation industry also has several weaknesses. First, our
interviews show there is a good deal of uncertainty regarding labor force development and retention.
Several firms mentioned the difficulty of recruiting people with the skills they need in Nova Scotia. There
was discussion of whether local universities were turning out engineers with practical, applied skills, as
well as the need for community colleges to produce electrical technologists. Another problem was
recruiting and retaining people from other parts of Canada and the rest of the world.
Acquiring capital for research and development that requires fast turn-around times also was
mentioned as a barrier, especially in the wake of the financial crisis. Furthermore, while many of the
region’s firms are export-oriented and export markets are critical for their growth, the limited size of
local markets for underwater instruments, along with heavy reliance on a handful of advanced economy
markets, may make Nova Scotia’s underwater sensors and instrumentation firms vulnerable to shifts in
market demand and the competitive landscape in the international market.
Finally, the US’s International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) law was mentioned frequently as a key
trade barrier, preventing firms from exporting technologies to the United States, or to other countries, if
the technologies were already in use in the United States. Although a few firms said that it was not a
problem for them, others said that the associated paperwork, and the policy outcomes, impacted
severely on their business.
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Opportunities
The underwater sensors and instrumentation industry is driven by the global marine defense and oil and
gas industries. Scientific research and renewable offshore energy development are also key and growing
end-markets for non-acoustic and acoustic sensors. The retreat of summer sea ice in the Arctic is
opening the region to increased shipping and oil and gas extraction activities. Additionally, there has
been heightened focus on scientific research in support of geopolitical negotiations over extended
continental shelf claims. In addition to the eight Arctic countries, countries without claims to Arctic
seabed are also expanding their fleets of icebreakers and ice-strengthened ships, and concomitantly
increasing their purchases of underwater acoustic and non-acoustic sensors to sense the biophysical
characteristics of Arctic waters, seabed, and subsurface. Firms seeking to develop oil and gas deposits in
the Arctic and sub-Arctic will be a key source of market demand for underwater surveying in the coming
years. Therefore, opportunities for upgrading globally include the production of extreme climate-ready
sensors for use in the Arctic.
Scientific research is also a key area of growth for the underwater sensors and instrumentation market,
particularly non-acoustic sensors. The impacts of climate change on the world’s oceans include
phenomena such as ocean acidification, harmful algal blooms, melting Arctic sea ice, sea level rise, and
heightened storm intensity and frequency. As a result, interest in monitoring the world’s oceans has
increased greatly in recent years. Since ship-borne research is very expensive, government-funded
initiatives are deploying temporary and semi-permanent moorings and arrays of ocean sensors and
instrumentation in the world’s oceans (e.g., the Global Ocean Observing System). A key trend is the
development and deployment of underwater sensor networks. Examples of North American efforts
include NEPTUNE and VENUS arrays off the western seaboard of Canada. Both networks include
acoustic (Acoustic Current Doppler Profilers) and non-acoustic instruments.61
To date, despite its rapid growth, global aquaculture is not a key end-market for underwater sensors
and instrumentation. However, as environmental regulations of aquaculture become more stringent,
there is the possibility for firms to find strong niche markets for certain water quality sensors.
It will be increasingly important for Nova Scotia firms in all end-markets to bundle hardware, software,
and value-added services (e.g., systems integration) in their production of underwater sensors and
instrumentation. Additionally, it will be important for sensor manufacturers to target multiple endmarkets, while maintaining customization capabilities to respond to customers’ specific needs. That said,
there is an opportunity for smaller firms to remain economically viable by dominating specialized niches.
This is perhaps epitomized by Vemco’s success in the acoustic fish tagging systems market.
Lastly, Nova Scotia underwater sensors and instrumentation firms will likely continue to find the
strongest growth opportunities for their products abroad. Though the Irving shipyard contract may
change this for some underwater technologies produced in Nova Scotia, even the smallest Nova Scotia
firms occupy a global marketplace, and will likely continue to do so. The fastest growing markets for
navigational instruments (the most detailed level of trade data available) are non-Western economies,
61

http://www.neptunecanada.ca/; http://venus.uvic.ca/
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including Russia, Indonesia, Brazil, and China. For example, Brazil’s oil industry is growing rapidly and will
likely be a strong growth market for underwater acoustic technologies in the near future.
Threats
There are several potential challenges that can undermine the international competitiveness of Nova
Scotia in the underwater sensors and instrumentation GVC. One important limitation in this market is
federal funding for science. Strong reliance on government funding for R&D as well as public spending as
a source of demand will face a challenge if budget cuts in Canada and many advanced economies reduce
public sector expenditures in ocean-related research activities. As emerging economies develop their
own underwater science initiatives, Nova Scotia firms should seek opportunities to contribute
underwater sensors to their research programs.
Second, the growing consolidation of the global underwater instrument sector can pose a considerable
challenge to Nova Scotia firms, particularly smaller ones. Over the last decade, many MNCs have grown
through acquisitions of smaller firms to expand their offering across different end-markets while
simultaneously consolidating their R&D efforts. This has led to the increasing presence of a few large
multinationals in a wide range of instrument markets once populated by specialized, small firms. This
underscores the important role of global lead firms in providing small firms with access to global value
chains, and the need for creating linkages with the value chains of MNCs for maintaining the
competitiveness of firms in Nova Scotia’s ocean technology sector. If Nova Scotia firms do not forge
adequate ties with MNCs, they could find it difficult to maintain their access to markets.
Finally, possible competition from Irving Shipbuiding and related firms may create some strain in labor
and service supply in the region. This challenge is not exclusive to the underwater instrument sector.
The fact that the ocean technology sector consists of subsectors that have a great deal of overlap in
technology and end-markets could lead to the prospect of synergies across different subsectors. At the
same time, this can result in strong competition for available skills and services, thereby increasing the
costs of acquiring them.
4.1.3. Strategic considerations
Building on the analysis of Nova Scotia’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats in the
underwater sensors and instrumentation GVC, this section proposes approaches that Nova Scotia might
take to support and develop further its vibrant underwater instruments sector.
First, developing sensors and instrumentation that can handle extreme conditions could prove to be an
especially promising path for Nova Scotia firms. Arctic and deep-sea environments present a variety of
unique challenges to underwater operations, including harsh and unpredictable weather, low visibility,
higher demand for energy, and longer deployment. The instruments designed for extreme climate
conditions require new technologies and materials, spurring high-technology innovation in the sector.
Close coordination between instrument suppliers, final consumers and operators is critical, as
knowledge about the required capabilities of the sensors and instruments is likely to come from them.
Technology-based economic development programs in Nova Scotia, including innovation funds, tax
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credits or commercialization assistance, should consider targeting firms or researchers developing
extreme climate-capable instrumentation.
Second, ITAR compliance appears to be particularly burdensome for Nova Scotia’s companies in the
underwater sensors and instrumentation value chain. Reducing the burdens of complying with ITAR
should be an area of government action. A particularly useful suggestion by one company interviewed
for this report was that diplomatic effort should seek the implementation of a threat-based approach to
ITARs. Thus, companies with low threat profiles, such as those with long-standing or high-volume trade,
would be subjected to a lower compliance standard than those with infrequent or new trade in military
sensitive instrumentation. Additionally, the Nova Scotia government could assist small firms with ITAR
compliance, by either hiring a compliance assistance officer or hosting training sessions.
Third, economic development agencies in Nova Scotia can jointly initiate with the private sector the
promotion of a regional brand for Nova Scotia’s ocean technology firms. Given the diversity of
instrumentation in different technological and market niches, an overarching brand can help firms,
particularly small- and medium-sized firms, increase their visibility in global markets and across different
end-markets. Promoting Nova Scotia as the first place to find a world-class marine equipment suppliers
across various venues, from websites to trade shows, would provide increased visibility to the sector
and develop new opportunities.

4.2.

Definition and Research Scope

There is an incredible amount of interest in measuring and observing the physical and biological
properties of the world’s oceans and freshwater systems and in locating submerged objects and
observing manmade structures such as pipelines. Underwater sensors and instrumentation perform six
main functions.







mapping the seafloor
monitoring physical properties of the ocean and seafloor;
detecting and locating underwater sound and the submerged sources of that sound, including
submarines, mines, and swimmers;
observing and locating underwater animals and plants;
underwater communication; and
navigation, tracking, and positioning.

Figure 29 illustrates acoustic and non-acoustic sensors and instrumentation categorized by function.
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Figure 29: Underwater sensors and instrumentation

Source: CGGC
4.2.1. Acoustic sensors and instrumentation
Underwater acoustic technologies use sound propagation to locate or measure submerged objects. Two
general types of sonar technology exist: passive and active. Passive sonars use underwater microphones
(“hydrophones”) to receive, amplify, and process underwater sounds. Active sonar systems emit waves
of sound that travel through the water, reflect off objects, and are “echoed” back to underwater
acoustic receivers, where they are converted into electric signals, amplified, interpreted, and displayed.
With both passive and active sonar technologies, the direction and distance of submerged objects, as
well as their size and speed, can be discerned.
The military initially developed acoustic technology, commonly called “sonar”, to navigate,
communicate, and to locate submarines.62 Active sonar systems are better for locating, tracking, and
rapid targeting of submarines, with the notable caveat that their use allows enemy submarines to
pinpoint the location of the sonar system (and the ship or helicopter carrying it) emitting the signal.
Active sonars operate at different frequencies according to their purpose. High-Frequency sonar (>10
kHz) is primarily used for determining water depth, hunting mines, and guiding torpedoes. MidFrequency sonar (1 kHz - 10 kHz) is primarily used for identifying submarines, and Low-Frequency sonar
(< 1 kHz) is primarily used for long-range search and surveillance of submarine activity. An example of an

62

Sonar is an acronym for sound navigation and ranging.
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advanced sonar product is the Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System - Low Frequency active sonar
(SURTASS LFA), which has both active and passive components with which to listen for submarine
activity. Another widely used active sonar system is side-scan sonar. Side-scan sonar is widely employed
to locate pipeline or cable routes and search small objects underwater such as mines, shipwrecks. It uses
the basic principle of active sonar but with specific acoustic beams to send out signals whose reflection
will be collected, amplified and processed to provide high-resolution images of the sea floor.
Although initially limited to ship-based systems, underwater acoustic systems can be deployed by divers
(e.g., hand-held systems) or mounted to ship hulls, towed behind ships in arrays, dipped into the water
from helicopters, to free-floating buoys, or in the case of animal tagging technologies, even on fish or
marine mammals. Many military and non-military users of underwater acoustics exist. End-users include
offshore energy companies, fisheries and aquaculture, and scientific researchers. These end-users of
acoustic sensors use them for underwater communication, transportation, research, and recreation.63
Table 31 lists acoustic underwater sensors and instrumentation by their functions.
Table 31: Underwater acoustic sensors and instruments
Function

Instrument

Description

Seafloor
mapping

Echosounders/Multibeam
sonars*

Locate topographical features on the seafloor, measure water
depth, and map the seafloor by transmitting sound and measuring
the reflected sound waves. Multibeam sonars can cover large-fan
shaped areas of the seafloor.
Generate high-resolution imagery of the seafloor for locating
pipeline or cable routes, searching for and measuring small
submerged features and objects such as shipwrecks, mines or
downed aircraft, and generating accurate maps of large sections of
the seabed.
Using the same basic principle as echosounders and side-scan
sonars, these systems emit sound from towed airguns and detect
reflected sound with towed hydrophones to detect and map the
composition of the seabed.
Measure the velocity and direction of currents and waves.
Compass and tilt sensor added to sensor platform to determine the
flow direction. Pressure sensor can be added to determine depth
of current. ADCPs use the Doppler shift.
Measure temperature of the ocean over large areas with acoustic
transceiver packages that include a sound source and receiver.
Determine the temperature of the water column from mounted
installation on the seafloor.
Measure raindrop size and rate by recording data on sounds
produced by rainfall.
Tethered to underwater equipment and used to deploy and
recover underwater equipment. Triggered by a remote acoustic
command.

Side-scan sonars*

Sub-bottom profilers*

Ocean
monitoring

Acoustic current meters
and acoustic doppler
current profilers (ADCP)*
Acoustic tomography
moorings*
Inverted echosounders*
Acoustic rain gauges^
Acoustic releases*

63

For example, scuba divers use fish-finding sonars to locate shipwrecks.
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Function

Instrument

Description

Locating/
detecting
underwater
objects

Sound surveillance
systems^

Network of hydrophone arrays mounted on the seafloor that listen
for and record sounds and transmit the data to onshore stations
for analysis. Used to detect and classify submarines and monitor
volcanic activity.
Sonar that is towed from a vessel at variable depths in a watertight
container.

Variable depth sonars*^

Forward-looking sonars*

Active and passive
directional sonobuoys*^

Surveillance Towed Array
Sensor Systems - Low
Frequency active sonars
(SURTASS LFA)*^
Other towed arrays*^
Mine warfare sonars*
Limpet mine imaging
sonars*
Diver-detecting sonars*
Intercept sonars^
Observing/
locating marine
life

Communication

Fish finding sonars*

Active acoustic tagging
systems*^
Passive acoustic tagging
systems^
Acoustic data logging
systems^
Passive acoustic monitoring
systems^
Acoustic trawl and net
monitoring systems*
Acoustic modems*^

Transducer mounted to the bow of vessels emits and receives
sound at multiple angles to detect in-water and seafloor objects
and animals, including marine mammals. Information displayed in
3D and in-water obstacles detected at up to 300m in front of the
vessel. Designed for surface ship navigation and obstacle
avoidance.
Record and transmit underwater sound. Can detect acoustic
energy from 5 to 2,400 Hz and be operated for 8 hours at depths
up to 1000ft. Used to detect submarines, track whale populations,
and monitor underwater volcanic activity.
Anti-submarine warfare device designed by the US Navy with both
passive and active acoustic components. Passive component used
to listen for submarines; can deploy LFA sonar to detect very quiet
submarines. Also used to study and track marine mammals.
Arrays of active and/or passive acoustic components towed from
vessels or submarines.
Sonar used to locate mines on the seafloor.
Small hand-held or ROV-mounted imaging sonar initially designed
for divers looking for limpet mines in low visibility water.
Sonar systems used to detect divers and submerged swimmer
delivery vehicles.
Sonars used to detect and locate transmissions from other active
sonars.
Sonar system used to locate fish underwater. Have graphical
display which allows operator to view the seafloor, schools of fish,
and debris.
Monitor and track movement and migration of marine life.
Monitor and track movement of marine life.
Monitor marine life, locate spawning areas, and record marine life
sounds
Monitor marine life and record marine life sounds
Monitor catch size, trawl range and position, and trawl opening
Transmit data underwater by converting digital data into sound
energy, which is received by other acoustic modems and converted
back to digital data. Used for underwater telemetry, ROV and AUV
command and control, diver communications, and underwater
monitoring and data logging.
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Function

Instrument

Description

Navigation/
positioning

Ultra short baseline
systems (USBL)*

Used for short-range (100-500m) tracking and navigation tasks. An
acoustic transponder is attached to the equipment that is being
tracked (e.g., a side-scan sonar or ROV), and a hydrophone
measures the acoustic range and bearing to the transponder.
Transponders deployed on ocean floor to form acoustic net, which
receives sound emitted by ship- or ROV-mounted transducer. Used
for large-area surveys (range = 5-10 km), especially in deep water.

Long baseline systems*

Underwater GPS*

Used for underwater positioning and tracking; built on Acoustic
Digital Spread Spectrum technology platform.

Mine and obstacle
avoidance sonars*

Mine fields avoidance and shallow-water navigation via real-time
visualization of seabeds.

Uses active sonar technology; ^ uses passive sonar technology.
Source: CGGC
4.2.2. Non-acoustic sensors
Non-acoustic underwater instruments are defined as underwater sensors and instruments not using
active or passive sonar technology. These include optical sensors and underwater instrumentation used
to measure and observe the physical and biological properties of ocean systems.
Table 32 lists various types of non-acoustic underwater instruments by their functions: (1) observing the
seafloor; (2) measuring the physical properties of waters; (3) observing and locating marine life; and (4)
navigating and guiding underwater objects.
Table 32: Non-acoustic underwater instruments
Function

Instrument

Description

Seafloor
mapping

Marine Magnetometer

Detecting variations in the total magnetic field of the
underlying seafloor
Testing the strength of a material such as seabed
Determining essential physical properties of sea water,
including the distribution and variation of water temperature,
salinity, and density
Measures the underwater depth
Measures the cloudiness or haziness of a fluid caused by
individual particles
Measures the level of ocean currents, waves, and tides
Measures ocean currents and water properties up and down
through almost the entire water column (CTD included)
Floating instruments that collect data for various purposes,
including investigating ocean currents
Counts and records the number of plankton-sized particles in
the water.
Photograph underwater life and the seafloor (e.g., TowCam,
time-lapse cameras, sediment profile imaging (SPI),
underwater video profiler (UVP), High-Definition videos
Measuring the level of nitrates, nitrite, phosphate, ammonia,

Ocean
monitoring

Penetrometer
Conductivity, Temperature
and Depth (CTD) sensors
Bathymeter (or altimeter)
Turbidity meter
Current/wave/tide meters
Moored (or drifting)
underwater profiler
Buoys and drifters

Observing/
locating marine
life

Optical Plankton Counter
(OPC) & laser OPC (LOPC)
Underwater photographic
and video cameras
Nutrient sensor
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Function

Instrument
pH, ORP, O2 sensor
Ocean color radiometer

Communication

Navigation/
positioning

Chlorophyll Fluorometer
Underwater electronic
connectors and cables
Data logger
Inertial navigation sensor
(INS)
Gyrocompass
Motion Sensor

Inspecting
mooring and
other
underwater
equipment

Motion control device
Chain and rope
measurement systems
2D and 3D photographic
and video cameras

Description
iron, etc.
Measures pH, Oxidation-reduction potential (ORP) and O2
saturation
Measures underwater irradiance and radiance (including PAR
sensors)
Measures chlorophyll fluorescence
Used in various underwater systems for power and data
transfer
Records data over time collected by internal or external sensor
or instrument
Calculates the position, orientation, and velocity of a moving
object for navigational purposes
A non-magnetic compass that automatically finds geographical
direction
Measures proper acceleration, i.e., the acceleration that is
experienced relative to freefall
Controls the position or velocity of machines
Measure deterioration in underwater mooring equipment.
Take pictures and video of underwater equipment for
assessing soundness

Sources: CGGC, from various webpages, including Census of Marine Life, "Investigating Marine Life"
(http://www.coml.org/investigating/) and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, "Ocean Instruments"
(http://www.whoi.edu/science/instruments/)
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4.3.

Underwater Sensors and Instrumentation Value Chain

The underwater sensors and instrumentation value chain is depicted in Figure 30.
Figure 30: The underwater sensors and instrumentation value chain

Interconnection
with shipbuilding &
ROV/AUV GVC

Source: CGGC
The supply chain consists of:









Materials: raw materials and commercial, off-the-shelf items used to manufacture components.
Components: intermediate products or devices that are essential parts of the final product,
including hardware, software, communications equipment (such as system routers and
modems), cabling, and housing.
Production: manufacturing of completed, functioning products, ranging from simple passive
sonar systems to highly integrated systems.
Distribution: marketing and sale of products, as well as rental and leasing.
Instrument Operators: employ the products to provide services to End-Users. Direct users
include firms that conduct oceanographic surveys, vessel-building companies, and system
modeling and simulation firms.
End-users: for the purposes of this analysis, the end-users are limited to marine defense,
offshore energy, aquaculture, and scientific research.
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4.3.1. Raw Materials
Raw materials for underwater sensors and instrumentation include glass, metal alloys, plastics, diodes,
computer chips, and nanotubes. Acoustic instruments require piezo-ceramics and piezo-composites,
two types of piezoelectric materials. Piezoelectric material, accumulated in certain solid materials
(notably crystals and certain ceramics) is the core constituent of the transducers, hydrophones and
ultrasonic devices at the heart of all underwater acoustic technologies.
4.3.2. Components
Underwater sensors and instrumentation consist of hardware and software components.
4.3.2.1.

Hardware components

Hardware components differ by the type of underwater instrument or sensor. The hardware
components listed below are for acoustic and non-acoustic instruments, except when designated.
Communication components: Some sensor systems may employ system routers and modems to
connect individual sonar units or to create communication systems among networked PCs.
Display system: There are numerous types of displays used to visualize information gathered from
underwater sensors. They include the A-scan, which visualizes the signal along a single beam for a
portion of the listening cycle, and the plan position indicator, which provides a top-down geographic
view of the signal returns. In both, the strength of the return is represented by the intensity on the
display. Multi-beam sonar systems have additional display options, including real-time 3-D, 2-D,
echosounder, and side-scan sonar views.
Power supply: Power supply is provided by batteries within the underwater sensors and
instrumentation or by cables from a surface vehicle. Underwater acoustic sensors have unique hardware
components. Unique components in acoustic underwater instruments include:
Transducer: The transducer is the key component in a sonar system that turns electrical signals into
sound, and conversely turns reflected sound waves into electrical signals. In a passive sonar system, only
the latter applies. It includes piezoelectric material and is mounted either on the hull of a vessel or held
in hand by an operator.
Transmitter/Receiver: In active sonar systems, transmitters generate the electrical signals that stimulate
the transducers to produce sound waves. Receivers (or, “hydrophones”) sense the returning sound
waves.
Beam-forming processor: Input and output signals to transducers are passed through beam-forming
processors (via analog or digital components), which apply time delays or phase shifts to the signals,
creating narrow beams focused in particular directions. The width of the beam formed by the beamforming processor determines the bearing accuracy of the system when searching for submerged
objects. Passive sonar systems require wide beam-widths to listen for sound at maximum angles.
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4.3.2.2.

Software Components

Software programs: There are many types of software programs used for modeling, simulation and
computation of underwater measurements. These programs record, interpret and analyze the data, as
well as display and archive it. Specifically, software components to underwater instruments and sensors
include:





Operation software
Display software
Integration software
Communications and data processing software

Display components: Unique software components exist for acoustic underwater instruments. There are
several types of displays used to visualize sonar information. They include the A-scan, which visualizes
the signal along a single beam for a portion of the listening cycle, and the plan position indicator, which
provides a top-down geographic view of the signal returns. In both, the strength of the return is
represented by the intensity on the display. Multi-beam sonar systems have additional display options,
including real-time 3-D, 2-D, echosounder, and side-scan sonar views.
4.3.3. Production
The final production and system integration segments of the value chain include firms that manufacture
underwater sensors and instruments. Firms are focused on specific types of individual sensors and
instruments, such as sonars or CTDs, and sub-systems, such as communication systems, which consist of
multiple types of sensors and instruments. These firms use various components, some of which are
purchased from suppliers and others are manufactured in-house, to produce their products.
Systems integration has become increasingly important in the value chain of ocean technology systems.
Platforms often carry a variety of instruments and sub-systems that must operate seamlessly, regardless
of the type of technology employed and the manufacturer of the equipment. Some system integrators
(or their affiliates) are also involved in the design and manufacturing of individual systems, but also are
able to integrate sub-systems from third-party suppliers.
4.3.4. Distribution
The distribution segment covers marketing and distribution, rental and leasing, and customer services.
Customer services include consulting, technical training, and post-sale support and services. Instrument
manufacturers and system integrators are generally engaged across the value chain, including marketing
and distribution. They also provide customer services (i.e., technical training and support, as well as
customizing products) on- and off-site. Smaller manufacturing firms tend to rely on a specialized
distributor who has sales networks domestically and internationally.
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4.3.5. Sales
Some firms produce specialized products to serve a single end-use industry while some others,
especially the big players, produce a wide range of underwater sensors and instruments that serve
multiple end-use industries. Technology development, together with increasingly diversified demand
from the market, requires firms to expand their technology areas and diversify their products. Lead
firms with large annual sales often have a wide range of products that serve two or more end-use
industries. Rental and lease services are also provided to ROV operators and survey firms supporting
end-users in oil & gas exploration. The main end-users of underwater sensors and instrumentation are
discussed below.
Offshore energy: The offshore energy market comprises offshore oil and gas exploration and
development and the emerging renewable energy sectors, tidal and wind energy development. All
offshore installations require detailed mapping of the seafloor, and oil and gas exploration employs
cutting-edge acoustic imaging sensors to locate deposits. In addition, each of these sectors is
increasingly under the microscope for its environmental impacts – both in terms of catastrophic
accidents, like oil spills, and in terms of impacts on habitat and animal populations (e.g., underwater
noise pollution’s impact on marine mammals).
Oil and gas and renewable energy firms directly employ or sub-contract firms to use underwater sensors
to monitor the impacts of production, as well as to ensure the safety of production (i.e., pipeline
surveys). Additionally the oil and gas industry is becoming more “untethered” and moving towards
remote, “smart well” operations. With the current high price of oil, the offshore oil and gas market for
underwater sensors will likely keep growing, especially as oil and gas production continues to go into
deep water, becomes increasingly untethered, and expands into the Arctic.
Marine defense: The largest market for underwater acoustic technology is marine defense (IBISWorld
2011). Navies around the world use passive sonar systems to detect the presence, character, and
movement of submarines, with the advantage being that they do not reveal the location of the listening
vessel by emitting sound. However, these systems are less effective than active sonar systems at sensing
modern submarines running at very low speeds, on batteries, or lying motionless.
Relative to acoustic sensor chains, navies and coast guards do not provide a key end-market in the nonacoustic underwater sensor technologies global value chain.
Scientific research: Underwater sensors are used in scientific research to detect the depth of a water
body, measure water currents, temperature, as well as the presence or absence, abundance,
distribution, size, and behavior of underwater plants and animals.
As government funding tightens around the world, cost reduction in ocean sensing activities is becoming
increasingly important. Additionally, basic scientific survey research, as well as research on the impacts
of sound on marine mammals, is supported by governmental or private funding. For instance, defense,
offshore energy, and aquaculture sectors often employ underwater sensors to conduct basic scientific
research. Scientific research is often required by governmental policies governing the uses of ocean
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waters and seabeds. For instance, navies must often conduct or contract studies of the impacts of their
activities on marine mammals.
Aquaculture: As the fastest growing food sector on earth, with an average annual growth rate of 6.6%
from 1970 to 2008 (the latest year for which we have data; FAO 2010), aquaculture is an important,
emerging end-market for underwater non-acoustic sensors, such as dissolved oxygen sensors and
nutrient sensors. Bluefin tuna ranching operations employ acoustic fish tags to monitor penned fish. As
aquaculture operations move offshore, acoustic instruments will be employed to generate highresolution maps of potential siting locations for net pens and cages. However, the market for these
sensors is still relatively small, and there is little indication to date that global aquaculture is providing a
sizable end-market for underwater sensor technologies.
4.3.6. Supporting institutions
Education and research: Education and research institutions play an important role in underwater
sensors and instrumentation value chains as: 1) customers; 2) innovators; 3) workforce training; and 4)
entrepreneurs. Scientific research organizations are one of the major markets for underwater
instrumentation. Key innovations in developing new technologies and training of future engineers and
scientists occur at universities and research institutes. People at these institutions often develop
instruments for their own scientific research purposes. It is important to encourage research linkages
between private firms and academic and research institutions for supporting product innovation and
development. Finally, as we found in Nova Scotia, researchers often turn into entrepreneurs by
commercializing their own innovations. This is facilitated by the fact that for many underwater
instruments, the early phase of commercialization is more knowledge-based and less labor- and capitalintensive than mature, mass-market instruments.
Government and policies: Governments are important as final consumers as public research institutions
purchase underwater sensors and instrumentation, and navies and coast guards procure various marine
equipment, from simple measuring devices to sophisticated sensor systems for a warship. Governments
can facilitate value chain activities by providing research funds (e.g., SRED credits) and subsidies,
whereas some government policies may restrain the transfer of high-tech marine technology and
equipment across countries, as in the case of ITAR restrictions.
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4.4.

Global Market and Product Dynamics

4.4.1. Global trade: Exports and imports of underwater sensors and instrumentation64
The world’s exports of navigational and survey instruments nearly doubled in 2001-2010, from $7.5
billion to $14.4 billion. In 2010, 63% of the exports, $9.1 billion, were accounted for by surveying,
hydrographic, oceanographic, hydrological, meteorological or geophysical instruments and appliances,
while navigational instruments represented 37% of them, $5.3 billion.
As shown in Table 33, the United States was the world’s leading exporter in navigational and survey
instruments, representing 22% of the exports in 2010. It was followed by United Kingdom, France and
Germany. Canada was the world’s fifth largest exporters of underwater instruments in 2010.
In the subset of navigational instruments, Germany, the United States, the UK and France form the
leading group of exporters. As for a variety of surveying instruments, the United States (26.7%) is the
leader in exports, followed by UK, France and Germany. Canada accounted for 4.1% of the navigational
instrument exports and 5% of the surveying device exports in 2010.
Table 33: Leading exporters of navigational and survey instruments, 2010
Total (HS 9014 & 9015)

Navigational instruments
(HS 9014)

Surveying instruments
(HS 9015)

World Exports
USA
United Kingdom
France
Germany
Canada

World Exports
Germany
USA
United Kingdom
France
Netherlands
Canada

World Exports
USA
United Kingdom
France
Germany
Switzerland
Canada

$14.4 billion
22.0%
13.7%
10.9%
10.4%
4.7%

$5.3 billion
15.5%
14.1%
13.9%
13.4%
5.9%
4.1%

$9.1 billion
26.7%
13.6%
9.4%
7.4%
5.7%
5.0%

Source: Compiled from UN Comtrade
Among the top 20 exporters, Germany, China and Canada increased their share in the world market in
2001-2010 by 5%, 3% and 2% respectively. Meanwhile, UK, the U.S. and Russia lost their share during
the same period each by 10%, 7% and 2%. China’s exports of surveying instruments in 2001 was only a
half of what Canada exported, but in 2010 China’s exports surpassed in value Canada’s, accounting 5.6%
of the world exports.
In terms of imports, the United States is the largest import market for navigational and surveying
instruments, representing 17.2% of the world imports in 2010. It was followed by UK (10.7%), China
(6.4%), Germany (6.1%) and Canada (5.9%). For each subgroup of product, the U.S. and UK are the two
largest import markets, while China imported more surveying devices than navigational instruments in
2010. Canada represented 7% and 5% of the world exports in each sub-category (see Table 34).
64

Please note: trade information for underwater sensors is captured by the Harmonized System (HS) code 9014
and 9015 of the United Nation’s Comtrade database. Unfortunately, these data are inextricable from data tracking
“above-water” sensors; HS 9014 and 9015 capture all navigational and survey instruments. Thus, all trends in trade
that we report here are for both underwater (acoustic and non-acoustic) and above-water sensors.
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Table 34: Leading importers of navigational and survey instruments, 2010
Total (HS 9014 & 9015)
USA
United Kingdom
China
Germany
Canada

Navigational instruments
(HS 9014)
17.2%
10.7%
6.4%
6.1%
5.9%

USA
United Kingdom
Germany
Canada
France

Surveying instruments
(HS 9015)
18.4%
10.6%
7.1%
7.0%
7.0%

USA
United Kingdom
China
Germany
Canada

16.1%
10.7%
9.3%
5.1%
5.0%

Source: Compiled from UN Comtrade
Among the top 20 importers, China and Singapore are the two most expanding import markets in recent
years. Their share in the world exports increased in 2005-2010 by 2.1% and 2% respectively. Meanwhile,
imports markets for underwater instruments in the UK and France decreased in terms of their share in
the world imports by 4.8% and 1.9%.
Overall, these figures demonstrate the dominant position of Western economies in navigational and
survey instruments, which include underwater sensors, as both exporters and importers. Canada’s
position in the world market is stronger in imports than in exports. China has significantly expanded
their imports, and to a lesser extent their exports, in the past decade.
Canada exported US$678 million worth of underwater instruments in 2010, nearly three times more
than its 2001 exports, $232 million. As shown in Table 35, the United States represented 63% of
Canada’s exports in 2010, indicating the significant reliance on the neighboring market. The U.S. market
was distantly followed by markets in the U.K., China, Norway and Australia. The United States’ partner
role was stronger in navigation and guidance instruments than in surveying sensors and instrumentation.
In the latter product category, China has become the fastest growing export destination for Canada,
from $3.2 million in 2001 to $23.8 million in 2010.
Table 35: Canada’s major export partners in underwater instruments, 2010
Total (HS 9014 & 9015)

Navigational instruments
(HS 9014)

Surveying instruments
(HS 9015)

Total Exports
United States
United Kingdom
China
Norway
Australia

Total Exports
United States
United Kingdom
Norway
New Zealand
Australia

Total Exports
United States
China
United Kingdom
Norway
UAE

$678 million
63.1%
4.2%
3.7%
2.3%
1.7%

$220 million
75.3%
7.2%
2.7%
1.0%
1.0%

$459 million
57.2%
5.2%
2.8%
2.1%
2.1%

Source: Compiled from Industry Canada’s Trade Data Online (TDO)
Canada imported $793 million worth of underwater instruments in 2010, recording a $115 million trade
deficit. More than half of the imports came from the United States and another 19% from France. The
fastest growth in imports occurred in 2001-2010 from Australia, China, Germany and Mexico. Canada
imported more than it exported in navigation and guidance instruments, while in surveying sensors and
instrumentation it recorded a $106 million trade surplus, as shown in Table 36.
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Table 36: Canada’s major import partners in underwater instruments, 2010
Total (HS 9014 & 9015)

Navigational instruments
(HS 9014)

Surveying instruments
(HS 9015)

Total Imports
United States
France
United Kingdom
Germany
China

Total Imports
United States
France
United Kingdom
Germany
Mexico

Total Imports
United States
France
United Kingdom
Germany
Australia

$793 million
56.6%
18.9%
4.9%
4.2%
2.2%

$440 million
65.7%
17.9%
3.3%
3.1%
1.9%

$353 million
45.2%
20.2%
6.8%
5.5%
4.1%

Source: Compiled from Industry Canada’s Trade Data Online (TDO)
In 2010, the majority (70%) of Canada’s exports in underwater instruments were from Ontario, totaling
$475 million. Ontario’s exports were trailed by Alberta’s, which accounted for 11.7% of Canada’s
underwater instrument exports. Nova Scotia exported $45 million navigation and surveying instruments
in 2010, the third highest value among Canada’s provinces and territories. Nova Scotia exported $21
million of navigation and guidance instrumentation (46% of its exports) and $24 million of surveying
sensors and instruments. The United States accounted for 44% of Nova Scotia’s exports and another 20%
of the exports went to United Kingdom. Other major export destinations include Norway, Australia and
the Netherlands. These leading five export markets accounted for 83% of Nova Scotia’s navigation and
surveying instrumentation exports in 2010.
On the import side, three provinces led Canada’s imports of underwater instruments in 2010: Quebec
(40%), Alberta (28%) and Ontario (23%). Nova Scotia’s share was much smaller than its share in exports;
Nova Scotia imported $9.5 million of underwater instrumentation, representing 1.2% of Canada’s
imports. Nova Scotia’s imports declined over the last decade from $13 million in 2001. Four import
partners accounted for 87% of Nova Scotia’s underwater instrument imports: the United States (30%),
Norway (26%), Italy (20%), United Kingdom (10%), and France (8%).
4.4.2. Market trends in underwater sensors and instrumentation
The global market for underwater sensors and instrumentation has changed as a result of new market
demands, technology development and firm consolidation. Advances in technology and manufacturing
leads to the miniaturization of instruments that are more energy efficient. A greater number of small
devices are integrated and deployed on single platforms to meet the demand for saving operational
costs while simultaneously increasing the capability of underwater platforms. Advances in R&D and
manufacturing are driven both by consolidated multinational firms, that offer a wide range of products
for different end-markets, and by SMEs that specialize in meeting the needs of narrow market segments
or provide niche products that integrate with other firms’ platforms and systems. Finally, emerging
economies are rising as major markets for underwater sensors and instrumentation as a result of the
growth of ocean-related activities in the region.
Miniaturization and power efficiency: The global underwater sensors market is seeing a remarkable
trend towards smaller and more efficient technologies. Firms are increasingly using advanced
manufacturing technologies, such as MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical systems) and nanotechnology, to
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reduce the size of instruments. Additionally, instruments with lower power usage and longer endurance
underwater improve the lifetime of instruments when deployed. Since deployment of underwater
sensors can often be very expensive (i.e., ship or aircraft time, ROV/AUV operation), extended
underwater lifetime is a major driving factor.
Integration and deployment of multiple sensors on single platforms: Another key trend is bundling of a
greater number of sensors and instruments on a single platform. This both reduces the cost of system
deployment and amplifies the importance of systems integration, a key service in underwater sensor
GVCs. Systems integration is seeing rapid change; though the basic technologies with which various
sensors measure physical and biological aspects of the world’s oceans have not changed much,
integration technologies are rapidly evolving. In accordance with this trend, the modularization of
technologies in order to flexibly integrate instruments to various deployment platforms (i.e., ships,
moorings, ROVs/AUVs) is growing. Additionally, some firms are integrating some instruments into “subsystems” – for instance, sensor suites or multiple measurement sensors, wireless/satellite
communication systems, data collection/processing/storage systems.
Improvements in software and hardware have facilitated the continued evolution of underwater
acoustics technologies. The market is currently focused on developing shallow-water applications,
devices with higher resolutions. As several navies today are employing smaller naval vessels, future
military underwater acoustics technologies will likely be smaller, lighter, and easier to deploy and
recover than the devices currently available (Chitre, Shahabudeen, and Stojanovic 2008).
Market consolidation: An additional trend is the growing consolidation of the marketplace. Some firms,
in an effort to provide a wide range of products for many different end-markets in the form of complete
measurement and system solutions, are buying up smaller firms. Acquiring smaller, more specialized
firms enables technological acquisition and helps firms to attain scales of economy in research and
development, marketing, and end-market coverage. This trend will likely continue in the future, as lead
firms expand their market coverage and penetration and increase revenue by buying smaller, niche
firms (IBISWorld 2011).
One example in the industry is Teledyne Technologies. Since 2005, it has acquired 22 firms: Cougar
Components, RD Instruments, Benthos (2005); Rockwell Scientific, Ocean Design, CollaborX (2006); D.G.
O'Brien, Tindall Technologies, Judson Technologies (2007); Impulse Enterprise, TSS International, Judson
Technologies, Webb Research, Filtronic Plc (defense electronics), Cormon, Odom Hydrographic Systems,
Demo Systems (2008); Optimum Optical Systems, Intelek plc, Hafmynd (Gavia’s AUV maker), DALSA
Corporation, Nova Sensors (2010).
On the other hand, we also see smaller firms “spin-off” large firms, as is true of many high-technology
sectors. An example in Nova Scotia’s ocean technology sector is Ultra Electronics and the many firms
that it or its predecessors, EMI Electronics and Hermes Electronics, has seeded over its history, including
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Nautel, GeoSpectrum, Amirix (which later acquired Vemco), and Focal Marine (which was acquired by
MOOG).65
Growing markets in emerging economies: Increasingly, more dynamic market growth for navigational
and surveying instrumentation is found outside Western developed economies. Table 33 shows the
fastest growing markets for underwater instruments in 2005-2010. Among the top 20 importers in 2010,
Russia’s imports grew fastest over the latter half of the last decade, recording a 234% import increase,
followed by Indonesia (336%) and Brazil (139%). Indonesia and Russia represented the two fastest
growing import markets for each sub-category. In navigational instruments, Singapore, China and Hong
Kong experienced the rapid growth of their import markets, while Norway, Australia and Germany have
emerged as rising markets of surveying instrumentation. Additionally, Brazil’s oil industry is growing
rapidly and will likely be a strong growth market for underwater acoustic technologies such as side-scan
and multibeam sonars in the near future.
Some global players are manufacturing sensors in emerging markets to tap into the growing demand for
acoustic and non-acoustic sensors and instrumentation. One example is Kongsberg Maritime’s sensor
factory in China.
Table 37: Fastest growing overseas markets for underwater instruments
Total
(HS 9014 &
9015)

2005-10
Growth%
(2010 imports)

Navigational
instruments
(HS 9014)

2005-10
Growth%
(2010 imports)

Surveying
instruments
(HS 9015)

2005-10
Growth%
(2010 imports)

Russia
Indonesia
Brazil
Singapore
Norway

234% ($330m)
336% ($192m)
139% ($186m)
114% ($676m)
94% ($277m)

Indonesia
Russia
Singapore
China
Hong Kong

3,959% ($68m)
320% ($77m)
190% ($373m)
185% ($199m)
167% ($66m)

Russia
Indonesia
Norway
Australia
Germany

214% ($254m)
199% ($124m)
165% ($187m)
93% ($237m)
89% ($365m)

* Among the top 20 importing countries in 2010
Source: Compiled from UN Comtrade

4.5. Lead Firms in Underwater Sensors and Instrumentation
Lead firms are positioned throughout the underwater sensors and instrumentation value chain. The next
two sections identify leading actors in acoustic and non-acoustic sensors and instrumentation.
4.5.1. Underwater acoustic instruments
Key component suppliers: Underwater acoustic instruments require piezoelectric components used in a
variety of existing and emerging applications such as actuators, ultrasonic motors, sensor arrays for
structural health monitoring, transformers and micro-energy harvesting devices.

65

History of Ultra Electronics Systems timeline. Personal communication to CGGC research staff.
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Approximately sixty firms produce and supply piezoelectric devices to the global market (Gupta and
Abraham 2011). Importantly, no Nova Scotia firms manufacture piezoelectric materials, despite the
critical nature of the materials to the production of all acoustic instruments.
Table 38 lists lead firms that produce piezoelectric devices for the underwater acoustics industry. U.S.
firms dominate the list and include Channel Technology Groups, Material System Inc., EDO Corp.
Electro-Ceramic Products Division. One lead firm in the piezoelectric market is Canadian, Sensor
Technology Ltd., based in Ontario. Japanese companies are world leaders in mass-producing
piezoelectric materials for commercial and consumer applications. Japanese products account for 26%
of the global piezoelectric market, followed by Europe, China, North America and Korea. North American
and European firms conduct R&D in and manufacture high technology, high value piezoelectric devices
for sonar systems, sensors, nano-positioning motion control, transformers, and energy harvesting
devices. By 2012, Chinese firms will likely account for 22% of the global piezoelectric market, second
only to Japan (Gupta and Abraham 2011).
Table 38: Lead firms providing piezoelectric materials for underwater acoustics technologies
Manufacturers

Location

Airmar Technology Corporation
Annon Piezo Technology Co. Ltd.
APC International, Ltd.
Ceramic AG
Channel Industries
Channel Technology Group
CTS Electronic Components, Inc.
EDO Corp. Electro-Ceramic Products
ITC
Material System Inc.
Morgan ElectroCeramic Ltd.
MURATA
Sensor Technology Ltd.
Sonatech

U.S.
China
U.S.
Germany
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.K.
Japan
Canada
U.S.

Source: Gupta and Abraham 2011

Leading manufacturers: Given the specialized nature of acoustic technologies, generally, firms that
produce underwater acoustic sensors are distinct from those that produce other sensors.
Table 39 provides a list of leading manufacturers of underwater acoustics. The ranking is based on
annual sale figures reported by Hoovers, as well as information from companies. We include in the table
those companies with annual sale of more than $2 million. According to a 2011 market research report
on the US sonar manufacturing industry, the $1 billion (USD) US industry is dominated by Lockheed
Martin, Northrup Grumman, and Raytheon (IBISWorld 2011). Multi-national companies that engage in
the production segment also often participate in components and services segments.
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These firms occupy a wide range in terms of annual sales and numbers of employees. The annual sales
range from less than $10, 000 to more than $1.6 billion. Of the 56 companies in the production segment
of the value chain, about 30% of them have less than 10 employees. Companies with large numbers of
employees are often those that operate in several segments of the value chain and produce a wide
range of acoustic devices.
The majority of manufacturing firms are based in the US or UK. Other key countries that host firms
engaged in this segment include Norway, Germany, Canada, and France (
Table 39).
Table 39: Leading underwater acoustic instrument manufacturers
Firm

Country

Annual sales (US $ '000) # of Employees

Teledyne Technologies Inc.
Thales Underwater system PTY
Kongsberg Maritime
Sercel Underwater Acoustics Division

USA
Australia
Norway
France

$1,644,200
$952,200
$834,760
$638,950

9200
250
1791
830

Atlas Elektronik
Raytheon Systems

Germany
UK

$579,990
$337,930

1920
1622

General Dynamics Canada
Canada
$203,150
1266
Thales Underwater System Ltd.
UK
$194,500
698
Seamap UK
UK
$66,870
1053
Lockheed Martin Ca.
Canada
$62,090
560
Source: CGGC Ocean Technology Database; annual sales and employees reported by Hoovers

Key distributors: Key distributors of underwater acoustic technologies include Global Dynamix, Subsea
Technologies, which distributes AAE and Tritech products, Applied Acoustic Engineering, and MECCO
INC. Some firms rent equipment, and generally service it as well. Firms in this sub-segment include Edge
Tech, INNOVA, Romor Ocean Solutions Ltd. (NS), and MECCO Inc.
Key instrument operators and end-users: Activities of instrument operators include, but are not limited
to the following: underwater survey construction services, ROV underwater survey and inspection;
subsea pipe and cable trenching and protection, hydrographic and geophysical surveys, search and
recovery of wreckage, and environmental monitoring.
Leading operators of acoustic sensors are located in the U.S., France, UK and Sweden. Other counties
that participate in this industry include: Norway, Canada, Denmark, Italy, Australia and the Netherlands.
Supporting Organizations and Institutions: Table 40 shows the major supporting organization in the
underwater acoustics value chain. These include research and educational institutions, scientific and
industry associations, and professional conferences.
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Table 40: Supporting Organizations & Institutions for Underwater Acoustic Instruments
Supporting Organization or Meeting

Location

Research and Education
Center for Acoustics and Vibration, Pennsylvania State University
Center for Marine Science and Technology, Curtin University
Center for Ultrasonic Engineering, University of Strathclyde Glasgow
Center of Ocean Engineering, Department of Mechanical Engineering, MIT
Northwest Electromagnetics and Acoustics Research Lab, Portland State University
Institute of Acoustics, Chinese Academy of Sciences

USA
Australia
UK
USA
USA
China

Institute of Sound and Vibration Research, University of Southampton

UK

Marine Physical Laboratory, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, UCSD

USA

Marine Seismology and Geoacoustics Group and the Ocean Acoustics and Signals
Lab, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Ocean Acoustics Group, Center for Ocean Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Ocean Acoustics Laboratory, US Naval Postgraduate School

USA

Ocean Acoustics Department, University of Washington

USA

Ocean Acoustics Program, US Office of Naval Research

USA

USA
USA

Wave Propagation Group, Institute of Applied and Computational Mathematics,
Greece
Foundation for Research and Technology
Scientific and Industry Associations
Acoustical Oceanography, Animal Bioacoustics, Underwater Acoustics Committees,
USA
Acoustical Society of America
Canadian Acoustical Society
CA
International Bioacoustics Council
International Commission for Acoustics (and member societies)
International Institute of Acoustics and Vibration
Marine Acoustical Society of Japan
Japan
Underwater Acoustics Group Committee, Institute of Acoustics
UK
Professional Conferences
Acoustical Society of America (http://acousticalsociety.org/meetings)
Acoustics 2012 (http://acoustics2012hk.org/)
European Conference on Underwater Acoustics (http://www.ecua2012.com/)
IEEE Underwater Acoustic Signal Processing Workshop (http://uasp.org/uasphome.shtml)
Pacific Rim Underwater Acoustics Conference (http://pruac.hanyang.ac.kr/intro.html)
Underwater Acoustic Measurements: Technologies & Results (http://www.uam-conferences.org/)

Source: CGGC
4.5.2. Underwater non-acoustic instruments
Leading manufacturers: Table 41 lists the leading manufacturers of non-acoustic underwater
instrumentation by the type of sensors or instruments.66 Consistent with the export statistics of
underwater instruments, the majority of the firms listed are based in the top exporting nations, such as
the United States, United Kingdom, France, Germany, Norway and Canada. Some large companies, such
66

Selected companies have 2010 sales exceeding US$ 1M and whose primary NAICS code is: 334511, 334513,
334515, 334516, 334519.
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as YSI Inc. (U.S.), Teledyne Technologies (U.S.) and Kongsberg Maritime (Norway), offer a wide range of
underwater sensors and instrumentation while smaller firms tend to focus on particular types of
instruments.
Table 41: Leading manufacturers of non-acoustic underwater instrumentation
Function

Instrument

Major companies (Nova Scotia firms marked in bold)

Observing
and
Counting

Optical Plankton Counter
(OPC) & laser OPC (LOPC)
Underwater photographic and
video cameras

ODIM Brooke Ocean (Canada); MOOG (Canada)

Ocean color radiometer

Nutrient sensor
2
pH, ORP, O sensor

Measuring
Physical
Properties

Chlorophyll Fluorometer
Conductivity, Temperature
and Depth (CTD) sensors

Bathymeter (or altimeter)
Moored (or drifting)
underwater profiler
Marine Magnetometer
Penetrometer
Turbidity

Current/wave/tide meters
Navigation

Others

Inertial navigation sensor
(INS)
Gyrocompass
Motion Sensor
Motion control device
Underwater lighting fixtures
Buoys and drifters

Data logger
Underwater detection and
Survey
Subsea corrosion monitoring
Under electronic connectors
and cables

DeepSea Power & Light (US); Shark Marine Technologies Inc (Canada); Lights,
Camera, Action LLC (US); J W Fishers Mfg Inc (US); Kongsberg Maritime AS
(Norway); Tritech International (UK)
Satlantic (Canada, Hyperspectral/multispectral Radiometers, PAR sensor);
Northrop Grumman (US); YSI Incorporated (US, PAR sensor);
Satlantic (Canada); YSI Incorporated (US);
YSI Incorporated (US); Ocean Optics (US); Aanderaa Data Instruments AS
(Norway); Sea-Bird Electronics (US)
Seapoint (US)
MetOcean (Canada); Sea-Bird Electronics (US); Teledyne RD Instruments (US);
YSI Incorporated (US); Aanderaa Data Instruments AS (Norway); InterOcean
Industries (US); Saiv AS (NO); Kongsberg Maritime AS (Norway); Sonadyne
International (UK); ECA Group (France)
Imagenex Technology Corp (Canada); Saiv AS (Norway); Kongsberg Maritime AS
(Norway); Tritech International (UK)
Teledyne Webb (US, Autonomous Profiling Explorer); Sea-Bird Electronics (US);
Rockland Scientific International Inc (Canada); Sonadyne International (UK)
Bartington Instruments (UK); Shark Marine Technologies Inc (Canada); J W
Fishers Mfg Inc (US)
ODIM Brooke Ocean (Canada)
YSI Incoporated (US); Seapoint (US); Aanderaa Data Instruments AS (Norway);
InterOcean Industries, Inc. (US); Saiv AS (Norway); Rockland Scientific
International Inc (Canada)
Nortek (Norway); Falmouth Scientific (US); InterOcean Industries (US); Saiv AS
(Norway)
IXSEA (France); Sonadyne International (UK)
Teledyne TSS (US); IXSEA (France)
Kongsberg Maritime AS (Norway); Sonadyne International (UK); Tritech
International (UK); Datawell B.V. (Netherlands)
MOOG (Canada); MACCON (Germany)
DeepSea Power & Light (US); Lights, Camera, Action LLC (US); Kongsberg
Maritime AS (Norway)
MetOcean (Canada); Teledyne Benthos (US); Aanderaa Data Instruments AS
(Norway); Falmouth Scientific (US); InterOcean Industries (US); Saiv AS
(Norway); Datawell B.V. (Netherlands)
Satlantic (Canada); Shark Marine Technologies Inc (Canada)
Teledyne TSS (US)
Teledyne Cormon (US); Welaptega (Canada)
Teledyne D.G.O'Brian (US); Teledyne RD Instruments (US); SEACON (UK); Shark
Marine Technologies(Canada)

Source: CGGC
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Table 42 and Table 43 show the top 10 distributors and operators of underwater sensors and
instruments.
Table 42: Leading underwater instrument distributors
Firm

Location

Kyokuto Boeki Kaisha Ltd
MacArtney AS
Seatronics Group
Ashtead Technology
ClampOn AS
Sea & Land Technologies Pte Ltd
NavCom Technology Inc
Western Advance Pty Ltd
Aquadyne AS
Marimex Japan KK

Japan
Denmark
Scotland
US
UK
Singapore
US
Australia
Canada
Japan

Sales
(USD ‘000) Employees
$504,740
$59,870
$30,380
$27,200
$16,940
$16,050
$12,200
$6,010
$4,830
$3,700

262
75
63
500
59
25
104
15
6
7

Source: CGGC Ocean Technology Database, sales and employees from Hoover’s Database

Table 43: Leading underwater instrument operators
Firm

Location

Sales
(USD ‘000) Employees

CGGVeritas
Gardline Marine Sciences
Impresub Diving & Marine Contractors
COMEX SA
Petrobaltic SA
Ageotec srl
Fugro Jacques GeoSurvey Inc.
McGregor GeoScience Ltd.
Eriksson Diving AB
Specialist Subsea Services

UK
UK
US
UK; multiple
US; multiple
US; multiple
Canada
Canada
Canada
Scotland

$2,900,000
$139,550
$76,720
$64,710
$34,650
$10,130
$8,490
$6,000
$5,320
$4,060

7264
663
35
1
7
400
n.a.
110
n.a.
26

Source: CGGC Ocean Technology Database, sales and employees from Hoover’s Database
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Supporting Institutions
Major supporting institutions in the underwater sensors value chains are listed in Table 44, including
research and educational organizations, industry association and professional meetings.
Table 44: Supporting Organizations & Institutions for Underwater Non-Acoustic Instruments
Supporting Organization or Meeting

Location
Research and Education

Bedford Institute of Oceanography
Center for Marine Science and Technology, Curtin University
Center of Ocean Engineering, Department of Mechanical Engineering, MIT
Defense R&D Canada - Atlantic
Dutch Ocean Group
Global Ocean Observing System
Marine Physical Laboratory, Scripps Institution of Oceanography
National Oceanography Centre, University of Southampton
National Undersea Research Center, NATO
Nova Scotia Community College
Ocean Networks Canada Observatory - NEPTUNE Canada: Centre for Enterprise
and Engagement
Ocean Tracking Network, Dalhousie University
Pacific Ocean Shelf Tracking Project
Rutgers Coastal Ocean Observation Lab
Sea Mammal Research Unit, University of St. Andrews
Tagging of Pacific Predators
The National Oceanography Centre, University of Southampton (NOCS)

Nova Scotia
Australia
USA
Nova Scotia
The Netherlands
France
USA
UK
Italy
Nova Scotia
British Columbia

US Integrated Ocean Observing System
Victoria Experimental Network Under the Sea (VENUS)
Scientific and Industry Associations
Association of Consulting Engineering Companies–Canada
Association of Marine Scientific Industries, Society of Maritime Industries
Oceanic Engineering Society, Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
(IEEE/OES)
Society for Underwater Technology
The Minerals, Metals, and Materials Society
The Oceanography Society
Non-Industry Non-Profit Organizations
Tag-A-Giant Foundation
Consortium for Ocean Leadership
Professional Conferences
Biologging (www.cmar.csiro.au/biologging4)
International Workshop on UnderWater Networks (http://wuwnet.org)
Ocean Business (www.oceanbusiness.com)
Ocean Sciences Meeting (www.sgmeet.com/osm2012/)
Oceanology International (www.oceanologyinternational.com)
OCEANS 2011 MTS and IEEE/OES (www.oceans11mtsieeekona.org)
OceanTechExpo (www.oceantechexpo.com)
World Maritime Technology Congress (www.wmtc2012.org)

USA
British Columbia

Source: CGGC
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USA
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Ontario
UK
No Headquarters
UK
USA
USA
USA
USA
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5. Recommendations
Our analysis leads us to five main recommendations:
1. Coordinate economic development programs to take advantage of identified market and
technology trends;
2. Identify and prioritize export opportunities in the most promising international markets;
3. Actively support small and medium-size enterprises on ITAR compliance and identify methods to
reduce financial barriers to commercialization;
4. Develop and deepen connections with national and international organizations leading research
and development in ocean technologies;
5. Actively promote the region’s ocean technology assets in education; scientific, engineering and
technical human capital; firms; and physical infrastructure to relevant audiences.

Coordinate economic development programs
Finding
Common market and technology dynamics exist across ocean
technology value chains:
 Demand for less expensive, more versatile products;
 Demand for products suitable for use in tough, physical
environments;
 Importance of integrating multiple systems into a simple
user-interface; and,
 Customization for the end-user.
Knowing these trends provides an opportunity to focus technologybased economic development programs on actors that participate
or lead in these trends, thus enhancing the competitiveness of the
sector in Nova Scotia.
Recommendation
Coordinate economic development programs to take advantage of
identified market and technology trends

The report identified market and technology dynamics common across the ocean technology value
chains investigated for the report. The value chain chapters for each ocean technology identified
additional market and technology dynamics. Knowing these trends provides an opportunity to focus
technology-based economic development (TBED) programs on actors that participate or lead in these
trends, thus enhancing the competitiveness of the sector in a geographic region. Virtually all economic
development program officers should be aware of these trends as they work to develop a hightechnology sector like ocean technologies. Relevant programs include business recruitment, retention,
and entrepreneurship programs, technology commercialization and eminent scholars programs; indeed,
the entire span of programs offered, or that should be offered, to develop the sector.
The market and technology trends should help guide the selection criteria for targeting participants in all
economic development programs the province(s) has(have) implemented to promote the sector. An
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assessment of the TBED programs’ alignment with identified trends in the ocean technology sector
would be a useful first step. We recommend that Nova Scotia coordinate economic development
programs to take advantage of identified market and technology trends. Periodic updates to market and
technology trends in ocean technology value chains will be required to ensure that programmatic focus
reflects current information.

Identify opportunities for Nova Scotia companies to trade & invest
Finding
Demand for Nova Scotia’s ocean technologies is largely driven by
three main end-markets:
 Offshore energy (oil & gas)
 Military
 Scientific research
Growing market demand in non-Western and emerging economies
(e.g., China, Singapore, Brazil)
Recommendation

Identify and prioritize export opportunities in the most promising
international markets and product segments

Three key end-markets drive the demand for the ocean technology products produced by Nova Scotia’s
companies in the value chains: oil and gas, the military, and scientific research. Each end-market has
particular dynamics and offers unique opportunities for companies in Nova Scotia. Diversification among
end-markets allows companies and regions to experience regular growth as business cycles in specific
end-markets develop.
Our discussion of end-markets noted the generally favorable outlook for offshore oil and gas, and the
mixed forecasts for military and scientific research. Offshore oil and gas exploration is driven by
increased demand for petroleum, high oil prices, and technology developments allowing deep water
drilling and construction. In contrast, national funding for the military and scientific research, in absolute
terms, will likely decrease in the foreseeable future. The trend of replacing personnel with technology as
a cost-saving measure is likely to continue in both markets. This bodes well for the ocean technology
sector in Nova Scotia as both military and scientific markets seek to upgrade capabilities while reducing
budgets.
Market demand for ocean technology in non-Western and emerging economies represents a growing
proportion of sales in the sectors evaluated for this report. Markets in South America (Brazil), Africa
(Nigeria), and Asia (China, Singapore, and South Korea) provide opportunities for companies in Nova
Scotia to expand exports beyond their traditional market focus on the U.S. and Western European
countries.
Our evaluation of current market opportunities in the three end-markets for companies in Nova Scotia is
shown in Figure 31. We see strong export opportunities to the U.S. and U.K in all three end-markets,
with one exception. Scientific research budgets in the U.K. have been especially hard hit by the financial
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austerity measures. As a result, we evaluate the market opportunity in this sector to be weaker than in
other end-markets in the U.K. Norway’s market
Figure 31: Market Opportunities for Nova
appears ready for its companies to expand
Scotia Companies, 2012-2015
abroad. Norwegian companies serving the
scientific market, in particular, may be excellent
candidates for expanded operations in the
North American market because of advances in
technology and design. Companies in the ocean
technology sectors of Germany, northern
France, the Netherlands, Norway and Sweden
should also be considered targets of
opportunity for expansion into the North
American market.
Emerging markets of particular relevance to
Nova Scotia are Brazil and China. Brazil has a
booming offshore oil and gas market, and despite high tariffs on technology
imports, we consider the opportunity for Nova Scotia ocean technology firms selling to this end-market
to be strong. Opportunities in scientific research and the military are limited by demand for the ocean
technologies evaluated in this report.
China’s expansion into offshore oil production provides excellent opportunities for ocean technologies.
As a result, we would expect commensurate market opportunities for companies in Nova Scotia.
However, Nova Scotia’s limiting factors for selling to the Chinese market are geographic location and the
property rights concerns of companies. China is, quite simply, far from Nova Scotia; companies located
on the Canadian west coast have a geographic advantage to penetrating the Chinese market. A second
limiting factor is the protection of intellectual property. We heard repeated concerns about the difficulty
of maintaining intellectual property rights in the Chinese market during our interviews of companies in
Nova Scotia. This difficulty effectively acts as an export barrier for companies in Nova Scotia serving the
oil and gas and scientific research markets. For the military market, interviews with ocean technology
companies in Nova Scotia describe the Chinese market opportunity as effectively zero, because of
export limitations on products with military applications to non-NATO countries. Exports with military
applications are subject to the controlled goods directory and customs regulations under the Canada
Border Services Agency (CBSA).
We recommend that Nova Scotia identify and prioritize export and expansion opportunities in the most
promising international markets and product segments. Our value chain analysis identified product
segments we consider to have exceptional opportunities for Nova Scotia. Actors charged with export
promotion should conduct a careful review and evaluation of export opportunities in product niches
within each value chain.
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Reduce policy and financial barriers for SMEs
Finding
 ITAR compliance information unequally distributed among
companies;
 SMEs face limitations on commercializing new products
because of financial barriers.
Recommendation

Actively support small and medium firms on ITAR compliance and
identify mechanisms to reduce financial barriers to
commercialization

Our interviews with companies in Nova Scotia identified two competitive issues for SME’s: ITAR
compliance and financing for commercialization. ITAR compliance is required for companies serving the
U.S. military market. The regulation requires companies to “register” with the U.S. State Department’s
Directorate of Defense Controls. The registration documents who is involved in manufacturing and
exporting activities, and limits the re-export of products developed for military purposes. Compliance
with ITARs places a significant burden on companies. Large companies maintain in-house expertise
necessary to comply with the regulation, while small companies tend to contract with ITAR specialists.
Our interviews with companies in Nova Scotia serving the U.S. defense market revealed that external
specialists charge up to $10,000 per month in retention fees. This represents a significant cost for most
SMEs.
Our recommendation is to actively support SMEs in Nova Scotia on ITAR compliance. One option for
achieving this objective is to create a government-sponsored resource available to companies in Nova
Scotia. The resource could be a government employee charged with the responsibility of training
company employees on ITAR compliance, or the sponsorship of ITAR training sessions held by
recognized experts in the field. The Aerospace and Defense Industry Association Nova Scotia (ADIANS)
would be a particularly suitable partner for sponsoring training sessions for Nova Scotia companies on
ITAR compliance, and has already undertaken workshops around this issue. 67
The second competitive issue we identified during our interviews of SMEs is a limitation on available
financial capital needed to commercialize products. Self-financing, customer-financing, and private
capital often are not available for, or pose excessively harsh conditions on, SMES during the critical
phase between research and development and commercialization known as the “valley of death”. As a
result, the product line or company suffers a premature death while looking for funds to sponsor a
promising line of business.
Developing solutions to the “valley of death” requires knowledge about specific market and investment
conditions. Government actors can identify programs and solutions used in other regions and modify
them to local market needs. We recommend identifying the extent commercialization assistance is
needed in Nova Scotia’s ocean technology business community and modifying existing programs, or
developing new programs, to meet the identified need.
67

We understand that some discussions have already occurred along these lines and that ADIANS sponsored a
ITARs training session in early December 2011.
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Learn from other regions
Finding







Recommendation

Participation in knowledge and research networks is vital for
technology innovation and product development in the ocean
technology sector.
Leading oceanographic institutes, private-public partnerships
(Centers of Excellence), and industry cluster organizations are
central actors in knowledge and research networks for ocean
technology.
Centers of Excellence (CoEs) demonstrate successful policies
and public-private partnerships to support ocean technologies;

Develop and deepen connections with national and international
organizations leading the research and development in ocean
technologies and match Nova Scotia’s product, technology and
end-market profiles.

Participation in knowledge and research networks is vital for developing a high technology sector like
ocean technologies. Knowledge and research networks contain the subject expertise, technology
innovations, and the interpersonal connections needed to support product development and
entrepreneurial activity in a high technology sector. Leading oceanographic institutes, private-public
partnerships (Centers of Excellence), and industry cluster organizations are central actors in knowledge
and research networks for ocean technology.
Our interviews with companies in Nova Scotia emphasized the importance of knowledge and research
networks in the ocean technology sector. Companies recounted how specific products were developed
because of their participation in knowledge networks centered on leading oceanographic institutes. To
underscore the point, many of the ocean technology companies in Nova Scotia originated from
researchers at the Bedford Institute of Oceanography and Dalhousie University.
We recommend developing and deepening connections with national and international organizations
leading the research and development in relevant ocean technologies. For companies and researchers,
establishing and deepening connections with knowledge networks may lead to the development and
diffusion of innovative ideas and products. For government actors, establishing and deepening
connections with knowledge networks may lead to a better understanding of the policy environment
needed to support a high-technology sector, and needed modifications to technology-based economic
development programs in the province. For example, a scan of different public-private partnership
models may provide Nova Scotia with approaches it can adapt for the newly formed Halifax Marine
Research Institute. The analysis provided in Appendix F is a beginning toward that goal. We recommend
extending the analysis to regions of specific interest and relevance to Nova Scotia.
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Actively promote ocean technology
Finding


Recommendation

Word of mouth reputation, presence at industry events, and
visibility in industry publications is how buyers identify
suppliers.
 Ocean technology companies locate in Nova Scotia because of
location specific assets that make the region attractive to the
sector.
Actively promote the region’s ocean technology assets in
education; scientific, engineering and technical human capital;
firms; natural and physical infrastructure; and high quality of life to
relevant audiences.

We recommend that Nova Scotia actively promote the region’s ocean technology assets in education;
scientific, engineering and technical human capital; firms; natural and physical infrastructure; and high
quality of life to relevant audiences. Cooperation with other provinces in promoting the Atlantic
Provinces as a global destination for ocean technology companies and supply chain partners would
enhance the brand of Atlantic Canada. Coordination with national and provincial promotion efforts
reduces the likelihood that mixed messages find resonance in the ocean technology business
community.68
Our recommendation stems from two research discoveries. First, the industry norm in ocean technology
is to identify supply chain partners through word of mouth (“we know who does what, and how well
they do it”), presence at industry events, visibility in industry publications, and, to a lesser extent,
through specialized Internet websites. Raising the visibility of Nova Scotia’s ocean technology companies
in these outlets increases the awareness of leading companies of potential supply chain partners in Nova
Scotia and the region’s overall brand.
Second, when we asked ocean technology companies why they are located in Nova Scotia, we were
struck by the number of times they talked about quality of life, presence of skilled labor, and the
region’s unique natural and physical infrastructure. Promoting these attractive features to external
audiences leads to improved chances that ocean technology companies expanding or relocating their
operations consider Nova Scotia.

68

For example, Newfoundland’s designation by the Canadian National Research Council as the region selected for
national development focus in ocean technology.
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